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A B S .t r  A . G I
A Study of magnetic field induced sum frequency mixing (SFM) in sodium vapour was 
carried out using continuous-wave lasers as the sources of the fundaniental radiation. The 
three-wave mixing nonlinear optical process was resonantly enhanced by tuning the laser 
frequencies close to single and two-photon resonances in the sodium atoms. The coherent 
ultraviolet radiation at the sum frequency of the two input laser frequencies was emitted by the 
coherently driven 3S-4D electric-quadrupole, which was rotated by the transverse magnetic 
field to allow coUinear generation of the sum frequency wave.
Two single-frequency dye lasers were used to examine in detail the role of the 
intermediate 3P atomic states in the coherent two-photon absorption. Resonant single photon 
transitions were investigated for the first time in a nonlinear optical process in an atomic 
vapour. High resolution SFM line profiles were obtained which illustrated the complicating 
contributions of hole-burning, velocity selection, optical pumping, saturation and frequency 
dependent phase mismatching to the three-wave mixing effect. The use of additional single 
photon resonant enhancement and control over the refractive index of the sodium vapour 
showed that large effective nonlinear %(^ ) susceptibilities were possible in atomic vapours 
which could exceed those of nonlinear crystals.
The variation of SFM power with atomic particle density due to bulk phase 
mismatching reflected the wavelength dependence of the sodium dispersion with the 3P 
intermediate state off-resonance. Phase shifts of the focused Gaussian laser beams led to an 
asymmetric behaviour of the phase matching with respect to the sign of the phase mismatch 
Ak.
Saturation spectroscopy was utilised for the first time to examine the Zeeman spectra of 
the sodium 3S-3P D line resonances in a transverse magnetic field. A novel experimental 
method was used to restrict the detrimental effects of velocity changing collisions on the 
resolution of the nonlinear laser spectroscopic technique.
The possibility of using optical pumping with a transversal, resonant light beam to 
induce the second-order nonlinearity necessary for second harmonic generation in sodium 
vapour was experimentally investigated.
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C h a p te r ,  1
INTRODUCTION
1 .1  LINEARJIEJICS
The interaction of light with a medium can be described by the induced polarisation in 
the medium by the electric field of the electromagnetic light wave. The magnitude lEgl of the 
oscillating electric field
E (r, t) = E^ exp [i (k . r  -  cot)] (1.1.1)
associated with the light wave can be determined from the Poynting vector S = E x H which is 
the energy flux per unit time [1]. For a plane, sinusoidal wave,
ISL. = I c e  IE„p (1.1.2 )av
where ISlav (Wm-2) is the average energy flux per unit time, c (ms’ )^ is the velocity of light, 
is the permittivity of free space and lEgl (Vm-i) is the electric field amplitude of the light wave 
at frequency CO. When lEgl is much smaller than the intra-atomic electric field responsible for 
binding the electron to the nucleus (BfOom ** binding energy /  size of atom) then the interaction 
of the light field with the atom is perturbative. The induced polarisation in the atom is then 
expressed in the linear form
P = e^X(0))E (1.1.3)
where %(co) is the complex frequency dependent electronic susceptibility of the atom. This 
induced polarisation acts as a source term in Maxwell’s equation
V^E (1.1.4)
and re-radiates a light wave, also at frequency co. The complex nature of %(co) takes account of 
the interaction of the original and the generated light fields. The real part of %(co) describes the 
change of phase of the fundamental light field as it propagates through the medium and is
interpreted as the refractive index n of the medium
n ~ 1 + — Rex (co). (1.1.5)
The imaginary part of %(co) is a damping term for the fundamental electric field E and describes 
the absorption of the light in the medium. The absorption coefficient a  (m-^) is 
approximately given by
oc   —T Im X (co) (1.1.6)
2n
where k (m-i) is the wave vector of the light field and n is the non-resonant refractive index of 
the medium.
The functional form of x(co) depends upon the composition of the medium but this 
interpretation of the light/atom interaction can generally be applied in linear optics by invoking 
the Kramers-Kronig relations [2],
1 . 2  N Q N L J N E A .E - Q E E I C S
Whilst the linear model of the light/atom interaction holds in many experimental 
situations, it is no longer valid when the electric field of the light wave approaches the value of 
the intra-atomic electric field. The induced polarisation in the medium then has a nonlinear 
dépendance on the electric field of the light wave. Many nonlinear optical effects can be 
phenomenologically described by expanding the polarisation as a power series in the incident 
optical electric field [3].
P = + e^jc'^^E^ + ................... (1.1.7)
The first term in the series is the linear response which was described in §1.1. The first 
order electric susceptibility has been relabeled x^ )^ to distinguish it from the higher order terms. 
The second and third teims in the power series describe the nonlinear response of the medium 
to the incident optical field.
The second order susceptibility x^ ^^  describes the coupling of two incident waves 
Ei(% ) and E2(cc>2) to form components of the induced polarisation oscillating at 2% , 2cû2, (Oi 
+ a>2 and coi -  (O2. These are termed three-wave mixing nonlinear optical effects because
power is transferred from two fundamental optical fields to generate a new optical field at one 
of these sum or difference frequencies. This group of nonlinear optical effects includes 
second harmonic generation (SHG), sum frequency mixing (SFM), difference frequency 
mixing (DFM), parametric amplification and optical rectification. Second order %(^ ) processes 
are usually forbidden in isotropic media due to symmetry requirements on the potential energy 
of electrons in the atomic medium [2]. The work described in this thesis concentrates on %(^ ) 
nonlinear optical effects using an atomic vapour as the nonlinear medium and a technique to 
break the symmetry of the vapour, specifically magnetic field induced SFM.
Third order %(3) nonlinear optical effects are allowed in isotropic media and describe a 
variety of four-wave mixing processes. These include third harmonic generation (THG), 
two-photon absorption, intensity dependent refractive index and optical phase conjugation. 
Atomic and molecular vapours have often been used as nonlinear media to study %(^ ) nonlinear 
optical processes [4] although they will generally not be considered here.
The observation of nonlinear optical mixing effects became possible with the 
demonstration of the first laser in 1960 [5]. Lasers can produce intense optical electric fields 
which are necessary to induce the high order components in the atomic polarisation. This is 
possible because of the intrinsic high laser powers and the ability to focus the coherent laser 
radiation to dimensions of the order of the wavelength of light. The first report of an 
experimental nonlinear optical effect came as soon as 1961 where the second harmonic of ruby 
laser light (694.2 nm) was generated using crystalline quartz as the nonlinear medium [6].
Over the last 30 years, the study of nonlineai* optical effects has grown into a vast field 
in optical physics. There are many comprehensive reviews of nonlinear optics, see for 
example [2 , 3, 4, 7, 8, 9].
1 .3  m i s u m à B M m i i M
Historically, noncentrosymmetric crystalline materials such as ammonium dihydrogen 
arsenate (ADA) have been used as nonlinear media for generating nonlinear optical effects.
These crystals have been developed to have the advantages of large second-order electronic 
susceptibilities (typically -1  pm V'^), transparency over reasonably wide ranges of the
electromagnetic spectrum, good resistance to optical damage (typically > GW cm'^) and are 
usually biréfringent so that phase- matching of the nonlinear optical process can be achieved. 
Conversion from the fundamental to the second harmonic can be over 50% in these materials 
[10].
Although nonlinear crystalline materials have practical applications in many commercial 
devices, there is also interest in using vapours as nonlinear media. Most nonlinear crystals 
have an ultraviolet (UV) absorption edge at ~200 nm and suffer irreversible damage at high 
optical field intensities whereas vapours are transparent down to the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) 
region of the spectrum and do not suffer damage due to constant availability of the atomic or 
molecular' species. Vapours can be prepared with high optical quality and with long interaction 
lengths over which the nonlinear optical conversion can take place. Due to the normal isotropy 
of a gaseous nonlinear medium, most studies of nonlinear optical effects in vapours have 
concentrated on processes such as THG [11]. In order to study nonlinear optical 
processes in a vapour, some method must be used to break the symmetry of the medium. This 
has been achieved by the application of static transverse electric or magnetic fields, by using 
high power pulses to induce photoionisation or by using a noncoliinear beam geometry to 
impose the asymmetry. These methods are reviewed in §1.4. A novel alternative method of 
removing the atomic isotropy is to create a background transversal polarisation or orientation of 
the atoms by optical pumping [12]. This technique is discussed and experimentally evaluated 
in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
In an atomic vapour the energy levels of the medium are quantised and this allows a 
microscopic expression for the second order susceptibility to be derived. For SFM [13]
^  hk (1.3.1)
2fi (CO.; -  CO,) (c^i -  (0^  -  m,)
where N(m-3) is the particle density of the atoms in the atomic ground state, jicjp is the electric 
dipole matrix element between levels a  and P and cOo^p is the atomic transition frequency as 
shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 : Fundamental optical waves coj and oo^  interacting nonlinearly widi atomic energy eigenstates li >,Ij > and Ik > to produce a sum frequency wave at 
frequency CO3.
Atomic energy level wavefunctions have definite parity and so is forbidden in the 
dipole approximation. Consider equation (1.3.1), if the atomic transitions li > ~> ij > and 
Ij > -> Ik > are dipole allowed then the matrix elements and jjjk are non-zero. However, 
since the selection i*ule for a dipole transition is = ± 1, this implies that atomic states li > and 
Ik > must have the same parity and so jiik = 0 which also makes equal to zero. This is no 
longer necessarily true when electric quadrupole or other higher order radiation processes are 
considered. If one of the atomic transitions is electric quadrupole allowed with matrix element 
Qojp then the parity argument is satisfied and a process may be possible in an atomic 
vapour if suitable asymmetry is introduced.
As in any parametric nonlinear optical interaction, the state of the atoms in the vapour 
must remain unchanged and this imposes conservation laws on the process. Energy 
conservation must apply so that ,
cOg = cOj + CO2 .
Momentum conservation implies that
k j = k j + k j
(1.3.2)
(1.3.3)
where kj = 27îiiii< /  is the wavevector of the light wave at frequency cOj and wavelength Xj. 
In addition, photon angular momentum must be conserved in the parametric nonlinear optical 
process and this dictates why collinear three-wave mixing is not possible in an isotropic 
medium such as an atomic vapour. Since the electromagnetic waves are transverse, each 
photon carries ±1 units of angular momentum along the quantisation axis â, which may be 
chosen as the direction of collinear wave propagation in an isotropic medium. Therefore the 
angular momentum conservation law
+ (1.3.4)
where (coJ is the component of angular momentum of wave along È, can never be 
satisfied for the three interacting waves in a SFM nonlinear optical process with a coliineai* 
geometry. Application of a transverse external field imposes a preferred direction in the vapour 
and allows this conservation law to be satisfied, allowing collinear tliree-wave mixing in the 
atomic vapour.
The SFM nonlinear optical process can also be interpreted from a photon model, rather 
than interacting waves. This is shown in Figure 1.2 where two fundamental photons of energy 
flcoi and tîcû2 are combined by the nonlinear medium to create a single photon with an energy 
equal to the sum of the fundamental photon energies.
tico
NONLINEARMEDIUM
Figure 1.2 ; Schematic photon picture of SFM.
1 .4  PHASE M ATCHING
An important consideration in all nonlinear optical effects is the phase matching of the
fundamental and generated waves in the nonlinear medium [3]. Lack of phase matching leads 
to destructive interference between the different parts of the generated wave (originating from 
different parts of the induced nonlinear polarisation) as it propagates through the medium and 
less net nonlinear power is generated. For collinear plane waves, phase matching is perfectly 
satisfied when
Ak = k g - k ^ - k ^  = 0 . (1.4,1)
The dependence of the power of the generated sum frequency wave on the phase mismatch Ak 
is discussed in §5.2.
In bulk nonlinear crystals, the birefringence of the material can be used to perfectly 
phase match the nonlinear optical process since different polarisations of the light waves can 
experience the same refractive index in the crystal to give Ak = 0. Angle or temperature tuning 
of the crystal refractive indices can be used to satisfy phase matching.
In an atomic vapour, the refractive index experienced by the interacting waves is 
determined by the frequency detuning of the waves from natural atomic resonances and the 
population distribution among the atomic energy levels. The effects of the fundamental wave 
frequency on the phase-matching behaviour of thiee-wave SFM is discussed in Chapter 5 
where the nonlinear SFM process is two-photon but not single photon resonant. Focusing the 
fundamental laser beams into the nonlinear atomic medium is shown to affect the detailed 
nature of the phase-matching. In Chapter 6, the role of intermediate atomic state populations is 
considered and the liigh resolution SFM line profiles are shown to be modified by complicated 
frequency dependent refractive index and phase matching variations.
1 .5  iSYMMETRY..PREAKING T E CHNIQ UES T O .INPUCT %»» NONLINEAR OPTICAL PROCESSES IN ATOMIC VAPOURS
Four techniques have been successfully demonstrated for inducing %(^ ) nonlinear 
optical effects in otherwise isotropic media such as atomic vapours. These are briefly 
described below with emphasis on previous studies concerning SFM or DFM which are
relevant to the work presented here. A comprehensive review of symmetry breaking methods 
which have been used in nonlinear optical studies up to 1987 can be found in reference 14.
1.5.1 Transverse DC Electric Field
Application of a static transverse electric field to the atomic vapour has two main effects 
on The first is that the electric field perturbs the eigenfunctions of the atom and mixes 
atomic states of opposite parity [15, 16]. If the electric field is weak then second order 
perturbation theoiy can be used to give
e(«JM) = e„(aJ) + I E / y  (1.5.1)e ( a J ) - e ( a ’ J')
Y (a  JM) = \|/(aJM ) -  IEqI ^  ^  I % -  \{/ (a'J'm) (1.5.2)e ( a J ) ~ e ( a ’D
where e (e^) is the energy level of the perturbed (unperturbed) atomic state I a J  M >, T(\;r) is 
the perturbed (unperturbed) atomic wavefunction and Eg is the static transverse electric field. 
The wavefunction mixing by the electric field allows all three dipole matrix elements in 
equation (1.3.1) to be non-zero and thus can be finite. The second effect of the electric 
field is to impose a transverse quantisation axis in the atomic vapour. Conservation of photon 
angular momentum is possible in this direction and so collinear three-wave mixing nonlinear 
optical effects become allowed.
The application of the external electric field can also be inteipreted as inducing a %(3) 
four wave mixing process where the two input optical waves couple with the zero frequency 
external field to generate an optical sum frequency wave through the nonlinear polarisation 
P (co^  = (0, + (O^ ) -  (CO,, co^ , 0) E, (co,) (co^ ) Eg . (1.5.3)
Four wave mixing nonlinear optical effects are allowed in isotropic media. This argument 
breaks down if the electric field dependence of the wavefunction mixing is complicated [17, 
18] or if the mixing becomes independent of Eg at high electric field strengths [19].
Bethune et al [20] have studied the interference of electric field induced and
non-collinear (see §1.5.3) SFM to measure the quadrupole moment of the sodium 3S-4D 
atomic transition. The optical excitation frequencies coi and %  were chosen to be close to the 
Na 3S-3P and 3P-4D dipole transitions respectively to resonantly enhance The two input 
laser beams were crossed at a small angle between two electrodes in the Na oven to form a 
non-collinear geometry. The transverse electric field contribution to the induced polarisation in 
the atomic vapour was
3S I er i nP > < nP I er 14D >P(0)3) I  { -n ^  (“ np- % )
< nP 1 er i 4D ><  38 1 er I nP> . _ + -------------- --------------------- > E} < 4 D l e r l 3 P x 3 P l e r  I3S> ------------------------------------- E,tl CO^ p J  J  (Cùj 0)^p) (COj"* ^4D i  P )
(1.5.4)
where Ej (%) and E2 (CO2) are the fundamental optical electric fields, Eg is the external field, 
and r  is the relaxation rate of the Na 4D atomic state.
Abrams et al studied electric field induced DFM both theoretically [17] and 
experimentally [18] in the molecular gas NH^D. A single frequency cw CO2 laser at X = 10.6 
p,m was mixed with a 4 GHz microwave source to generate a single sideband at the difference 
frequency. In addition to allowing the DFM nonlinear process to occur, the static transverse 
electric field of ~350 V cm-  ^was used to Stark shift the moleculai* energy levels for additional 
resonant enhancement of the DFM.
The most detailed study to date of an electric field induced SFM nonlinear optical 
process has been carried out by Boyd and co-workers in Na vapour [19, 20, 21]. Their 
excitation scheme was similar to Figure 1.1 where the atomic state li > was the 3Sjy2 ground 
state, Ij > was the 3P3/2 first excited state and Ik > was a high lying Rydberg level of the 
sodium atom. A theoretical calculation assumed that the Rydberg levels were hydrogenic with 
linear rather than quadratic Stark shifts. The calculation of the second order susceptibility 
under these conditions showed that the expected value should be -55.7 pm which is 
several hundred times greater than the nonlinear susceptibility of a good nonlinear crystal such 
as potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP). A subsequent experimental investigation used two
■I
excimer pumped pulsed dye lasers as the source of the fundamental radiation. The pulse 
energies were typically 0,5 mJ with linewidths of -5  GHz and durations of -4  ns. Laser 
frequency coi was tuned close (Av -5  GHz) to the sodium 3P3/2 single photon transition 
at 590 nm for resonant enhancement of The second laser frequency CO2 was tuned from 
-420-427 nm to be on resonance with the 11P-14S Rydberg levels of Na. The measured value 
of was only -10 times larger than that of KDP due to the relatively small applied electric 
field strength (-1500 V cm-^) and the approximated hydrogenic behaviour of the sodium 
energy levels. Further study with higher transverse electric field strengths (-2000 V cm-^) 
showed that the SFM became almost continuously tunable due to complete mixing of the Stark 
shifted Rydberg levels. Tuning coj close to but not onto resonance with the 3S-3P D line single 
photon transition was shown to be crucial in obtaining a good conversion efficiency. The SFM 
process was not phase matched but a maximum energy conversion efficiency of -3  x 10-  ^was 
obtained with CDi detuned by -30  GHz from the D line resonance and C0j+ CO2 on resonance 
with the 13S Rydberg level.
1.5.2 High Power Laser Pulses
Even if no external fields are applied to the vapour to break the symmetry^ three-wave 
mixing has been demonstrated many times in isotropic atomic media by using high power laser 
pulses as the source of the fundamental radiation [eg. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Some controversy 
over the physical mechanism of this symmetry breaking technique exists. One fairly consistant 
explanation is that the nonlinear optical process becomes allowed due to local radial electric 
fields at the focus of the fundamental laser beam [27, 38]. These electric fields are produced 
by photoelectrons which are generated by multiphoton ionisation and the electric field acts in a 
similar manner to the static field discussed in the previous section. }
However, unexplained deviations from this argument have been observed [26, 29] 
which might be attributed to spatial variations in the atomic ground state density or collisional 
effects being of importance.
Most of these studies concerned SHG and two-photon resonant enhancement of the j
nonlinear optical process was utilised. With high power excitation, the classical selection rules ;
10
. . , ,  .. ,  !
for atomic transitions are not longer valid, allowing SHG between atomic S states for which no 
multiple transition exists [30]. Other optical paiametric processes can also be driven in the 
atomic vapour under high power excitation [31].
1.5.3 Non-Collinear Beam Excitation
The photon angular momentum conservation law prevents collinear three-wave mixing 
in an isotropic medium. By arranging the two fundamental beams to be non-collinear with 
wavevectors kj and k^, there is an angular momentum component along the quantisation 
direction kj + k2 which is zero and this allows conservation of angular momentum among the 
three interacting waves. This non-collinear geometry thus breaks the symmetry of an atomic 
vapour and forward generation of the sum frequency wave is possible [32].
Betliune et al [32, 33, 34, 20] have studied this symmetry breaking method in detail, 
using two pulsed dye lasers to generate SFM in sodium vapour. Resonant enhancement of %(^ ) 
was obtained by tuning cOj close to the Na 3S-3P resonance and coi + %  on resonance with the 
3S-4D two-photon transition. The induced nonlinear optical polarisation for non-collinear 
excitation was
N < 3 S le r r l4 D > < 4 D le r l3 P x 3 P ie r l3 S >P (0)3 = (0,+ (O3)  i (k,+ y  —  ^
ti
X Ej (cOj) (©2) (1.5.5)
SFM is a maximum when Ej is perpendicular to E2 and one of them lies in the plane of 
kj and k2. Phase matching of the nonlinear optical process was achieved by compensating the 
natural dispersion of the sodium vapour with the intersection angle of the two fundamental 
beams. This second order dipole-forbidden SFM was as strong as a third-order dipole allowed 
process such as THG.
Limiting effects on the generated SFM power were also considered [33]. At high 
atomic densities, the linear absorption of the laser beam at ©i reduced the SFM power, even 
for relatively large single photon detunings of -50  cm'L Saturation of the enhancing 
two-photon absorption limited the SFM power above a fundamental beam power product of
11
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-10^ cm" .^ The high pump power intensities also induced refractive index changes in the
sodium vapour through saturation of the single and two-photon resonances. This broke the 
phase matching to make Akï4 0 with a corresponding decrease in SFM power. Self-defocusing 
was also evident which decreased the optical intensities at the focus of the input laser beams. 
The multiphoton ionisation process was estimated to be insignificant with a fractional ionisation 
of only -1% with their highest available fundamental intensities of -0.5 MW cm- .^
1.5.4 Transverse DC Magnetic Field
The application of a static transverse magnetic field to an atomic vapour has a similar 
symmetry breaking effect to a static electric field. In this case the magnetic field perturbs and 
mixes the wavefunctions of the Zeeman sublevels within an atomic state but the parity of the 
states remains unchanged. A multipole transition moment, usually an electric quadrupole, must 
be used in the nonlinear optical process to complete the chain of matrix elements forming 
Photon angular momentum is conserved since the transverse magnetic field defines a 
quantisation axis in the atomic vapour which is perpendicular to the optical waves. This is the 
symmetry breaking technique considered in this thesis to induce three-wave SFM in sodium 
vapour.
Flusberg et al [35] were the first investigators to report a magnetic field induced, 
collinear three-wave mixing nonlinear optical process. DFM was studied in atomic thallium 
vapour where the two input pulsed laser beams at 378 nm and 535 nm were chosen to lie 
close to the 6P1/2 - 7Si/2 and 6P3/2 - atomic dipole transitions for resonant enhancement 
of %(^ ). Parametric emission of the 1280 nm DFM radiation occurred on the 6P3/2 - 6P1/2 
magnetic dipole transition rather than via an electric quadrupole. The induced magnetisation m 
the vapour was
M = N [ a E , ( E 2*,H) + P E / ( E , . H )  + y H ( E , . y ) ]  (1.5.6)
where N is the atomic particle density, a , P and y are related to the atomic matrix elements and 
laser detunings from atomic resonances, Ej 2 are the electric fields of the fundamental optical
12
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beams and H is the ti'ansverse magnetic field. They confirmed experimentally that the DFM 
power varied as N^H^PiP2 .where P  ^and P2 were the powers of the fundamental beams, and 
that no DFM was produced with a longitudinal magnetic field. In their analysis, they 
incorrectly proposed that the symmetry breaking effect of the magnetic field was due to the 
mixing of hyperfine levels. This was shown to be incorrect by Matsuoka et al [36] who 
demonstrated that magnetic field induced SHG was possible in calcium vapour. Calcium has 
no hyperfine atomic structure, it was the mixing of the magnetic sublevels by the transverse 
magnetic field which allowed SHG to take place.
Three-wave SFM was investigated in sodium vapour using both non-collinear beams 
and a transverse magnetic field to remove the isotropy of the atomic vapour [37, 38]. 
Destructive or constiuctive interference between the sum-frequency waves generated by each 
symmetry breaking method was observed, depending upon the relative direction of the 
transverse magnetic field to E ^  or E 2. The sum frequency powers generated by each 
mechanism were comparable at magnetic field strengths of -30 G. Magnetic field induced 
SHG has also been reported in thallium vapour by the same authors [39].
The studies of magnetic-field induced, three-wave mixing nonlinear optical processes 
which aie most relevant to the work presented here have been by Matsuoka et al [36,40,41], 
Dunn [42] and Sinclair and Dunn [43, 44] who all used sodium vapour as the nonlinear 
medium. Their studies of magnetic field induced SHG has led to a detailed understanding of 
the microscopic and macroscopic properties of the nonlinear optical process.
Matsuoka et al have established a microscopic model for the symmetry breaking action 
of the transverse magnetic field. In the absence of the applied field, the fundamental optical 
wave induces a two-photon absolution [45] between energy states of the atomic medium. This 
creates quadrupole moments which oscillate at twice the frequency of the original optical wave 
but which radiate transversely to the fundamental optical beam. When a transverse magnetic 
field is applied, the induced quadrupole moments are rotated by magnetic sublevel 
eigenfunction mixing and a component can now radiate in the propagation direction of the 
fundamental optical field. This allows a net, coherent second harmonic wave to be produced. 
The induced rotated quadrupole moments can be regarded as two "effective dipoles" which are
13
perpendicular to each other and to the fundamental beam as shown in Figure 1.3. The relative 
magnitude and phase of these dipoles determines the amplitude and polarisation of the second 
harmonic wave.
H
SECOND HARMONICFUNDAMENTAL
Figure 1.3 : Effective dipoles Q^y and which generate the second 
harmonic wave at frequency 2co = k^c.
Sinclair and Dunn have used a cw, single-mode laser to examine the microscopic 
behaviour of the effective dipoles Q^y and Q^y in detail. Excellent agreement was obtained 
between experimental results and theory which included homogeneous/ inhomogeneous 
broadening, laser polarisation/frequency and atomic transitions/ selection rules. This behaviour 
is discussed in the following chapter.
As an extension to this recent work on SHG, this thesis describes the study of cw, high 
resolution SFM in sodium vapour with the nonlinearity induced with a transverse magnetic 
field.
Two fundamental cw laser beams of different frequency were used to excite the Na 
3S-4D two-photon transition as shown in Figure 1.4. The laser systems and ancillary 
experimental equipment used in this study are described in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1.4 : Schematic diagram of the sodium energy levels and frequencies involved in the SFM effect.
The investigation of SFM is divided into two areas, depending upon the detuning of 
laser frequency coj[ from the Na 3S-3P single photon D line resonances:
(i) Acoi > A (Dp. the 3S-3P Doppler width In this case, the SFM nonlinear optical effect 
is two-photon but not single photon resonant so that no atomic population is transferred to the 
intermediate P states. This situation is analogous to the previous SHG study. In Chapter 5, 
the microscopic behaviour of the SFM is shown to be identical to SHG as expected. However, 
the bulk macroscopic phase matching of the SFM differs from SHG because the wavelengths 
of the two fundamental waves can be varied. The refractive index of the sodium vapour is 
wavelength dependent and so the phase mismatch Ak can be changed. In particular the sign of 
Ak can be controlled to be positive or negative, depending on Ai, so that the variation of SFM 
power with atomic density displays asymmetric effects due to the focusing parameters of the 
Gaussian laser beams [46]. Phase matching techniques for nonlinear optical effects in atomic 
vapours are reviewed and it is shown that SFM in sodium vapour can be optimally phase 
matched at aU atomic particle densities by tuning coi between the and D2 line resonances.
(ii) AcOj < Acop When cOj is tuned within the 3S-3P single photon transition Doppler 
width, the SFM process becomes simultaneously single photon and two-photon resonant. The
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microscopic and macroscopic behaviour of SFM under these conditions is quite different from 
the previous case and this is discussed in Chapter 6.
The influence of resonant single photon transitions on nonlinear optical processes in 
atomic vapours has not previously been studied. Tuning coi close to or on single photon 
resonance has the benefit of increasing the probability of two-photon absorption by several 
orders of magnitude [47]. This has previously been considered in the context of two-photon 
spectroscopy [48] where excited state populations rather than induced atomic coherences are of 
interest. In Chapter 6, a detailed experimental study of magnetic field induced SFM with a 
resonant intermediate state is presented using two cw, narrow linewidth dye lasers as the 
sources of the fundamental radiation. The microscopic behaviour is shown to be complicated 
by several processes such as velocity selection, optical pumping and collisional effects. 
Moderate laser powers on resonance induce satui*ation of the single and two-photon resonances 
such that a pertuibative theory of the simultaneously resonant SFM effect may not be always 
applicable. Chapter 2 discusses the theory of two coupled Doppler broadened atomic 
transitions from the viewpoint of inducing atomic coherences as well as reviewing the 
non-resonant SFM and SHG microscopic theory. Macroscopic effects due to phase matching 
became unavoidable with single photon resonance due to the optically induced movement of 
atomic population in the atomic levels and subsequent refractive index variations.
With appropriate control over single photon detunings and the atomic refractive index, 
significant SFM powers can be generated using the vapour as a nonlinear medium. The 
effective nonlinearity of the vapour can exceed that of a good bulk nonlinear crystal. This 
offers the possibility of using atomic vapours as true practical devices for UV and VUV 
generation.
1 .6  j
The use of on-resonance single photon atomic transitions for the first time in magnetic 
field induced SFM required an accurate measurement of the Na 3P state Zeeman splittings to be i
made. The sodium 3S-3P hyperfine Zeeman spectrum was investigated using the nonlinear j
:
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laser spectroscopic technique of satuiated absorption spectroscopy [49], which has not been 
previously applied to a study of Zeeman spectra. This is discussed in Chapter 4 where 
obtained spectra are presented using a novel experimental method which increased the 
obtainable resolution in a spectrum. Velocity changing collisions reduce the resolution which 
can be achieved in the spectrum. Limitations on interpreting the Zeeman spectrum are shown 
to arise due to the large number of non-degenerate atomic transitions and associated cross-over 
resonances.
A novel technique for breaking the symmetry of an atomic vapour and allowing a 
nonlinear optical process to take place is considered in Chapter 7. A resonant, polarised light 
wave can be used to optically pump tlie ground state of an atomic vapour into an oriented rather 
than random spin direction [50]. If a large transverse background orientation of the atoms can 
be produced then this can act as a nonlinear medium for a three-wave nonlinear optical process 
[51], in a similar manner to an applied transverse magnetic field. A theoretical and 
experimental investigation of using optical pumping in sodium vapour to create a nonlinear 
medium for SHG is presented.
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THEORY
Chapter 2 
THEORY
In this chapter, some aspects of the theory of magnetic field induced SFM are 
discussed. The perturbing effect of the external magnetic field on the atomic energy levels and 
wavefunctions of the sodium atoms is described in §2.1 and this serves as an introduction to 
the review of the microscopic theory of SFM/SHG with a non-resonant intermediate state in 
§2.2. A semiclassical model of a cascade three level atomic system interacting with two 
resonant light waves is developed in §2.3. Some new aspects of this theoretical model which 
are relevant to SFM with a resonant intermediate state, such as atomic coherences and refractive 
index, are illustrated.
2.1
AN-EXIEEMAL MAQJNETIC FIELD
2 . 1.1 3 S States
The 3Sj/2 ground state of sodium contains two non-degenerate sublevels, even in the 
absence of an applied magnetic field, due to the hyperfine interaction of the nuclear magnetic 
moment JUlj = -  g  ^ I  with the magnetic field produced at the nucleus by the orbiting 
electrons [51]. This atomic coupling is fully described in many texts on atomic physics [52].
The nuclear spin of sodium is 1 = 3/2 and the nuclear g factor gi = -0.0008. The 
electronic angular momentum J  is coupled to the nuclear spin I  and the total atomic angular 
momentum F is the sum of these two components. The hyperfine energy shifts of the F = 1
and F = 2 levels of the 3Siy2 ground state produced by the interaction is 
AE^(F) = Y  [F(F+1) -  1(1+1) -  J (J+1)] . (2.1.1)
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This frequency separation is 1771.6261288(10) MHz for the sodium ground state, the 
hypeiTine constant A/h is half of this value.
The degeneracy of the hyperfine magnetic substates if lifted by the application of an 
external magnetic field B. This is the well known Zeeman effect. In low magnetic fields (jig B 
«  A/2) the energies of the magnetic sublevels shift linearly in energy according to
AEg (F, mp) = gpP ^ B m p (2.1.2)
where gpis the effective hyperfine g-factor, jig is the Bohr magneton, B is the magnetic field 
strength and mp is the quantised projection of F on the magnetic field direction. In high 
magnetic fields (p.g B »  A/2) the coupling of I and J  is broken and the hyperfine interaction is 
a small perturbation on the Zeeman effect. The absolute energy levels of the magnetic substates 
are tlien given by ,
p,jBmj |ijB  m^
Eg(I, J, m^mj) = Am^mj -   j   -  — j  (2.1.3)
where mj and mj are the projections of I and J  on B and p,j (|U%) is the electronic (nuclear) 
magnetic moment. Since ijlj I »  lJUlx I, the energy levels approximately shift linearly with;mj. 
This is the Back-Goudsmit regime. With intermediate magnetic field strengths (jig B » 
A/2) neither the hyperfine or Zeeman interaction dominates and the eigenenergies are found 
from the solution of a secular equation. For J = |  states, such as the 381/2 ground state of 
sodium, the eigenenergies can be found from the Breit-Rabi formula [53].
4mp 2 (2.1.4)
(2.1.5)
AE^(F,nip) = -  giMgBmp ± A
where
2 (gj + gi) UgB
X = — Y   •
The electronic g-factor gjis equal to 2.002 for the 3Si/2 state. The upper sign in 
equation (2.1.4) corresponds to the magnetic substates belonging to the F = I + |  
hyperfine level and the lower sign to those of the F = I - 1 level.
A plot of the frequency (energy) of the hyperfine magnetic energy levels of the
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sodium 3Siy2 state against applied magnetic field strength is shown in Figure 2.1.
Magnetic Field (T)
Figure 2.1 : Energy levels of the Na 3S states as a function of 
magnetic field strength.
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The wavefunctions of the 3S states can be expressed in the s I m^ m  ^m  ^> basis as
ISp"> = S ^ (F ,m p B ) I o | |  0 5 m p - |  >
+ Sg (F, fflp, B) I 0 I  0 mp + J- > (2.1.6)
The coefficients and Sg of the spin up and spin down states are dependent upon the atomic 
hyperfine state and the strength of the applied magnetic field. Explicit expressions for these 
coefficients have been given by Uchiki et al [41] and Sinclair [14].
2.1.2 3P States
The 3P states of atomic sodium are composed of two fine structure states of different J
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value. The 3^Piy2 and the 32P3/2 states are separated in zero external magnetic field by -17,2 
cm*  ^and the fine stmcture interaction energy is 2/3 of this value. Transitions between these 
excited sodium states and the 3Si/2 ground state give rise to the well known sodium D2 and 
Di lines of wavelength 588,995 nm and 589,592 nm respectively.
Normally in magnetic field induced SFM/SHG in sodium vapour, the detuning of laser 
frequency coj or CO2 from the 3P states is much greater than either the 3S-3P Doppler width or 
the magnetic splittings of the 3P states. In this case, the magnetic splittings of these states can 
be disregarded. However, when the SFM nonlinear optical process is single photon resonant 
as discussed in Chapter 6, the magnetic splittings of the 3P states and the associated laser 
detunings became important. Chapter 4 is a study of the Zeeman spectrum of the sodium 
3S-3P transition using saturated absorption spectroscopy.
The lower energy 3Pi/2 excited state is split into two hyperfine components in zero 
magnetic field in an analogous manner to the 3Si/2 ground state. The hyperfine interaction 
energy is h x 94.3 ±0.1 MHz and the frequency separation of the F = 1 and F = 2 hyperfine 
levels is twice this value. The energy splittings of the hyperfine magnetic sublevels with an 
applied magnetic field can also be described by the analytic Breit-Rabi formula using the 3Pj/2 
interaction constants and the gj value of 2/3. The magnetic splittings of the hyperfine sublevels 
of the 3P i/2 state are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 : Energy levels of the Na 3Pi/2 state as a function of magnetic field strength,
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The higher energy 3P3/2 sodium state is also influenced by the nuclear coupling and has 
a hyperfine structure. The J = 3/2 state is not spherically symmetric and so the nuclear 
quadrupole moment must be included in a calculation of the energy eigenstates. With no 
applied magnetic field, the energies of the F = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3  hyperfine states are given by
P) X ^ B 3/2K(K. l ) -2ig. l )J(jH-l )  (2.1.7)
^ 2 4  1(21-1) J(2J-1)
where A' is the dipole constant (A' = 18.69 ± 0.09 MHz), B is the quadrupole constant (B = 
2.90 ± 0.21 MHz) and K = F(F+1) -1(1+1) -  J(J+1). The 3P3/2 hypeifine structure in zero 
magnetic field is shown in Figure 2.3
58.9 MHz
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F = 0
Figure 2.3 : Hyperfine structure of the Na 3P3/2 state in zero magnetic field.
The influence of a transverse magnetic field on these hyperfine states is more 
complicated than for the 3P3/2 states due to the additional quadrupolar contribution. In very 
low strength magnetic fields (fig B «  A', B) the splitting of the hyperfine magnetic 
sublevels is linear and is given by equation (2.1.2), This approximation is not valid in sodium 
for magnetic field strengths of the order of -15 G. The energy eigenstates can be found at 
higher magnetic field strengths from a secular equation but no analytical solution is possible for 
a J = 3/2 state. Since the hyperfine coupling is relatively weak, it can be neglected for magnetic 
field strengths above a few tens of Gauss. The magnetic energy levels of the 3P3/2 state then 
split linearly in a magnetic field according to the value of m jas shown in Figure 2.4, The 
splittings are given by
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AEp(mp = gj Hg B m,
where the gj value is 4/3 for the 3P3/2 state.
(2 . 1.8)
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Figure 2.4 : Energy levels of the 3Pg/  ^state as a function of magnetic field strength with the hyperfine 
interaction neglected.
2 A 3  4D States
The 4D state of atomic sodium contains the two non-degenerate 4D3/2 and 4D5/2 fine 
structure states. The position of these states is inverted so that the 4D5/2 level has a lower 
energy that tlie 4D3/2 level [54]. In the absence of a magnetic field, the frequency separation 
between the fine structure states has been measured as 1028.3 ± 0.6 MHz by two-photon or 
level crossing spectroscopy [55, 56]. The fine structure constant y is -411.3 ± 0.2 MHz 
which is 2/5 of this frequency separation. The hyperfine splitting of the 4D states is extremely 
small since the 4D wavefunctions do not interact significantly with the atomic nucleus. The 
hyperfine splitting of the 4D3/2 level has been measured as 0.507 ± 0.068 MHz using a
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quantum beat method. This is significantly less than the natural homogeneous width of '-3.1 
MHz and therefore the hyperfine splitting is negligible.
The splitting of the spin sublevels of the 4D states in an external magnetic field is of a 
similar form to the description of the hyperfine splitting of the 3Si/2 ground state. In low 
strength magnetic fields, the energy splitting is linear with magnetic field strength, as given in 
equation (2.1.7) with gj values of 4/5 for the 4D3/2 state and 6/5 for the 4D5/2 state.
In high magnetic fields, the energy level splittings are proportional to mj^+ 2mg where 
mj( and m  ^aie the electron orbital spin quantum numbers. The description of the eigenenergies 
in intermediate magnetic field strengths is treated by Condon and Shortley [57], Uchiki et al 
[41] and Sinclair [14]. The eigenenergies are
E = ( l± 3 y )y  (2.1.9)
E (d^ j )  (m j^±5/2) = ( - 4  + m j y + r i 4 y ^  + 8 m , y + 2 5 l  )  Y (2.1.10)
E (Dj^ )  = ( - 4  +n>jy -  r i 4 y ^ + 8 m j y  + 2 5 j ^ )  Y (2-1.11)
where y = p-B B/y.
The magnetic splitting of the 4D mj levels is shown in Figure 2.5.
The eigenfunctions of the 4D states can also be expressed in the 1-^  s mj^  > basis as
Id 7  > = D ^ (J ,m ,.B ) I 2 | m j - è  & >
+ Dg(J, mj, B) I 2 |  mj+5 > (2.1.12)
the expressions for the expansion coefficients are again given in [14,41].
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Figure 2.5 : Energy levels of the 4D states as a function of 
magnetic field strength.
2.2
A detailed theoretical model of magnetic field induced SHG has been developed by 
Sinclair and Dunn [43] based on the treatment of Uchiki et al [41]. The model derives 
expressions for the microscopic quadrupole moments between the sodium 3S and 4D states 
coherently excited by cw two-photon absorption. A second-order perturbation calculation 
using the semiclassical density matrix approach was used. This calculation included all the 
details of the atomic parameters, the frequency and polarisation of the exciting laser field, the 
transverse magnetic field and the homogeneous and inhomogeneous damping of the induced 
coherence. As discussed in §1.5.4 , the two induced quadrupole moments act as the effective 
dipoles
(Px-Pz) = - i ' k z l R y ' Q z y )  (2 .2.1)
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to radiate the second harmonic wave. The cartesian geometry is defined for the magnetic field 
applied along the t  axis and the waves propagating collinearly along the Q axis. The calculated 
quadmpole moments are
Qxy  ------Z[(2co-o,,^ + iYj/£2]
20V3 ft £2 < (D^- (0- iy , ,  >F.-F (2.2.2)'d* *“d
2
Q =zy , . 2 P.s ^  2 (Bj - B . i) Z[(2co-<Bj^ + iY j/£2]20V3t i£2<co^-(O- iY , ,>  (2.2.3)
and the intensity of the second harmonic (SH) radiation is given by
hn  ~  K y  %  + Qzy %  • (2.2.4)
The Bq spherical tensor elements contain the atomic selection iiiles and the mixing of 
the 3S and 4D state wavefunctions by the magnetic field B.
Bq = (F, mp, B) (J^ , m ,^ B) S (m^  -  è + q)
+ S 2 (F, mp, B) (J^ , m^ , B) 5 (m  ^+ è + q) (2.2.5)
where 8^ 3 , Da,b are the wavefunction expansion coefficients given in §2.1.1 and §2.1.3. 
The Qxy quadrupole moment is driven by Am^ = ± 2  transitions and the component of the laser 
polarisation perpendicular to the magnetic field direction. The Qzy quadrupole moment is 
driven by Am = ± 1 transitions and both the components of the laser polarisation perpendicular 
to and parallel to the magnetic field direction.
The terms r^ j and Qjj are the reduced dipole and quadrupole matrix elements between 
the atomic states li > and Ij > [58]. The single photon resonance factor (cOpg -  o) -  iypg)"^  is 
removed from the sum over 3S (F, mp) and 4 0  % , 1%) &iid replaced with an average value 
because the intermediate 3P states are well off resonance with the fundamental photon 
frequency and this term remains approximately constant with magnetic field and laser 
frequency.
Homogeneous damping of the induced S-D coherence due to collisions and 
spontaneous emission is accounted for by the relaxation rates 7y. Inhomogeneous broadening
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due to the Doppler shifts of the atomic frequencies in the atomic vapour is expressed in the 
plasma dispersion function Z(a + ib) [59,60] where
Z(a + ib) = - L  r . (2.2,6)
K L  t - ( »  + ib)
With no applied magnetic field, the B2(ij and B_2(.i) tensor elements are equal when 
summed over the 3S and 4D substates and so no effective dipole exists to generate the SH 
radiation. A transverse magnetic field mixes the S^ g, D^ g coefficients and changes the Bq 
elements to make the sum non-zero. This allows coherent SHG to take place. At low magnetic 
field strengths, both Qxy and Qzy are linearly proportional to B and so the second harmonic 
intensity increases as the square of the magnetic field strength. At higher magnetic fields of ~1 
kG, the mixing of the S and D wavefunctions saturates due to the decoupling of the atomic 
orbital and spin angluar momentum, with a subsequent saturation in the SH intensity. The 
relative phasing of the two orthogonal effective dipoles generating the SH radiation also 
changes with magnetic field strength. The plane of polarisation of the SH light is rotated or 
becomes elliptically polarised depending upon the detuning of 2co from the centre of the 
Doppler broadened two-photon absorption profile.
The resonant terms in Q^y and Q^ y, which are encompassed in Z[(2co-
(Ojg + i Yds) /  f)] are dependent on the magnetic field strength and the laser frequency. The 
contribution to the resonant enhancement of the SHG nonlinear optical process by any given 
atomic transition depends on the relative detuning of the SH frequency from the atomic 
resonance. The Zeeman shifting of the atomic transition frequencies can increase or decrease 
the degree of resonant enhancement for a fixed laser frequency.
2 .3  THREE-LEVEL ATOM
In this section, a semiclassical model of a three-level atom interacting with two resonant 
light fields is discussed to illustrate some new features which are relevant to magnetic field 
induced SFM with a resonant intermediate state. The strong signal theory takes saturation into 
account, which has generally been neglected in previous theoretical treatments of coupled
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Doppler broadened transitions [12,49, 61, 62, 63, 64].  The saturation produces changes in 
the atomic populations and the refractive index experienced by the optical waves. The theory 
here evaluates the induced two-photon coherence, rather than the upper state population which 
is usually of interest in two-photon spectroscopy [65, 66 , 67, 68 , 69]. These studies have 
mainly concentrated on modelling the optically induced atomic populations rather than 
coherently coupled atomic states which are the driving terms for the nonlinear optical process 
of SFM. The importance of predicting such coherences in atomic systems has been shown by 
the interest in population trapping with a folded three-level atom configuration at two-photon 
resonance [70 ,71,72],
2.3.1 Semiclassical Model
Consider a cascade, three-level atomic system interacting with two light fields as shown 
in Figure 2.6.
A -------------------    13 > G
CO32
CO21
CO,
CO.
2 >G_
1 >G
Figure 2.6 : Schematic three-level atom interacting with two coherent light fields of different frequency.
The three atomic states II >, 12 > and 13 > have eigenenergies of 62 and £3(63 >£2 
> £1 ). The atomic resonant frequencies between these states when the atom is at rest are given 
by
% (2.3.1)
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The inhomogeneousiy broadened atomic system interacts with two copropagating coherent
light fields of fequency coi and Cû2 ^  % ) which have electric fields described by
E.E. (z, t) = -y -  Gxp [i (CO. t -  k. z)] + c.c. i = 1,2 (2.3.2)
The laser frequencies co^  and CO2 are close to the natural atomic resonances at frequencies CO21 
and CÛ32 respectively, with the exact detunings of coj from single photon resonance and co^  +
CO2 from two-photon resonance as
Ai = (0^  ^-  cOj + kj Vg (2.3.3)
A2 = co^  J — ( cOj + ©2 ) + (kj^  + IC2) (2.3.4)
where is the velocity of a particular homogeneous atomic group viewed along the light 
propagation direction Z.
A density matrix treatment of this system can be used which is valid in all powers of the 
amplitudes of the two applied fields since each electromagnetic field can only induce transitions 
between one pair of atomic energy levels [67]. The time-dependent behaviour of the density 
matrix p is given by [ 2, 65]
if ip  = [H,p] -  r ( p - p „ )  (2.3.5)
where F  describes the relaxation of the density matiix and the Hamiltonian H is composed of 
the free atom Hamiltonian Hq,
Hgl i> = e J i >  (2.3.6)
and the electric dipole interaction Hamiltonian Hj,
Hj = -  #  . E (z, t) (2.3.7)
where M is the dipole moment of the atom. The electric dipole matrix elements between the 
three atomic states are defined as
p. 12 = < 1 1 )Jl I 2 > 96 0 , (2.3.8a)
P 23 = < 2 1 13 > ^  0 , (2.3.8b) j
— < 1 I M I 3 > = 0 . (2.3.8c)
j
The Rabi frequencies [73] which describe the strength of the interaction of the light fields with
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the atom are given by
Pi« E-a  = (2.3.9)2n
and
Pç <j E«P = . (2.3.10)
2n
The oscillations of the density matrix components at optical frequencies are removed by 
transforming the off-diagonal elements pjj to the slowly varying operators pjj where
Pi2 = Pj2 Gxp [i (m t^ + k^z)] , (2.3.11)
p23 = p23exp[i(©2t + k2z)] , (2.3.12)
pj3 = pj3 exp [i (©j+ a>2 )t + (kj+ k2) z ] . (2.3.13)
Solving the time dependent equation (2.3.5) for the slowly varying operators py and using the 
rotating wave approximation (RWA) to remove rapidly oscillating terms gives the system of 
equations
p^  ^ = i a  (P2, -  P12) -  (Pn -  Pi^) (2.3.14a)
P22 ~  ^^  (Pl2 ”’ P21  ^ ^   ^P (P32 P23  ^ ^22 ^ P22 ~ ^22  ^ (2.3.14b)
P33 ~  ^P (Pl2 P32  ^ ^33 ^^33 P3^ ^ (2.3.14c)
P12 “  - i ( A ^ - i r ^ 2) P12 ^ ^ ( p 22~Pi i^  ^ P Pi3 (2.3.14d)
P23 = - i  (Ag -  A ^ - i  r ^ )  P23 + i P (P33 -  P22) + i(XPi3 (2 3 .14e)
#13 = - i  (A2 - ir^3) Pi3 -  i p P12 + i a  P23 . (2.3.14f)
The decay rates and Fy describe the relaxation of the atomic populations (longitudinal) and 
the atomic coherences (transverse) respectively. The populations of the atomic levels under 
thermal equilibrium and in the absence of the applied light fields are given by p^i %, p°22 
P°33* Eoi' moderate temperatures and optical transition frequencies, the theimal populations are 
= 1, P22 = P33 = 0 . (2.3.15)
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The set of complex equations (2.3.14 a-f) can be replaced by a real set by defining
p.j = Re p.j + i Imp.j (2.3.16)
p* = Pji = R e p i j -  i lmp. .  . (2.3.17)
The steady-state solution to the set of equations for p, which is desired for calculating the
behaviour of the atom under cw laser excitation, can be found by setting all of the time 
derivatives equal to zero.
Analytical solutions to the steady-state equations have previously been derived [65] but 
the complexity of the solutions is such that little physical insight is gained from them. 
However, they should include all saturation effects due to both optical fields. A numerical 
solution to the set of equations is discussed in §2.3.3.
2.3.2 Quantum Electrodynamical (QED) Model
A QED model for the three-level atom under two-photon excitation is appropriate when 
the main relaxation mechanism of the atomic populations is by spontaneous/ stimulated 
emission [66]. This model is useful if the atoms under study are in an isolated systèm m th no 
collisions, such as an atomic beam.
The QED model is formulated in terms of the Heisenberg equations of motion of the 
atomic operators a  [74] where
G.. = l i x j i .  (2.3.18)
The atomic operators are related to the density matrix elements by
p..(t) = < a . ( t ) >  (2.3.19)
where < > denotes the expectation value. The optical fields are treated as quantised in the QED 
model with photon creation (destruction) operators a; t^ (a^ of the field mode X, This approach 
has the advantage that the generalised relaxation terms arise naturally from the calculations, 
rather than being added phenomenologically as in the semiclassical model [75]. In a multilevel 
atom, additional atomic state coherences can arise which would not be anticipated with a 
semiclassical model [74].
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Interesting and unexpected results are predicted by a QED model of the toee-level atom 
[66], With the incident light intensity of the two optical fields sevefal times above the 
satuiation intensity, a steady-state population inversion can be generated between atomic states 
12 > and II > or 13 > and 12 > in a homogenous atomic system [76], which could not be 
predicted from a rate equation analysis of the light/atom interaction.
2.3.3 Discussion o f the Semiclassical Model
From a spectroscopic viewpoint, a calculation of the upper state population P33 is of 
interest since this determines the lineshape of the two-photon absorption signal as observed in 
fluorescence. This population term has been derived in several detailed analyses [48], but 
often with the situation of counter-propagating beams to reduce Doppler broadening or with 
equal frequency photons, neither of which is appropriate to SFM. In general, the population in 
tlie upper state of the three-level atomic system can be excited via two routes [77] :
E, E,
Pii —> 91 2  —^ P22 —^ P23 P33 (2,3,20)
E, Ej E^
Pil —^ P12 P%3 —^ P23 P33 • (2.3.21)
The fii’st of these routes passes through the intermediate state population P22 and can be 
regarded as a "two-step" or "stepwise" excitation of atomic population by the two light fields. 
The second route is the coherent two-photon excitation which does not involve any 
intermediate state population. Both of these excitation schemes contribute to the upper state 
population but in the absence of collisions, the two routes are indistinguishable. When the 
laser field at frequency ©i is detuned from single photon resonance, only the two-photon route 
can populate P3 3 .
Here, the interest is in the atomic coherence P13 between the upper and lower atomic 
states which drives the quadrupole moments in magnetic field induced SFM. It has previously 
been assumed that the P13 coherence vanishes in an inhomogeneousiy broadened three-level 
atom when both laser fields are resonant with the Doppler broadened atomic transitions and 
co-propagate along the same axis [12]. An integration over the velocity distributions of the 
atoms suggested that a folded level configuration was required to generate multipole radiation
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via DFM and that SFM was not possible. In fact, the numerical calculation presented in §2.3.4 
and the experimental results presented in Chapter 6 show that this assumption was incorrect.
To first order, the excitation of the two-photon atomic coherence only involves the 
optical fields and %  once:
El E,
—> P j2 —^ P i3 * (2.3.22)
The other higher order terms aie dependent on the intermediate state or upper state populations 
and multiple orders of optical fields E% or E2. In magnetic field induced SFM, the expectation 
values of the quadrupole moments are found from Tr (pQis) and are therefore proportional to 
\p12P. This quantity is also numerically calculated in §2.3.4.
The other important factor of the three-level atomic model which is relevant to SFM is 
to calculate the refractive index experienced by the two fundamental optical waves. The 
dispersion of the generated wave on the 13 > II > quadrupole transition is assumed to be 
negligible. The refractive index changes for the optical waves modify the phase-matching 
behaviour of the nonlinear optical effect. The dispersion associated with a two-photon 
transition has only been studied once before, with the intermediate state off-resonance [78,79]. 
The dispersion of the wave at frequency %  occurs due to the induced absorption at 0)2photon~ 
©1 by the field at frequency ©j. The wave at frequency ©^  also experiences a change in 
refractive index when ©1+ ©2 is two- photon resonant due to movement of population through 
the three levels. In fact, the refractive index of the atomic vapour cannot be simply 
deconvolved into two separate dipole transition contributions because of the strong 
two-photon coupling. These effects are illustrated in the numerical calculations in §2.3.4.
2.3.4 Theoretical Results
Real solutions to the set of density matrix equations (2.3.14 a-f) were obtained for a 
variety of optical field strengths, detunings from atomic resonance and relaxation constants. A 
numerical computer model was used to solve the nine simultaneous linear equations in the 
steady state and numerically integrate over the atomic velocities to account for the Doppler 
shifts of the atoms in a vapour.
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The solution terms which were of interest to the magnetic field induced SFMstudy were : 
Ipi3|2, Re pi2, Re p23 and P33.
As mentioned in the previous section, the quadrupole moment which generates the 
sum-frequency wave is proportional to P13 and thus the intensity of the SFM wave is 
proportional to Ip 13!^ . The real terms Re p j2 and Re P23 give the refractive index experienced 
by the optical fields at frequency coj and (% respectively which is [2]
.  <2.3.23,
^ 2 e lï ao
„ . ,  2  £ «  .  1 3  Ï Ê Ü  î ! £ a  (2.3.2,,
2 2 e,S p
where n^  is the refractive index for frequency 0)^ , %'(co) is the real part of the linear electric 
susceptibility, N is the atomic density and is the electric dipole moment between the atomic 
states li > and Ij >.
The population term P33 of the upper atomic state describes the incoherent fluorescence 
signal which is observed at 330 nm due to cascade fluorescence from the sodium 4D state. 
This gives the spectroscopic lineshape of the two-photon resonance.
Population was conserved in the three-level model by defining
Pll + P22 4* pgg = 1 (2.3.25)
and the off-diagonal relaxation rates were given by
ry  = 4 ( r . .+ r . )  (2 .3.26)
where and Fjj were the decay rates for the atomic population in states li > and Ij >. This 
assumed that tliere were no phase-disturbing collisions [68,77]. The degree of single photon 
saturation produced by the optical fields through the Rabi frequency £1 was [7]
i  = -liL  . (2.3.27)
sat r .j Tjj
Using these definitions and the developed three level atom model, five examples are presented 
below to illustrate the various criteria which are relevant to magnetic field induced SFM.
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(i) With p = 0, ie. no applied second optical field at frequency ©2» ibe atom behaves like a 
two-level system and only responds to the optical field at ©i. Figure 2.7 shows the calculated 
variation of Re P12/  ot, proportional to the refractive index change experienced by the wave at 
©1, as a function of the single photon detuning for various values of J/Isat-
1.0 -
R©(P12) /  CK O'O-
“3.0
7/4^, =0.02 
32 
200
- 2.0
I I r n  I ■1.0 0.0 1.0
Detuning (GHz)
Figure 2,7 ; Refractive index change experienced by an optical wave interacting with a two-level atom and increasing
optical saturation. r=0.02 GHz.
As expected, the maximum and minimum of the dispersion are separated by the Doppler width 
due to the inhomogeneous broadening. There is no apparent hole burning as A  ^ is varied 
because this is the refractive index experienced by the strong pumping wave itself. With 
increasing optical field strength and higher saturation, the refractive index deviations from unity 
decrease due to equalisation of population in the upper and lower atomic levels. This occurs 
much less rapidly with optical field strength than in a homogeneous system because the width 
of the power broadened hole burnt into the ground state population must rival the Doppler 
width in an inhomogeneous atomic system in order to saturate the refractive index [80].
(ii) Consider now the three level atom with two applied optical fields but with the 
intermediate state off resonance (12=0 .02 , r]=0.05, a-0.001, (3=0.001 and Ai=10). This 
situation is analogous to SHG, or SFM with a non-resonant intermediate state as discussed in 
Chapter 5. Figure 2.8 shows the upper state population, pj3 coherence squaied and the
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Figure 2.8 : Variation of (a) upper state population, (b) upper- lower state atomic coherence, (c) refractive index at frequency o>2 with detuning from two-photon resonance. Intermediate state detuned from 
resonance by = 10 GHz.
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refractive index experienced by the wave at frequency %  as a function of detuning from 
two-photon resonance. The upper state population distribution is Doppler broadened with a 
width of (ki+k2)u, where u is the most probable atomic velocity. This is as expected for 
two-photon excitation with co-propagating beams. The pi3 coherence also has this width due 
to all homogeneous atomic velocity groups being equally excited by the two-photon 
absorption. This agrees with the experimental observations [14]. The refractive index at coi 
remains unchanged as CO2 is tuned through two-photon resonance but %  experiences a small 
but changing refractive index due to the two-photon absoiption.
(iii) The intermediate state is now brought into resonance with Aj = 0.25 GHz (< 
Avo) and the other parameters unchanged, so that the two weak optical fields couple the 
Doppler broadened atomic transitions, as in simultaneously resonant SFM. Figure 2.9 shows 
the calculated population of the upper level. The two-photon spectroscopic lineshape due to 
P33 is now essentially Lorentzian due to the hole burning effect of coion the ll> —> 12 > 
inhomogeneous velocity distribution and the two-photon resonance appears at (ki+k2)Ai/ki 
due to the residual Doppler shift of this selected velocity group. The width of the two-photon 
resonance is approximately equal to the natural linewidth Av = Avg + 2.036 AV2 since a  and p 
are chosen to be less than the saturation intensities in this example. There is approximately no 
change in the ground state population or refractive index at coi when C0i+ %  is two-photon 
resonant because the optical rields are weak. Figure 2.9 also shows the refractive index for 
and the coherence term Ipi2l2. The refractive index changes for Cùi are appreciable and now 
have a Lorentzian width to reflect tlie population distribution in the intermediate and final states.
The upper-lower state coherence retains a Doppler broadened width but now has an 
apparent hole at the frequency of the excited homogeneous velocity gioup. Although the 
physical mechanism for this behaviour is not clear at present, it is only apparent for no 
saturation on the lower II > 12 > transition. When I/Isat> 1/3, the spectral shape of the
Ip 13(2 coherence becomes essentially Lorentzian due to the dominant contribution from the hole 
burnt homogeneous atomic gioup. This is seen in the following example.
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Figure 2.9 : Variation of (a) upper state population, (b) n(o^) and (c) upper-lower state atomic coherence with detuning from two-photon resonance. Intermediate state detuned from resonance by Aj = 0.25 GHz and optical field strengths «  saturation intensities.
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(c)
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(iv) With a  increased to 0.0224, several times the saturation intensity (-10), the quantities 
of interest are shown again in Figure 2.10. The upper state population P33 is again 
Lorentzian due to velocity selective excitation but is power broadened by the strong laser field 
at frequency % . Although the change in the ground state population p n  is extremely small 
(-5  X 10"  ^ %), there is a movement of population due to two-photon resonance and the 
refractive index for coj subsequently varies as shown in Figure 2,10 (b). The refractive index 
variations for frequency CO2 are now larger due to a greater excited population in the 
intermediate state by the stronger optical field at cOj. The maxima and minima of the refractive 
index changes are again separated by the full width of the power broadened Lorentzian 
population distribution. The coherence term Ip 13!^  is now Lorentzian in shape and is centred at 
the frequency for exact two-photon resonance for the excited homogeneous velocity group.
(v) Consider now P increased (p=0.028) to become -5  times the single photon saturation 
intensity in addition to a  = 10 Igg^ . This is the condition which was most typical for the SFM 
experiments discussed in Chapter 6. The magnitude of P33 is increased due to the additional 
strong field at frequency C02 and there is further power broadening. A distinct Lorentzian 
change in the ground state population is now evident due to the coupling of the three atomic 
levels by the two strong optical fields and movement of population up the ladder system. The 
refractive index changes for coi are increased by this population redistribution on two- photon 
resonance and are of a more complex form due to the different power broadened widths of the 
P ll and P22 population changes. The refractive index for CO2 is of a similar form to the 
previous example but its magnitude is decreased due to the greater saturation by the optical field 
at 0)2. The spectral shape of the Ip 13!^  coherence is again a power broadened Lorentzian and 
the magnitude of P13 rivals tliat of the atomic population P33.
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Figure 2.10 : Variation of (a) upper state population, (b) n(cOi), (c) n(cû2) and (d) upper-lower state atomic 
coherence with detuning from two-photon resonance. Intermediate state detuned from resonance by Aj = 0.25 GHz, a  = 10 Ig^  ^and
P «  Isaf
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The phase matching implications for simultaneously resonant SFM can be seen by 
considering example (v) which is typical of the experimental results presented in Chapter 6. 
The phase mismatch is approximately given by
Ak -  2n I -(-
An (oOj) An (co^ )) = Akj + Ak^ (2.3.28)
where An(coi) oc Re p i2 /  a  and An(C02) Re P23/  p. For collinear plane waves, the 
dependence of the SFM power on the phase mismatch is
P (CO. +  CO.) oc < sm*(AkJÎ/2) (2.3.29)(Aki/2)
Assuming that Ak^ J? /  2 -  3 for the given value of Re pi2 /  ot when CO1+ CO2 is not two- photon 
resonant the additional phase mismatch due to Ak2 and further Ak^ alters the generated SFM 
power as the frequency CO2 is tuned through two-photon resonance. This is shown in Figure 
2.12 where the driving coherence term for the sum frequency wave Ip 13!^  is modulated as a 
function of frequency due to the ftequency dependent refractive index variations.
SFM Power
1.0 -
0.0
- 1.0 0.0 1.0
Detuning A2  (GHz)
Figure 2.12 : Calculated SFM power as a function of detuningfrom two-photon resonance with phase mismatching effects accounted for across the line profile.
The dip in the SFM power due to phase mismatching occurs on the low frequency side 
of the Lorentzian Ip 13!^  line profile. A similar calculation with A  ^= -0.25 GHz shows that 
tlie dip in SFM power occurs on the high frequency side as shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13 : Calculated SFM power with phase mismatching 
for Ai = —0.25 GHz.
These phase-matching variations in generated SFM power due to refractive index 
changes in the simple three level atom model are shown in Chapter 6 to be applicable to the 
experimental results for simultaneous single and two-photon resonant, magnetic field induced 
SFM in sodium vapour.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Chapter 3 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
This chapter describes the apparatus used for the experimental nonlinear optical studies 
discussed in this thesis. Some of the apparatus was common to all of the experiments. Where 
particular equipment was used for specific experiments, it is identified by its allocation to the 
chapter subject: IV - saturation spectroscopy, V - sum frequency mixing, VI - simultaneously 
resonant SFM, VII - optical pumping.
3 .1  DYE LASER SYSTEMS
A total of four continuous wave (cw) dye laser systems were used for the experiments 
and each is briefly described below. The dye lasers were pumped by a single argon ion laser 
(Spectra Physics 171-07 or 2030-20) operating at -4W  @ 514.5 nm to pump a single dye 
laser or at ~10W <§> 514.5 nm (15W (S> all lines) to simultaneously pump two dye lasers. 
When pumping more than one dye laser, the argon ion output beam was split in two by a 
combination of a dual wavelength half-wave plate and a polarising beamsplitter cube 
(Newport). This allowed the power ratio in the two pump beams to be varied by rotating the 
half-wave plate.
3.1.1 Spectra Physics 38QD dye laser
The Spectra Physics 380D was a cw, frequency stabilised, single-mode ring dye laser 
which produced several hundred milliwatts of tunable, scannable, narrow linewidth laser 
radiation. This laser is described in detail by the manufactuier's literature [81], Kane [82] and 
Sinclair [14]. A schematic diagram of the ring dye laser cavity is shown in Figure 3.1,
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Figure 3.1 ; Schematic diagram of the Spectra Physics 380D laser cavity (from the manufacturer’s handbook).
The active medium of the dye laser was a thin, free flowing, high pressure jet of 
rhodamine 6G dye dissolved in an ethylene glycol solvent. The four laser cavity mirrors 
formed a figure of eight ring configuration with the light being constrained to travel around this 
ring in one direction only by a polarisation selective unidirectional device. This travelling wave 
arrangement prevented spatial hole burning of the gain and encouraged single-mode operation 
of the laser. A three plate biréfringent filter and thick air-spaced Fabry-Perot étalon locked to 
the laser mode frequency were used to achieve single-mode frequency selection and allowed 
the laser to be tuned. The 380D dye laser was electronically scanned up to 30 GHz by rotating 
the Brewster angled rhombs on galvonometers to change the optical length of the laser cavity. 
A Brewster angled quartz astigmatism compensator was used to correct for the off-axis angles 
of the laser beam on the cavity mirrors.
In addition, the passive laser linewidth of ~20 MHz was reduced to ~500 kHz rms by 
actively stabilising the laser cavity. A small fraction of the output laser beam was split off to a 
combination of two external confocal interferometers (Spectra Physics 488), one of free 
spectral range (FSR) = 500 MHz which was temperature stabilised and one of FSR = 10 GHz. 
By monitoring the laser intensity and tlie interferometer central fringe with photodiodes, a laser 
frequency variation was converted to a normalised intensity variation and this was used as a 
discriminant by the laser servo system electronics. The low frequency eiTor correction signals
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were fed back to the laser cavity to rotate the Brewster angled quaitz rhombs and the high 
frequency variations were corrected by moving the mirror M2 on a piezoceramic with a 
bandwidth of ~10 kHz.
Using rhodamine 6G as a laser dye gave a tuning range from ~565 - 625 nm with a 
maximum output power of '-600 mW. This laser served as the scannable source of laser 
radiation in all of the experiments.
3.1.2 Spectra Physics 380A dye laser (V)
This laser was the unstabilised version of the 380D ring dye laser with the cavity and 
intracavity elements being identical to the 380D except that mirror M2 was fixed and not 
mounted on a piezoceramic. The linewidth of the 380A ring dye laser is ~20 MHz (5 
MHz < 1 s). Rhodamine 6G was again used as the laser dye.
3.1.3 Coherent 699-21 dye laser (VI)
The 699-21 was the tunable, scannable, frequency stabilised single-mode ring dye laser 
commercially produced by Coherent Radiation Ltd [83]. The principle of operation of this 
laser was the same as for the Spectra Physics 380D with a few minor differences. The laser 
cavity is schematically shown in Figure 3.2 and was in a vertical plane as opposed to the 
horizontal plane of the 380D.
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Figure 3.2 : Schematic diagram of the Coherent CR 699-21
laser cavity (from the manufacturer's handbook). 
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All of the optic mounts were mounted on a 1" diameter Invar bar which gave excellent 
long term stability of the laser cavity. Again, an external interferometer was used to stabilise 
the laser linewidth to » 1 MHz. The laser additionally required an intracavity thin étalon to 
select single-mode operation and the unidirectional device ("optical diode") is Brewster angled 
rather than near normal incidence as in the 380D. The pumping threshold of this laser was 
found to be higher than the 380D and typically 6W @ 514.5 nm pump power was required, as 
opposed to 4W for the 380D, to generate the equivalent output power with rhodamine 6G dye.
3.1.4 Standing-wave dye laser (V, VII)
The standing-wave dye laser was a simple three mirror cavity design which was 
constructed in the Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of St. Andrews. The 
laser cavity is schematically shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 : Schematic diagram of the home-built standing wave 
laser cavity.
The cavity plane was vertical with a horizontal dye jet (Rhodamine 6G) to match the 
vertical polarisation of the argon ion pump beam. The folded cavity was used to correct the 
intracavity beam astigmatism introduced by the Brewster angled dye jet [84]. Frequency 
selective elements were introduced into the laser cavity according to the required linewidth but 
the laser always operated on multi-longitudinal modes in a standing wave.
Tliis laser was operated in two configurations:
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(i) two or three plate intracavity biréfringent filter to reduce the linewidth to -27 GHz 
and -17 GHz respectively (V),
(ii) single plate biréfringent filter and solid thin étalon (FSR = 500 GHz) to give a 
measured linewidth < 5 GHz (VII).
In this latter configuration for the optical pumping experiments, the laser frequency was 
locked onto the sodium or D2 resonance transitions by an optogalvanic servo system. A 
schematic diagram of the complete servo system is shown in Figuie 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 : Schematic diagram of the optogalvanic servo system used to lock the standing wave dye laser onto a 
sodium resonance.
The optogalvanic signal from the sodium hollow cathode lamp provided the 
discriminant for the laser servo electronic system [82]. When the laser was tuned onto a 
sodium resonance line, the excitation of atoms in the hollow cathode discharge by the laser 
light reduced the required discharge voltage through increased ionisation. This change was 
detected by supplying the lamp from a constant voltage power supply and measuring the
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voltage change across an external ballast resistor. A phase sensitive section of the servo 
system was used to actively modulate the thin étalon tilt on a galvanometer and detect the 
optogalvanic signal at the modulation frequency to lock the laser on the centre of the Doppler 
broadened sodium resonance line. The integrator section of the servo system removed the long 
term drift in the laser frequency.
3 .2  MONITORING AND ,DETECTION DEVICES
3.2.1 Laser Parameters
The wavelength of the single-mode ring dye lasers was measured to a precision of 1 
part in 10  ^by an in-house built Kowalski-style travelling wavemeter [82]. The beam from a 
calibrated frequency stabilised Helium-Neon laser and a fraction of the unknown wavelength 
dye laser beam were overlapped and passed in opposite directions around a Michelson 
interferometer. The optical path of one arm of the interferometer was mechanically scanned 
and the generated interference fringes from the He-Ne and the dye laser beam were counted 
electronically. A simple electronic ratio technique allowed the wavelength of the dye laser to be 
directly displayed in approximately 10s.
Single-mode operation of each of the ring dye lasers was verified with a piezo-scanned 
confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer with a FSR -1.5 GHz. This interferometer was also used 
as a relative frequency marker to measure the detuning of the CR 699-21 dye laser from a 
sodium 3S-3P D line transition (VI).
The absolute frequencies of the 380D and 699-21 dye lasers were measured with an 
iodine cell and a sodium cell respectively (VI).
The reflectivity of mirror M3 in the 380D laser cavity was not 100% and the few 
milliwatts of emitted laser power was passed through a quartz cell containing iodine vapour at 
room temperature. The induced molecular fluorescence was detected perpendicular to the laser 
beam by an RCA 93 IB photomultiplier tube. Scanning tlie 380D laser produced a fluorescence 
spectrum which could be compared to a calibrated atlas of the I2 absorption spectrum obtained 
by Fourier Transform Spectroscopy [85]. The absolute laser frequency could be measured to 
an accuracy of 1 part in 10 ,^
To obtain an absolute frequency calibration of the 699-21 laser at the sodium 3S-3P
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transition frequencies, a quartz sodium cell was constructed. The 100 mm long and 15 mm 
diameter cell body had optical quality quartz windows (Jencons Scientific Ltd) and a side arm 
into which pure sodium metal was diffused after evacuation and bake out of the cell. The cell 
body and the sidearm had independent heating elements made from nichrome ribbon 
non-inductively wound on glass formers. The entire cell was enclosed in a stainless steel box 
and insulated with mineral wool. The cell body was heated via a 240V AC mains variac with 
the output voltage stepped down by a 240:30 1A transformer. The sidearm was heated by a 
Digitron 3800K temperature controller whose variable output voltage was stepped down by a 
240:15 15A transformer. The temperature controller held the sidearm temperature constant to a 
few degrees Kelvin. The cell body was heated to -30°C higher than the typical measured 
sidearm temperature of 150°C to prevent condensation of sodium on the cell windows. Both 
temperatures were measured with 1.5 mm diameter type K thermocouples.
This cell was used in a saturated absorption set up as shown in Figure 3.5 to provide 
Doppler free spectra of the Na D line transitions and a calibration of the 699-21 laser frequency 
to a few tens of MHz.
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Figure 3.5 : Schematic diagram of the saturated absorption spectroscopy set up used to calibrate the 699-21 
laser frequency.
The sodium D line interference filter (Ealing Electro-Optics) removed the unwanted 
laser beam at the 3P-4D sodium transition wavelength of 568 nm which was present due to the 
combining of o)i and o>2 on the beamsplitter cube for the SFM experiments. An ND filter in 
front of the photodiode prevented saturation of the photodiode signal. The 3Si/2 (F=l) 3P,
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3S i/2 (F=2) —> 3P and the frequency midway between them (crossover resonance in the 
saturation spectrum - see Chapter 4) could easily be resolved and the frequency of the 699-21 
laser was tuned relative to these known frequencies.
The electronic scans of the 380D dye laser were calibrated by measuring the fringe 
spacing of a low finesse, temperature stabilised, FSR = 250 MHz confocal Fabry-Perot étalon.
3.2.2 Signal detection apparatus
Various photomultiplier tubes were used to detect the laser radiation at visible and 
ultraviolet wavelengths. A Hamamatsu R166UH high gain solar blind photomultiplier tube 
was used for measurement of the generated sum frequency power at 289 nm (V, VI) and for 
the collisional induced fluorescence from the Na 5P-3S transition at 285 nm (VI §6.4.3). The 
cascade 4P-3S fluorescence at 330 nm from two-photon excitation was detected with a 1P28 
photomultiplier tube. Both of these tubes were used in conjunction with two Corning 9863 
ultraviolet transmitting filters to discriminate against the visible fundamental laser beams. For 
some experiments (VI) a Monospek 1000 Im double Czerny monochromator was used for 
wavelength selection before the emitted radiation was detected at the output slits by a 
photomultiplier tube. The monochromator was used with the slits fully open so that it acted as 
a -2.5 nm (FWHM) filter. A calibrated UV lOOB photodiode was used to measure the power 
of the high efficiency SFM beam (VI, §6.8).
Generally, a lock-in, phase sensitive detector was used to improve the signal to noise 
ratio at low signal levels. One of the fundamental laser beams was chopped by a mechanical 
chopper at a frequency of -2  kHz and a Brookdeal 401 or EG&G 5209 lock-in detector was 
used. The output signal from the detector was sent to a chart recorder or a computerised data 
recording system [86].
3 .3  MCT.AL YAEÛ-US
Sodium vapour, used as the nonlinear atomic medium for magnetic field induced SFM, 
was produced in heat-pipe ovens. Heat pipe ovens [87] are devices for producing uniform 
densities of metal vapoui's and their general construction is schematically shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 : Schematic diagram of a heat-pipe oven.
The oven was made from a material such as stainless steel which did not chemically 
react with the atomic vapour. The main oven body contained a supply of the alkali metal and 
had a fine stainless steel mesh lining which acted as a wick. Ultraviolet transmitting optical 
windows were mounted on water cooled flanges which protected the sealing O-rings against 
thermal damage. The central section of the oven was heated by an electrical heating cord 
(Electrothermal) which was driven by a temperature controller (FGH Controls Ltd., Type 
5900-K-2-0-240 Vigilant with TRZ-10-240 triac power controller). The heat-pipe oven 
temperature was measured with a type K thermocouple (Comark) mounted in the wall of the 
oven. The actual sodium vapour temperature was experimentally found to be -30 - 40°C less 
than the measured temperature on the thermocouple due to temperature gradients in the walls of 
the heat-pipe oven. A vacuunVgas handling system was connected so that the oven could be 
evacuated or buffer gas added.
In principle, the heat-pipe oven operated by heating an alkali metal (or other metal) to 
produce a vapour pressure which equaled the pressure of the added inert buffer gas. When this 
was achieved, the buffer gas was forced to the water cooled ends of the oven where it acted as 
a cold barrier to protect the oven windows against metal vapour contamination. The generated 
metal vapour condensed on the wick at the water cooled flanges and returned to the heated 
centre of the oven by capilliary action. This cyclic action of metal vapour produced a highly 
uniform zone of metal vapour density.
In practice, the heat-pipe ovens used in this study were relatively short in length and the
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buffer gas pressure was made greater than the sodium vapour pressure at the working 
temperatures to restrict the mean free path of the sodium atoms and prevent contamination and 
damage of the oven windows. However, this still produced a relatively uniform metal vapour 
zone [14].
The construction and design of the heat-pipe ovens used in this study is detailed in 
reference 14. The oven illustrated in Figure 4.3.4 of reference 14 was mainly used for this 
SFM study. A new short heat-pipe oven, of a similar design to the one illustrated in Figure
4.3.3 (a) of reference 14, was constructed to restrict the length of the sodium vapour zone to 
the length of the electromagnet poles. This prevented large linear absorption of the single 
photon resonant laser beam in "dead" regions of the sodium vapour zone which were not 
subject to the transverse magnetic field.
A different type of sodium oven was designed and constructed for the experiments to 
attempt to induce the nonlinearity in the atomic vapour by optical pumping (VII) since the 
sodium vapour was additionally required to be transversely illuminated, A schematic diagram 
of the Na oven/cell design is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 : Schematic diagram of the sodium cell used for the optical pumping experiments described in Chapter VII.
The main cell body was constructed from a 1" diameter soda glass tube which was
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chemically lined with an alkali vapour resistant barium borate coating (Glassbulbs), Most 
ordinary glasses such as Pyrex suffer damage from high temperature alkali metal vapours and 
become opaque. Owing to the fragile nature of the transparent resistant coating, the soda glass 
was difficult to work without damaging the coating and so air cooled stainless steel flanges 
mounted with O-rings were used to hold the quartz cell windows. The windows were 
displaced off-centie so that the longitudinal laser beam could pass close to the cell wall where 
the transverse laser beam entered the cell. Water cooling of the windows was not required 
since this cell was generally operated with a high pressure of buffer gas and this prevented 
sodium contamination of the windows. A gas/vacuum handling line was connected to one of 
the stainless steel flanges to allow gas to be added and the cell pumped out. The centre section 
of the cell was heated by an oven which was composed of Eureka whe non-inductively wound 
on a T shaped glass former which allowed transverse access to the wall of the cell. A type K 
tliermocouple was used to measure the cell temperature and was connected to a Digitron 3 BOOK 
temperature controller with the output voltage stepped down by a 240:15 15A tiansformer.
At an absolute temperature T, the sodium density N was given by [11]
N(m'^) = 9.66084x_10 exp [-12423.3/T  + 17.3914] (3.1)
and the vapour pressure of the sodium vapour was
P(mbaiO = NT X 1.38x10 . (3.2)
The vapour also contained a proportion of sodium dimer molecules Na2, with the 
percentage of dimers present in tlie atomic vapour at a given temperature being ~ 1% [88].
3 .4  TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD
A large Newport type A electromagnet was used to produce the symmetry breaking 
transverse magnetic field. A power supply for this magnet was designed and constiucted. The 
10 cm diameter plane pole pieces were machined at the faces to produce a rectangular 
section of length -10 cm and width -2.5 cm to tailor the magnetic field more closely to the 
laser beam. The pole pieces were separated by -9  cm and could produce magnetic fields o f-4
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kG (0.4T) with a magnet current of -12 A. The strength of the magnetic field was calibrated 
with a Hall probe (Scientifica and Cook).
3 .5  ÛEEICS
Tliree main types of optical components were used to control the polarisation of the 
laser beams: Gian Taylor linear polarisers, a zero order quarter wave plate for X -  590 nm 
(Vn) and Soleil-Babinet compensators as variable wave plates.
A non-polarisation sensitive beamsplitter cube (Melles Griot 03 BSC 009) was used to 
collinearly combine the two fundamental beams for the SFM experiments. To achieve higher 
input powers for SFM, this could be replaced by a knife edge mirror for one of the beams with 
a resultant slight non-collinearity in the overlap of the two fundamental beams.
A dichroic mirror was often placed at the output end of the sodium heat-pipe oven to 
separate most of the fundamental visible laser radiation from the generated ultr aviolet beam. 
The reflectivity of this mirror was -99% at 590 nm and the transmission -70% at 289 nm, the 
wavelength of the sum frequency beam.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE ZEEMAN SPLITTING OF THE SODIUM 3S and 3P ATOMIC STATES BY SATURATED ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
Magnetic field induced second harmonic generation (SHG) [14] and sum frequency 
mixing (SFM) (Chapter 5) in sodium vapour use the sodium 3P atomic states as nonresonant 
intermediate states for two-photon absorption. The relatively small laser detuning from the 
3S-3P dipole transition provides some single photon resonant enhancement for tlie nonlinear 
optical processes. In these cases, the laser detuning is always much greater than the Doppler 
width or the magnetic splitting of the 3S-3P D line transitions and the perturbing effect of the 
transverse magnetic field on tlie energy of the sodium 3P states can be neglected. However, 
when the SFM nonlinear process is "two-step" with simultaneous single and two-photon 
resonant enhancement (Chapter 6), then the magnetic splittings of the sodium D line transitions 
become relevant and the laser detuning from each individual hyperfine transition frequency is 
required.
It was desirable to have an in situ experimental method of measuring the frequency 
splittings of the various D line hypeifrne transitions with an applied magnetic field. These 
could then be compared with the theoretical Zeeman splittings to calibrate the magnetic field and 
obtain laser detuning measurements for the SFM nonlinear optical process. The Zeeman 
energy splittings of the sodium 3Si/2 and 4D atomic states can be measured by Doppler-free 
two-photon absorption [89,90]. A relatively simple experimental technique of obtaining high- 
resolution. Doppler-free spectra of the sodium 3S-3P single photon transitions is to use 
saturated absorption spectroscopy.
A few investigations have previously been carried out to examine the Zeeman splitting 
of the sodium D lines with a Doppler-free laser spectroscopic method. The magnetic splitting 
and line intensities of the 3Si/2-3Pi/2 (^ i)  [91] and 3Sj/2-3P3/2 (D2) [92] sodium transitions 
have been studied by Windliolz and Musso. Tliey used laser induced fluorescence in an atomic 
beam to obtain Doppler-free spectra up to magnetic field strengths of ~ 300 G. The line 
intensity of a given D line hyperfine transition varied with magnetic field strength because of
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the change in coupling of the nuclear and electronic angular momenta. The experimental line 
intensities and frequency splittings agreed well with their developed theoretical calculations. 
Polarisation spectroscopy has also been used to study Zeeman splittings of the sodium line 
[93]. A heterodyning technique produced high resolution experimental spectra which agreed 
favourably with theory. However, interpretation of the Zeeman spectrum was not 
straightforward due to the many additional cross-over resonances and comparison between 
theory and experiment would have been impossible without prior knowledge of the hyperfine 
structure and g-factors of the atomic states.
Although, as shown later in this chapter, the use of saturated absorption (or saturation) 
spectroscopy in determining Zeeman structure is also limited by cross-over resonances, it is 
believed that no previous study has used this laser spectroscopic technique for measuring 
magnetic field sphttings of the sodium Dj and D2 resonance lines.
4 .1  SATURATED, ABSORPTION SPECTHDJSnOEY
4.1.1 Basic Principles o f Saturation Spectroscopy
The resonant interaction of a strong light field with an inhomogeneously broadened 
atomic transition can produce a velocity selective modification to the level populations in the 
ground and excited state. Consider the two level atom shown in Figure 4.1 which is 
interacting with a strong narrow linewidth laser field at frequency co.
When the detuning A of the laser field from the atomic transition is less than the 
Doppler width Aa)o then the effect of the strong field is to selectively excite a homogenous 
velocity group from the ground state. The Doppler width of the transition is
, 2k_TAUj^(HWHM) =  ^ / — j(n2 (4.1.1)
Me
where M is the mass of the atom, kg is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature 
of the atomic vapour. The component of velocity along the laser beam direction brings a group 
of atoms exactly into resonance with the laser field by the Doppler effect. A so-called Bennett 
hole is burnt into the broad inhomogeneous ground state population distribution and a narrow 
homogeneous velocity group populates the excited state. The change to the population
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Figure 4.1 : Simple two level atom with resonant frequency interacting with an intense light field and the inhomogeneous level populations as functions of atomic velocity (from [95]).
distributions by the intense pump laser field is probed by measuring the absorption of a weak 
counter- propagating laser beam of the same fiequency as the pump beam. The intensity of the 
probe beam is weak so that it does not also perturb the atomic populations. Both waves are 
usually obtained from the same laser source.
When the laser frequency is scanned across the inhomogenous atomic transition, the 
pump and probe beams will interact with equal magnitude velocity groups but opposite in 
direction due to the beams being counter-propagating. Both waves will only interact with the 
same homogeneous velocity ^oup when tlie zero velocity component is excited. The probe 
wave then experiences less absorption from the ground state due to the hole burning effect of 
the pump field and the decrease in probe absoiption can be detected. This is usually done by 
modulating the pump beam and detecting the probe absorption change at the modulation 
frequency with a phase-sensitive detector.
The change (or saturation) in the absorption of the probe wave occurs at the zero 
velocity frequency of the atomic transition, ie. the natural atomic frequency, and over a small 
frequency range due to the narrow homogeneous width of the burnt hole by the pump field. 
This is the basic principle of saturation spectroscopy to obtain high resolution Doppler-free 
spectra of atomic transition frequencies.
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In the absence of the saturating pump field, the absorption of the probe wave cOp in the 
inhomogeneously broadened two level atomic medium is given by
-Mv^/2kgT/ M r f  G[ ( 5 _ k v f  + f
where <Jq is the peak atomic absorption cross-section, ANq is the thermal population difference 
between the ground and excited state, Ô = 0)p -  Cû2i, Y is the inverse of the excited state decay 
time and the normalised Maxwell distribution of atomic velocities has been used. The line 
shape of Kg (cOp) is the convolution of a Lorentzian with a Gaussian lineshape and is named a 
Voigt profile. With a resonant saturating field at frequency o)g, the absorption coefficient for 
the probe wave becomes
o f1 -
(co^ i -cOg- k^ v)^  + [y (1 + ]
   exp ( -  Mv  ^/ 2kgT) dv . (4.1.3)
(6-kpV)
This is again a Voigt profile but now a "hole" has been created in the absorption of the probe 
wave at the frequency of the pump wave. The power broadened width (HWHM) of the burnt 
hole is Y (1+ G)& where G is the saturation parameter
G = Ig/Isat" (4.1.4)
Igat is the saturation intensity (Wm-^) of the atomic transition and is defined as the pump laser 
intensity required to make the probe absorption coefficient one half of the unsaturated value « q. 
For a simple two-level atomic transition and only spontaneous decay from the excited state
where I H21I is the dipole matrix element for the transition (see also § 6.5.1).
More detailed descriptions of saturation spectioscopy and of the interaction of resonant 
light fields with atomic transitions, including coherence effects and other subtleties, can be 
found in references 7, 49, 94, 95, 96 and 97.
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4.1.2 Line Broadening Mechanisms
Several factors can contribute to the measured homogeneous linewidth of the saturated 
absoiption spectrum [148]. The relative magnitudes of these contributions is important when 
using this nonlinear spectroscopic technique to study closely spaced transition frequencies 
which are expected for the Zeeman structure of the sodium 3S-3P resonances. If the 
experimental linewidth is large compared to the magnetic splitting then the different Zeeman 
hyperfine transitions may not be resolved.
(a) Natural broadening - If spontaneous emission from the excited state is the only 
decay process in the two level atomic system, then the measured saturated absorption linewidth 
Y (HWHM) is equal to the inverse of the lifetime % of the excited state.
Am (HWHM) = Y = 1/T (4.1.6)
For sodium, the lifetime of the 3P states is 16ns and tliis gives a natural linewidth F  (= y/2tc) = 
10 MHz (HWHM).
(b) Power broadening - The linewidth of the burnt hole in the ground state population 
distribution depends upon tire intensity of the pump field as shown in equation (4.1.3). This is 
due to induced stimulated emission and absorption by the pump field decreasing the effective 
lifteime of the excited state. The increase in linewidth is (1+G)& times the homogeneous 
linewidth due to natural decay and collisions. (See also § 6.5.1)
Aw = Aco^  (1+0* (4.1.7)
The saturation intensity for sodium 3S-3P transitions is ~6.4 mW cm-^ therefore the pump 
beam intensity should be comparable to or a few times this value to avoid serious power 
broadening.
(c) Transit-tim e broadening - Although the lifetime of the ground state of the two
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level atomic system is approximated to be infinite, there is a finite interaction time of an atom 
with the pump and probe fields due to the thermal motion of the atom through the laser beam. 
This interaction time T inti'oduces transit-time broadening with a linewidth contribution 
(HWHM) of '-2.79/T. The motion of an atom with velocity v through a laser beam of diameter 
d gives the broadening as
Am (HWHM) = 2.79 ^  (4.1.8)
An average thennal velocity of --500 ms'^ and a laser beam diameter of -1 mm gives a 
broadening of -220 kHz.
(d) Spherical wavefronts - The wavefront curvature of a Gaussian laser beam restricts 
the effective transit time and can broaden the saturated absorption linewidth.
The linewidth contiibution is
Am (HWHM) = n  /21n2‘ vw /RX, (4.1.9)
where v is the velocity of the atom through the laser beam of width w, wavefront radius of 
curvature R and wavelength X, In order that the curvature of the wave surface does not 
much broaden the homogeneous linewidth R »  IIw % , eg. for w = 1 mm, X = 600 nm => 
R »  5 m. In general, a very flat wave suiface should be used for very high resolution 
spectroscopy but with the above values and v -500 ms“^  the broadening is only -100 kHz.
(e) Residual Doppler broaden ing - If the counter-propagating pump and probe 
beams are not collinear but cross at a small angle 0, there is a residual Doppler broadening due 
to slightly different velocity groups being probed and pumped. The linewidth contribution is
Aco (HWHM) « 0.6 0 Acod (4.1.10)
where AcO£>(HWHM) is the Doppler width given in equation (4.1.1). The sodium 3S-3P 
Doppler width (FWHM), at normal sodium vapour temperatures, is -1.5 GHz, which 
requires tlie crossing angle to be 0 ^ 1 1  mrad in order for natural broadening to still limit 
the saturated absorption linewidth.
(f) Pressure broadening - The presence of an inert buffer gas with the atomic system
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under study can increase the saturated absorption linewidth through non-radiative decay 
processes (see also § 6.4). This gives an additional increase in the homogeneous linewidth of 
Ad (HWHM) = p P . (4.1.11)
where P (MHz/mbar) is the pressure broadening coefficient and P (mbar) is the perturber gas 
pressure. Typical values of P ~25 MHz/mbar but if the buffer gas pressure is low then 
pressure broadening can be neglected. Sodium atom collisions are also rare at low atomic 
densities and can be neglected.
4.1.3 Crossover Resonances
The ideal two level atomic system discussed so far is not often appropriate to real 
experimental situations. Usually other degenerate or non-degenerate energy levels lie within 
the same Doppler width and these produce additional resonance effects in the saturated 
absoiption spectrum. Consider the two common cases of:
(i) Two transitions sharing a common ground state level.
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Figure 4.2 : Schematic three level atom interacting with a pump 
and probe field (from [95]).
The pump field creates two homogeneous holes in the ground state population 
distribution at velocities v^y and v^c due to the la > -^ lb > and la > -> Ic > transitions
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respectively. When co = oOgy or (0 = cOgo the pump and probe waves interact with the same v = 
0 velocity group and the normal saturated decrease in the probe beam absorption occurs. 
However, when cOg is tuned halfway between and the probe wave connected with the 
cOab transition interacts with the hole produced by the pump wave at the ©ac transition 
frequency and vice versa. This produces an apparent resonant decrease in tlie probe absorption 
and gives rise to a crossover resonance.
(ii) Two transitions sharing a common excited state.
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Figure 4.3 : Schematic three level atom with two ground states interacting with a pump and probe field of 
frequency © (from [95]).
Velocity selective optical pumping produces a crossover resonance when atoms 
in the excited state lb > can relax to either of the ground state levels la > and Ic >. As shown 
in Figure 4.3 (a), a pumped homogeneous group of atoms relaxing back to the initially 
pumped ground state can be excited again by the strong laser field but atoms decaying into the 
other ground state level can be removed only by the weak probe beam and by slow relaxation 
processes. If collisions are weak then this optical pumping process remains velocity selective.
As the frequency © is tuned across the inhomogeneous profile, there appears to be a 
resonant increase in probe absorption when © is halfway between the la > —> lb > and lc> —> 
lb > transition frequencies due to the velocity selective optical pumping.
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Other cross-over resonances can also occur when different transitions apparently have 
no common levels as shown in Figure 4.3 (b). Collisional transfer of population between two 
radiating unconnected atomic levels which retains the velocity selective, nature of the process 
can mix the saturation behaviour of the probe absorption due to the different atomic transitions. 
Four level cross-over resonances can occur [98], e.g if the level la > in Figure 4.3 (a) is also 
connected to an excited state Id >, then the velocity selective optical pumping on the lc> -4 
lb > transition can produce a saturated absorption cross-over resonance for the probe 
wave on the la > -^  Id > atomic transition.
The appearance of cross-over resonances complicates the saturated absorption spectrum 
and makes interpretation difficult in the absence of some prior knowledge of the actual atomic 
transition frequencies. The crossover signals can be suppressed by modulating the ground 
state populations (at a different modulation frequency from the original saturating beam) with a 
second saturating laser beam tuned to the centre of one of the atomic transitions [99]. This 
ensures that the saturated absorption signal only originates from the v = 0 atomic homogeneous 
group by detecting tlie phase sensitive signal at the sum of the two modulation frequencies.
4.1.4 Optical Pumping
If the atomic system under study has two ground states both radiatively coupled to an 
excited state, as shown in Figure 4.3 (a), then optical pumping in the ground state can change 
the effective saturation intensity. The effect of optical pumping in saturated absorption 
spectroscopy has been studied in atomic barium [100]. Optical pumping removes population 
from the giound state level in resonance with the pump laser field and transfers it to the other 
relatively long lived ground state level. This makes it easier to saturate the absorption from the 
pumped ground state and hence the required saturation intensity is decreased by a factor of -  
2t/T  where x is the radiative lifetime of the upper excited state and T is the shortest relaxation 
time for the optical pumping (eg. due to the finite transit-time of an atom through the laser beam 
or collisions with the cell walls). Typically x '-lO ns and T ~1 ps, so the reduction in satui*ation 
intensity is -100 times. Velocity selective optical pumping (VSOP) is a Doppler-free 
spectroscopic technique which measures the absorption or polarisation of a probe beam due to
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the selection of a homogeneous velocity group by single-mode laser optical pumping [101]. 
Saturation of the atomic resonance line under study is not required with this method and 
therefore no power broadening is present to increase the linewidth [102,103].
4.1.5 Velocity Changing Collisions
Since saturation spectroscopy is a velocity selective nonlinear spectroscopic technique, 
any perturbation of the atomic system which changes the atomic velocity can have serious 
implications for the saturated absorption spectrum. Velocity changing collisions (vcc), due to 
elastic collisions between the atom under study and inert buffer gas atoms, change the velocity 
but not the atomic state of the active atom. With an applied resonant saturating field, vcc's 
change the velocity of the nonresonant homogeneous velocity groups so that they can also be 
excited by the laser field. As shown in Figure 4.4, this fills in the burnt hole in the ground 
state population distribution at the saturating field frequency and results in excitation of atoms 
across the whole inhomogeneous Doppler width. The effect of vcc and phase-changing 
collisions on the saturated absorption lineshape has been studied in the time-delayed mode by 
Ducloy and Feld [103a,103b].
(a0 V
(b)0 V
Figure 4.4 : Hole burning in the ground state velocity distribution:
(a) no vcc, (b) in the presence of vcc. (from [96])
The vcc tend to only thermalise the ground state population distribution since this state
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is long lived compared to die excited state.
In the presence of vcc, the saturated absorption spectrum is changed from being a 
narrow Lorentzian line on zero background (due to phase sensitive detection) to a residual 
narrow resonance on a broad thermal distribution [104]. Similar broadening effects due to vcc 
are seen in VSOP [105,106]. The increase in the measured saturation spectrum linewidth due 
to vcc was seen in the first pulsed saturated absorption study in sodium [107]. Increasing the 
time delay between the pump and probe pulses in the presence of ~3 torr of Ar buffer gas 
showed complete thermalisation of the velocity selected groups in ~150 ns.
A simple rate equation description of a two level atomic system gives the time 
dependent variation of a given velocity group due to vcc as [105]
= r j f ( v ) N . - i \ ( v ) ]  (4.1.12)at I vcc
where Fy is the vcc rate, f(v) is the normalised Maxwell thermal velocity distribution function 
and Ni is the total population density of the ground state. A more complete collisional model of 
the effect of vcc on the saturated absorption lineshape gives [104]
1(A)
exp \  l - a " y exp ( ,2 2 1 (4.1.13)
where A = Cù2 i -  O) is the laser detuning from the atomic resonance, y  (HWHM) is the 
linewidth of the narrow saturated absorption resonance and u is the most probable speed of the 
equilibrium velocity distribution ( = (2kBT/M)i). The parameter a  is related to the strength of 
a hard-sphere collision and can be calculated as a function of the perturber/active atom mass 
ratio [108]. The total decay rate Fj is the sum of the excited state decay rate F (= 1/x) and the 
vcc rate Fy^c- This lineshape has a simple interpretation. The first term is due to atoms 
undergoing no vcc during their interaction with the light fields and is a Lorentzian with a 
narrow homogeneous linewidth. The second term is due to atoms which have undergone
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partial thermalisation due to vcc giving a broad inhomogeneous Gaussian contribution to the 
overall lineshape. The width of this vcc contribution (FWHM) is
For a continuous-wave (cw) excitation scheme for saturation spectroscopy, the 
broadening effects of the vcc will dominate over the homogeneous saturation since the 
interaction time of the atoms with the laser fields (transit-time) is generally much greater than 
the velocity thermalisation time due to vcc.
4 .2  EXPERIMENTAL ZEEMAN SPLITTINGS MEASURED BY SA3IIBAILQN-.SEEIILR.QS.C-0P.Y
Preliminary experimental measurements of the Zeeman splitting of the sodium 
3S-3P transitions by saturation spectroscopy were made with the classic Hansch-Borde 
arrangement schematically shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4,5 : Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for saturation spectroscopy.
The pump and probe beams are both derived from the same single-mode laser source 
and counterpropagate in the sodium heat-pipe oven at a small angle. The pump beam is 
modulated with a mechanical chopper and the probe absorption signal at the modulation 
frequency is processed by a phase-sensitive lock-in detector.
Figure 4.6 shows the experimental saturated absorption spectrum for the sodium D2 
line (3Sjy2 -3P3/2) obtained with a very small transverse magnetic field (~40 G) and the laser 
linear polarisation peipendicular to the magnetic field direction (AMp = ± 1 excitation).
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500MHz
absorption
frequency
Figure 4.6 : Experimental saturated absorption spectrum for the sodium D2 transition with B » 40 G, T -100°C.
In spite of the slight Zeeman splitting and power broadening, the spectrum obviously 
does not just consist of narrow (-  few tens of MHz) Lorentzian lineshapes as would be 
expected by phase sensitive detection with no vcc (see energy level structure, for Na in Chapter 
2). The dominating component is a broad (~1 GHz) inhomogeneous line associated with each 
ground state hyperfine level due to vcc. Although no buffer gas was added to the sodium oven 
for this experiment, tliere is sufficient outgassing and leaks in the oven to raise the background 
gas pressure for vcc to take place. At these low Na densities there are veiy little vcc's between 
the sodium atoms themselves [107]. The linewidth of the broad pedestal indicates that nearly 
complete velocity thermalisation has been achieved by vcc (Av^/Vz = 1.03 GHz « measured 
linewidth).
The optical pumping crossover resonance at a frequency midway between the F-1 and
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F=2 gi'ound state transition frequencies is well shown as the increase in probe absorption.
To attempt to reduce the sensitivity of the saturated absorption signal to the broadening 
effects of vcc’s, the experiment was adapted to a novel quasi-pulsed arrangement. If the 
optical pumping rate to produce saturation is made greater than the vcc rate due to buffer gas 
collisions, then by switching on the pump light faster than l/Tycc» tbe saturated absorption 
signal at the start of the pump light pulse should be relatively free of vcc effects. Saturation 
spectroscopy using pulsed lasers is free of vcc effects when there is no delay between the 
pump and probe pulses due to this difference in saturating and vcc rates.
For the cw pump beam considered here a relatively fast switch on/off time (<1 
ps) was achieved by using two x20 microscope objectives to focus and recollimate the 
pumping beam through the chopper blade. A R212 photomultiplier tube biased with a 50 O 
resistor and a -~14 dB high speed amplifier (NE5539 built on a Radiospares RS435-664) was 
used as a sensitive submicrosecond response time detector for the probe beam signal. To 
selectively examine the saturated absoiption signal at various parts of the ^600 ps long pump 
pulse, a Brookdeal boxcai* system was used. This was synchronised to the chopped pump 
beam by sampling a small pait of the pump beam with a BPX65 photodiode (risetime -1 ns) 
biased with a 50 2^ resistor. This reduced the pulse to pulse jitter which occurred when the 
boxcar was triggered from the electronic signal generated by the mechanical chopper.
Even with a probe beam power of only ~20 pW, the signal from the photomultiplier 
tube tended to be saturated when the pump beam was on with a DC level o f— 1.5 V and an 
AC saturated absorption signal of '~50 mV. However, saturating the photomultiplier tube 
produced an apparent peak on the leading edge of the modulated saturated absorption signal 
when the laser was tuned onto a hyperfine transition (see Figure 4.7) and measuring this part 
of the signal enhanced tlie peaks of the saturation spectrum. The large peak indicated that the 
pump beam may have been significantly changing the absorption for the probe beam and 
allowing much more light onto the photomultiplier tube. This effect of the peak seemed to be 
purely an experimental manifestation. The magnitude of the peak was critically dependent on 
the position of the probe beam on the photomultiplier photocathode. Side-on tubes such as the 
R212 are noted for tlieir non-uniform spatial performance [109].
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Figure 4.7 ; Oscilloscope trace of the induced peak on the saturated absorption signal due to saturation of 
the photomultiplier tube. Vertical axis is increasing 
absorption.
With this experimental system, the individual sodium 3S-3P hyperfine transitions could 
be resolved in spite of the vcc's causing broadening. By using a narrow (-2 |is) boxcar gate 
width to sample the peak at the leading edge of the saturated absorption signal where vcc have 
also had insufficient time to thermalise the velocity selected saturation, the narrow Doppler-ffee 
Lorentzian resonances due to the Zeeman hyperfine transitions were easily resolved. These 
could be measured when the photomultiplier was either saturated or in the linear regime 
altliough much liigher resolution was achieved with a saturated photomultiplier signal.
The sodium Dj line (3Si/2 - 3Pi/2) was chosen for study with this novel 
spectroscopic technique because the theoretical Zeeman energy level structure was more readily 
compared with the experimentally measured frequency splittings between the hyperfine 
transitions.
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Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) show the experimental saturation spectra for a low value of 
magnetic field (-40 G) and two different linear polarisations of the light relative to the magnetic 
field direction to excite AMp= 0 and AMp = ± 1 hyperfine transitions.
500MHz
absorption
Figure 4.8 (a) : Experimental saturation spectiiim for Na line 
and tiieoretical hyperfine splittings.
B « 4 0 G
AMp= 0Boxcar gate width -2  ps T-120°C
Comparing this spectrum to Figure 4.6 shows the gieat benefit in using this new 
adapted spectroscopic technique. The individual hyperfine transitions are fairly well 
resolved and the broad pedestal due to vcc is reduced. The optical pumping crossover 
resonances at a frequency halfway between the F=1 and F=2 ground states are well 
resolved but note the additional crossover resonances within
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Figure 4.8(b) : Experimental saturation spectrum for Na Dj line. B « 4 0 G
AMp± 1Boxcar gate width ~2 ps 
T-120°C
each group of hyperfine transitions originating from the F=1 and F=2 ground states. These 
crossover resonances are due to three and four level effects as previously discussed. The 
appeai*ance of these resonances complicates the Zeeman spectrum, especially at higher values 
of magnetic field where the hyperfine transition frequency splittings ai*e larger. This leads to a 
difficulty in interpreting the saturated absorption spectrum as with polarisation spectroscopy 
and is a limitation of this spectroscopic technique. Some comparison of the measured 
Zeeman/Paschen-Back/Back-Goudsmit hyperfine tiansidon frequency splittings could be made
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though to verify that the previous calibration of the magnetic field strength with a Hall probe 
was reasonably accurate.
The experimental advantage of measuring the saturated absorption signal at the start of 
the pump light pulse where the large peak was evident and vcc broadening effects should have 
been reduced is shown in Figures 4.9 (a) and (b) where the boxcar gate is set at two different 
parts of the chopped pump pulse (saturated photomultiplier tube).
250MHz
Figure 4.9 : Experimental saturation spectra for tlie 
381/2 (F=l)-> SPi/2 transition.
(a) Boxcar gate on start of pump pulse
(b) Boxcar gate delayed -6  jis from start of pump pulse 
T~120®CB -100 G (AM = ±1)Boxcar gate width -2  |is
The saturated absorption signal with the delayed gate time shows increased broadening 
and less distinct narrow resonances which may have been due to vcc having had time to deplete 
and redistribute tlie burnt homogeneous hole across the inhomogeneous velocity distribution.
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By using the boxcar system to scan the gate across the whole of the chopped light 
pulse, a complete picture of the saturated absorption pulse with the photomultiplier tube 
unsaturated could be obtained and the different excitation and relaxation time constants were 
measured upon changing the laser detuning and buffer gas pressure. Figure 4.10 (a) and (b) 
shows the saturated absorption pulse with no buffer gas added to the sodium heat-pipe oven 
and tuned exactly on and well off a Zeeman hyperfine transition respectively. The measured 
pumping time constant for the signal when the laser is tuned onto a Zeeman transition is 'tpump 
-8  |is. When the laser is tuned off resonance so that the saturated absorption signal is due to 
vcc, the overall change in probe absorption is reduced and the estimated vcc time constant Tycc 
-40  |is. In both cases, when the pump light is switched off, the saturation signal decreases 
exponentially due to relaxation of the optical pumping. The measured relaxation time for no 
added buffer gas is iVelax |is.
When buffer gas is deliberately* added to the heat-pipe oven there are thi’ee main effects. 
The first is that no nan'ow Doppler-free peaks can now be resolved due to the rapid 
thermalisation of the homogeneous saturation by the increased number of buffer gas atoms and 
collisional broadening. The time constant for vcc is also reduced, as expected, and decreases 
with increasing buffer gas pressure. Thirdly, the relaxation time constant Tfeiax was measured 
to increase with increasing buffer gas pressure suggesting that the relaxation of the optical 
pumping was due to a transit time effect. Increasing the buffer gas pressure slows the 
diffusion of tlie pumped atoms firom the probe beam region and leads to less rapid relaxation 
(see Chapter 7). The saturated absorption pulses for two different buffer gas pressures and the 
laser tuned off resonance so that the signal was due to vcc are shown in Figure 4.11 (a) and 
(b).
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Figure 4.10: Chopped saturated absorption signal with no 
add&i buffer gas (Na line).
(a) Laser tuned on a hyperfine resonance
(b) Laser tuned off resonance 
T~120°CB - 4 0 G  (AM = ±1)
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time
Figure 4.11 : Chopped saturated absorption signal with buffer gas added to sodium oven. Laser tuned off 
resonance on Na Dj line.T-IZO'^C B -4 0 G  (AM = ±1)
(a) '-1.5 mbar of He
^cc M'S r^elax Ms
(b) -10 mbar of He
XyQc Ms ^^lax *75 Its
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With the application of a transverse magnetic field to an atomic vapour, the induced x®  
nonlinearity is not restricted to allow only second harmonic generation (SHG) to become 
possible. Other nonlinear three-wave mixing processes such as sum-frequency mixing (SFM), 
difference frequency mixing (DFM) and parametric amplification are also permissible. As 
reviewed in Chapter 1, the first two of these nonlinear effects have been demonstrated in 
atomic vapours under the symmetry breaking action of transverse electric or magnetic fields. 
These investigators all used large bandwidth pulsed lasers to verify bulk and certain 
microscopic properties of the nonlinear optical effects with low resolution.
This is the first reported investigation of a continuous-wave (cw), three-wave SFM 
process using a transverse DC magnetic field to induce the nonlinearity. High resolution 
studies were carried out using two single mode lasers to examine the microscopic behaviour of 
SFM. Bulk effects of the nonlinear medium were studied by the phase matching behaviour of 
SFM under cw excitation.
SFM can be regarded as a non-degenerate case of SHG where the two fundamental 
interacting photons have different energies. The SFM nonlinear optical process must satisfy 
the law of conservation of energy + CO2 “  0)3 and of momentum kg = + k2. With an
atomic vapour as a nonlinear medium, ©1, ©2 and <% are often chosen to be close to natural 
atomic resonant frequencies to give resonant enhancement of the nonlinear optical process [37]. 
The other oscillating nonlinear polarisations at 2©^, 2©2 and ©^  -  ©2 are usually far from 
atomic resonances and are neglected.
The SFM experiments reported here used the same sodium 3S-4D two-photon 
transitions for resonant enhancement of the sum frequency ©3 (= ©1 + ©2) as were used in 
SHG for resonant enhancement of the second harmonic frequency [43]. For SHG, the single
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photon detuning was -300 cm-i but with SFM additional single photon resonant 
enhancement was obtained by tuning ©j closer to the 3S-3P D line transitions. The frequency 
©2 was varied to retain on-resonance two-photon resonant enhancement. The single photon 
detuning was kept larger thaii the Na 3S-3P transition Doppler width so that no population was 
excited into the intermediate state for this particular case. A schematic diagram of the sodium 
energy levels involved in the magnetic field induced SFM nonlinear optical process and the 
interacting frequencies was given in Figure 1.4
5 .1  SFM ; MICROSCOPIC EFFECTS
As might be anticipated, the microscopic behaviour of magnetic field induced SFM was 
found to be the same as for SHG in sodium vapour. This was due to the use of the same 
resonant 3S-4D two-photon transitions in botli processes and the SFM single photon detuning 
greater than the D line Doppler width.
5.1.1 Combination o f coi and a>2 for SFM
The wavelengths and % 2  of the two fundamental laser beams were each varied over 
-15 nm from the SHG wavelength of 578.7 nm. Coherent SFM signals at 289.4 nm were 
detected for each particular value of Xi and % 2  provided that ©j + co^  = 0353-40 &od the 
transverse magnetic field was non-zero. This tuning range was limited by the gain curve of 
the rhodamine 6G dye lasers. The wavelengths Xi = 589.0 nm and = 589.6 nm were 
excluded from the combination of and X2  since these wavelengths correspond to direct 
excitation of the D2 and Dj sodiiim transitions respectively.
5.1.2 Magnetic Field Strength
The SFM power variation with the strength of the transverse magnetic field was 
measured with = 591.55 nm (polarisation perpendicular to the magnetic field direction) and 
% 2  = 566.458 nm (polarisation parallel to the magnetic field direction). One beam at 
wavelength came from the cw standing wave dye laser with the linewidth narrowed to
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-^27 GHz witli a two-plate intracavity biréfringent filter. The second beam at X2  came from the 
Spectra-Physics 380D single-mode ring dye laser.
For low magnetic field strengths 500 G), the SFM power increased proportionally 
with the square of the magnetic field as shown in Figure 5.1. For higher magnetic field 
strengths, the total SFM power saturated due to the Zeeman splitting in the 3S and 4D sodium 
states exceeding the two-photon Doppler width. This is clearly evident in Figure 5.2 where 
because the resolution limiting linewidth of coi was much larger than the Zeeman splitting, no 
line profile structure was resolved and the total SFM power was measured.
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Figure 5.1 : Experimental results of SFM power against the square of the magnetic field strength for low 
fields 500 G).
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Figure 5.2 : Experimental results of SFM power against magnetic field strength.
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5.1.3 Laser Intensity
For SHG, the intensity of the second harmonic wave depended upon the square of the 
intensity of the fundamental beam. For SFM the situation is different because a photon must 
be simultaneously absorbed from each beam separately. The SFM power depends upon the 
product of the laser powers at the two individual frequencies. Figure 5.3 shows the 
experimental variation of the SFM power against the power of the beam at 0)i and (O2. As 
expected, in each case the dépendance is linear rather than quadratic.
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Figure 5.3 : Experimental results of SFM power against P(ooi) and P(%).= 590.658 nm (polarisation X to B)-  567.282 nm (polarisation X to B)
B -1500 G T'-llQPC
5.1.4 Excitation o f Quadrupole Moments
For linearly polarised fundamental laser beams, the Q^y quadrupole moment is diiven 
by Am = ± 2  quadrupole transitions and the component of laser polarisation perpendicular to 
the magnetic field direction. The Q^y quadrupole moment is driven by Am = ± 1 quadrupole 
transitions and the product of the components of laser polarisation perpendicular and parallel to 
the magnetic field direction [43]. Since only one fundamental beam was required for SHG, 
only the quadrupole moment Qxy could solely be excited (with the polarisation of the beam at 
right angles to the magnetic field direction). The quadrupole moment Qzy was driven by 
rotating the incident laser beam polarisation angle from 90° to the magnetic field direction but
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tlie Qxy moment was necessai'ily also excited. The contiibutions to the second harmonic power 
from these two sources were separated by the different polarisation states of the second 
harmonic wave emitted from each quadmpole moment.
Using two incident laser beams for SFM offers the flexibility of exciting either only 
Qxy or only Q^y or both Qxy and Q^y . The quadrupole moment that is driven depends upon 
the relative polarisations of the two interacting fundamental beams. This was clearly shown by 
the line profiles obtained with two single-mode fundamental laser beams in a strong magnetic 
field. There are shown in Figure 5.4.
In a high strength magnetic field, the Am = ± 1 and Am = ± 2 transitions are well split 
in frequency and can be separately resolved even with Doppler broadening., Figures 5.4 (a) 
and (b) show that SFM can excite the quadrupole moments separately by choosing the correct 
relative laser polarisations for the two incident beams. The magnitude of the SFM intensity for 
orthogonal laser polarisations is -3  times that for parallel polarisations due to the smaller 
Zeeman shifting of the Am = ± 1 over the Am = ± 2 quadrupole transitions. Note that a 
similar line profile to Figure 5.4 (b) could be obtained by interchanging the laser polarisation 
directions at Xj and X^ . With the laser polarisations at an angle of 45° to the magnetic field 
direction, both Qxy and Q^y quadiupole moments were driven as shown in Figure 5.4 (c). 
The total line profile is a sum of the contributions from each quadrupole moment and is similar 
to the line profiles obtained for SHG with a 45° angled fundarnental laser beam.
5 .2  SFM : MACROSCOPIC EFFECTS
Although the microscopic behaviour of the magnetic field induced SFM nonlinear 
optical process has been shown to be consistant with the SHG study, the phase matching 
behaviour of the two three-wave mixing processes is different. Phase matching in a nonlineai' 
optical process is a macroscopic effect due to the propagation of the interacting waves in the 
bulk nonlinear medium.
A coupled plane wave treatment of SFM gives
(5.2.1)dz
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Figure 5.4 : Experimental line profiles for SFM with different 
incident laser polarisations.
B -2900 G T -2 4 0 TXi = 588.362 nm (Spectra-Physics 380A)
% 2  = 569.416 nm (Spectra-Physics 380D)
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where Ak is the phase mismatch betwen the three waves defined by
Ak = kg -  k  ^-  k^ . (5.2.2)
The magnitude of the wave vectors I ! is 2%ni fX  ^where n^  is the refractive index of the 
nonlinear medium at the wavelength X^ , Integrating equation (5.2.1) over the length ^ of the 
nonlinear medium gives the ouput intensity of the generated sum frequency wave as
I (c o )  o. (5 .2 .3)(Akü/ar
The sinc^ (Akiî/2) function describes the phase matching of the nonlinear effect and is a 
maximum when Ak = 0. In general, Ak 0 because the refractive index n of the nonlinear 
medium is wavelength dependent and n  ^ U2 n .^ The refractive index of an atomic vapour 
at a wavelength X is found from the Sellmeier equation [4]
Nr a. f..
ij _1_ __ JL
X ^ X^
(5.2.4)
u
where N(m-^) is the particle density of the atoms, r^ (2.818 x 10-^  ^m) is the classidal èléctrbn 
radius, f^ j is the oscillator strength of the atomic transition at wavelength Aiy and ot|1s the 
fractional population of the atomic level i.
The refractive index of an atomic vapour is significant at frequencies far from natural 
atomic resonant transitions where absorption is negligible because the dispersion associated 
with tlie transition decreases less rapidly with frequency than the absorption (see §6.6.3).
For magnetic field induced SHG in sodium vapour the wavelengths of the fundamental 
and generated waves are fixed at 578.7 nm and 289.4 nm respectively. The refr active index of 
the atomic vapour at these two wavelengths was calculated by inserting the relevant sodium 
transition wavelengths and oscillator strengths [110] into the Sellmeier equation. This gives 
a fixed positive value of Ak' (=Ak/N) of 8.97 x IQ-^ o m^. However, for magnetic field 
induced SFM, tlie two fundamental wavelengths and X2  can be varied and this gives the 
possibility of Ak' taking a range of positive and negative values. Thus the dependence of the 
SFM power with sodium density is changed depending on the sign and magnimde of Ak. The 
SFM nonlinear optical process may be optimally phase matched by controlling the phase
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mismatch with the wavelengths Xi and X2  and the focusing of the laser beams into the sodium 
heat-pipe oven. Different phase matching techniques also become possible and these are 
reviewed in the next section.
5.2.1 Phase-matching Techniques for Nonlinear Optical Processes in Atomic Vapours
Several schemes for phase-matching nonlinear optical processes in atomic vapours have 
been achieved and most of these are comprehensively reviewed in reference 4. Five of these 
phase-matching techniques are briefly described here with consideration of their possible use in 
phase-matching magnetic field induced SFM.
(a) Anomalous Dispersion - This technique utilises the linear dispersion of the 
nonlinear atomic medium to achieve phase-matching of collinear nonlinear optical processes. 
Since the magnitudes of the wavevectors of the interacting waves are dependent upon the 
refractive index of the atomic nonlinear medium, if the interacting frequencies are chosen to lie 
on either side of a natural strong atomic resonance with anomalous dispersion then the 
wavevector contributions can be balanced to give the nominal phase-matching condition of Ak 
=  0.
The first proposal of this method for phase-matching in a gaseous nonlinear medium 
was by Armstrong et al [13]. This technique was demonstrated by Bjorklund et al [111] to 
essentially perfectly phase-match a two-photon resonant four-wave mixing nonlinear optical 
process in sodium vapour. Their collinear mixing process was shown to be tunable and 
could be phase-matched from the far infrared to the vacuum ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. 
Significantly enhanced production of coherent VUV radiation was subsequently achieved with 
this phase-matched mixing process in Sr vapour [112]. Enhancement of the nonlinearity and 
phase-matching via anomalous dispersion allowed production of cw VUV radiation at 170 nm 
[113].
This technique of phase-matching using anomalous dispersion is the most suitable for 
magnetic field induced SFM. It has the advantage that the frequencies of the two fundamental 
waves can be chosen to be close to and on either side of the two strong D line resonances in
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sodium at 589.0 nm (D2) and 589.6 nm (Dj). Phase-matching by this method is also 
insensitive to the spatial distribution of the nonlinear atomic medium. This would have been 
advantageous if the sodium oven had been operated in a true heat-pipe mode with an active 
region of pure sodium vapour. Figure 5.5 shows the calculated value of Ak' versus 2 using 
equations (5.2.2) and (5,2.4) for SFM on the Na 3S-4D two-photon transition.
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Figure 5.5 : Calculated value of the phase mismatch for SFM, normalised by the sodium particle density.
Note that there is a cancellation point between tlie two D line resonances where Ak -  0 
due to a refractive index greater that 1 for and less than 1 for X2. The importance of this 
particular value of Xi and % 2  is that the magnetic field induced SFM effect can be nominally 
phase-matched at all sodium particle densities N, with the SFM power increasing as N .^
With plane wave input beams at and I 2, Ae peaks of the phase match oscillations 
will occur at sodium densities Ni determined by
(21-  1)R  =
lAk'li^
n (5.2.5)
where i = 1,2,3,4, ... . When I Ak' I becomes larger near the and D2 sodium 
resonance lines, the oscillations of SFM power with N start to occur at lower sodium densities. 
This is only true when a plane wave approximation is made. With focused input beams, not
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only the magnitude but the sign of Ak becomes important (see §5.2.2).
(b) Buffer Gas - The addition of an inert buffer gas to the active nonlinear atomic 
medium to achieve phase-matching was first proposed by Harris and Miles [114] for third 
harmonic generation in an alkali metal vapour. This was experimentally demonstrated for the 
frequency tripling of 1.064 pm radiation in rubidium vapour phase-matched with xenon [115].
The principle of phase matching a nonlinear optical process by means of a buffer gas is 
to use the dispersion of the gas to cancel the phase mismatch produced by the atomic vapour 
alone. The overall refractive index of the mixture of gases is tlien the same at all the interacting 
wavelengths.
The inert gases have their main absorption resonances in the deep UV region of the 
spectrum and show normal dispersion for larger wavelengths. By adding a sufficient pressure 
of buffer gas, the overall refractive index of the mixture of gas and atomic vapour cah be 
contrdlled to make Ak = G and nominal phase^matching takes place. This method of 
phase-matching is only valid when Ak is originally negative because the dispersion of the inert 
gas is always greater than unity-at the wavelengths of interest in SFM.
The use of this buffer gas phase-matching technique is widely practiced [116,117,11] 
and other similar methods involving metal vapour mixtures have been reported [118]; The 
main problem with phase-matching with this technique is due to non-uniform mixing of the gas 
and atomic vapour [119]. With two metal vapours it is difficult to separately control the vapour 
pressures in the same heat-pipe oven [118].
The ratio of buffer gas atoms to metal vapour atoms to create phase-matching is 
dependent upon the magnitude of Ak due to the nonlinear medium but is typically in excess of 
100. An order of magnitude calculation is presented here for phase- matching magnetic field 
induced SFM by tliis technique with Ar buffer gas. Consider Xi = 591.000 nm and X2  -
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566.967 nm so that the phase mismatch due to the sodium vapour is Ak' = -2.537 x 10"^  ^m  ^
and is negative. The dispersion of the aigon buffer gas was calculated at the three 
wavelengths of interest to give Ak'^r = 1.281 x 10"^  ^m^ [120]. Therefore the requhed 
ratio of argon gas atoms to sodium atoms is '-19800. For a sodium temperature of 300°C, the 
sodium particle density is 2,31 x 10^ ® m“^ . The required argon pai'ticle density is 
then -4.475 x 10^  ^m"  ^ or equivalently a pressure of '-188 mbar.
However, the magnetic field induced SFM process is a resonant nonlinear effect unlike 
the nonresonant third harmonic studies. Addition of high pressures of buffer gas to the sodium 
vapour causes collisional dephasing of the 3S-4D coherence and decreases the generated SFM 
power [44]. If the collisional dephasing decreases the SFM power by less than the increase 
due to achieving phase-matching then the addition of high pressures of buffer gas may be 
beneficial to tlie SFM nonlinear effect.
Using the above figures and a vapour zone length of 10 cm gives the phase-match sinc^ 
(Ak^/2) value of 5.13 x 10" .^ Achieving nominal phase- matching (Ak = 0) with 188 mbar of 
Ar gives an increase in the sinc^ (Ak^/2) term o f -195 times. The expected theoretical decrease 
in SFM power due to collisional dephasing of 188 mbar of Ar is -10 times less for a magnetic 
field of -2750 G and -40 times less for a magnetic field of -200 0  [14]. So, adding the buffer 
gas to achieve phase-matching may actually increase the generated SFM power by several 
times. This was not experimentally verified in this particular study.
The dispersion of the Ar buffer gas may also explain why the experimentally observed 
decrease in SHG power with buffer gas pressure was more rapid than expected theoretically 
[44]. The further increase in phase mismatch due to the argon gas would also decrease the 
SHG power in addition to the collisional dephasing. Calculating tlie expected decrease in SHG 
power by phase-matching due to Argon dispersion at a pressure of 234 mbar gives an 
additional decrease of -2 0  times which is almost exactly tlie decrease measured experimentally.
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(c) NoncoIIinear Beam Geometry - The phase mismatch Ak given in equation
(5 .2 .2) is a vectorial difference of ks and ki 2 and so nominal phase matching can be achieved 
when Ak < 0 for collinear beams by arranging the fundamental beams to be non-collinear as 
shown in Figure 5.6.
Collhiear
k
A k < 0
> k 3
Non-coUinear
k
k 3
Ak = 0
Figure 5.6 : Schematic diagram of non-collinear beam geometry to achieve phase matching.
Bethune et al [32] used tliis method of phase-matching in their study of quadrupole 
SFM in atomic sodium vapour. The non-collinear fundamental beams were also required to 
induce the %(^ ) nonlinearity in the isotropic atomic vapour [33]. The angle 9 between ki and ki 
to give nominal phase matching Ak = 0 for plane waves is given by
= 2 [ (1 + XjA,) An (X,) + (1 + An (X^ ) ] (5.2,6)
where n (k[) = 1 4- An (Xi) is the refractive index of the vapour. This equation is valid 
provided that An (Xj) >0 , I An (Xj) I > X1A-2 1 An (X2) I and 0 «  1. The required angle 
0, when the single photon detuning in the SFM experiment is -20 cnr^, is a few tens of 
milliradians. The necessary phase-match angle increases as the square root of the sodium 
density N.
With a non-collinear beam geometry, the effective interaction length for tlie nonlinear 
optical process is reduced. For nominal phase-matching, the generated sum frequency power
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P (CÛ3) oc where L is the interaction length. If the average radial spot size of the
fundamental beams is Wq, then the effective interaction length for beams crossed at an angle 6 
is L -2w(/8. Consider two input beams crossed at 40 mrad and with a spot size of -100 )im. 
For a wave- length of 590 nm, the collinear phase matched interaction length is -10 cm due to 
the confocal parameter kwg^ of the beams. The corresponding crossed beam effective 
interaction length is -4  mm which implies a reduction in SFM power of -625 times over the 
phase-matched colhnear beam case.
For magnetic field induced SFM it is desirable to have collinear waves for maximum 
interaction length and to phase match with the anomalous dispersion method rather than this 
non-collinear beam technique. Also, under low magnetic fields, destructive interference 
between the non-collinear and magnetic field induced nonlinearity has been observed [37]. 
To avoid these effects, the magnetic field induced SFM nonlinear optical process was only 
studied in a collinear beam geometry.
(d) Periodic Phase-Matching - In a nonlinear medium with a finite phase mismatch 
Ak, the coherence length is defined as
< = . J L  (5.2.7)
lAkI
ie. the distance of propagation over which the phase of the generated sum frequency wave has 
changed by II radians. The amplitude of the generated wave changes with propagation 
distance z according to
.  _  i Ak z
E, ~  ------------ . (5.2.8)
iAk
When the wave propagates from a position zq to Zq + the phase of the sum frequency 
wave has changed by II radians and constructive interference occur s so that maximum net sum 
frequency power is generated. Similarly, destructive interference occurs when z = 2^^ and no 
net sum frequency power is produced. In general, if the length of the nonlinear* medium ^ is 
an odd multiple of then net nonlinear optical output power is generated and if ^ is an even 
multiple of no net generation is achieved. However, if the nonlinearity is induced by a
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static transverse field then reversing the polarity of the static field after a distance is 
equivalent to an additional phase change of n  radians. This phase change cancels the phase 
shift due to the phase velocity mismatch Ak and the resultant sum frequency wave from each 
section of the nonlinear medium is in phase and constructively interferes. This allows 
continual net generation of the sum frequency wave with propagation of the waves in the 
nonlinear medium.
This periodic phase-matching method has been used by Shelton and Buckingham [121] 
to phase-match electric field induced SHG in gases. They used an array of pin electrodes of 
fixed separation with the electric field polarity reversed on alternate electrodes. When the 
pressure of the various gases used as nonlinear media was varied, the value of Ak could be 
optimised for the SHG process to become periodically phase-matched for the particular 
electrode spacing. This technique was found to be useful in determining the refractive indices 
of gases from the phase-matching behaviour of periodic electric field induced SHG [122].
A disadvantage of the periodic phase-matching technique is that it is restricted to one 
particular value of Ak only, if the electrode geometry is fixed. Changing the electrode 
geometry presents problems due to the electric fields becoming non- uniform when the 
electrodes are closely spaced. - v = i
Magnetic field induced SFM could in principle be similarly phase-matched by a periodic 
array of magnetic poles. However in practice the spacing of the magnetic poles would typically 
be a few millimetres which would be difficult to achieve experimentally; Again, the fixed 
magnetic pole geometry would only allow phase-matching for one particular set of 
experimental parameters.
(e) Intensity Dependent Refractive Index - A phase-matching technique of limited 
applicability has been demonstrated which utilises the nonlinear refractive index n ,^ where n = 
no + n2l, induced by a high intensity beam in an atomic vapour. Li et al [123] showed that 
third harmonic generation (THG) in barium vapour was periodic in input power due to the 
intensity dependent refractive index contribution cancelling the phase mismatch produced by 
the linear refractive index ng. A very high input power was required (866 MW) to induce a
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large enough non-resonant U2 to counteract the dispersion due to Uq.
For experimental cw magnetic field induced SFM, the incident laser powers are low 
and the frequencies are far enough from natural sodium resonant transitions to make this 
phase-matching method impractical.
5.2.2 Focusing Effects
The plane wave approximation used in equations (5.2.1) and (5.2.3) is no longer valid 
when a correct treatment of focused, Gaussian profile input laser beams is considered [124, 
46]. When a Gaussian beam is focused, it undergoes a smaller phase shift when the wave 
travels through a focus than a plane waves does in propagating over the same distance. For no 
absorption, the electric field of the focused fundamental wave can be described by
_  i (kz -  (Ot) 2 2 2
(5.2,,>
(1 + h )
where x = 2 (z-f)/b is a normalised propagation distance of the wave from the focus at z=f. 
The variable b is the confocal parameter of the beam and is equal to kwq^ where k is the 
wavevector and Wq is the minimum beam radius. Calculating the generation of the nonlinear 
wave due to this fundamental wave by the formal theory is involved but shows that the sum 
frequency (or second harmonic) power is dependent upon
P3 oc P^P^j(h(c,% ,|l) (5.2.10)
for no linear absorption and no double refraction which is the case for a non-single­
photon-resonant SFM process is an atomic vapour. P^ and ?2  are the powers of the two
incident beams, ^ is the interaction length and h (a, p,) is the function described below
which contains all of the dependence of P3 on the phase mismatch (a  = 5 Akb), the strength 
of focusing (Ç = it/b) and the focal position in the nonlinear medium (p, =
The function h (a, %, p.) is given by
h (0 , 4 , n) = Z  IH (0 , |l) (5.2.11)
where H (a, p.) is tlie integral function
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H (a 4. n) = —  f9ir •'
ifft
dx . (5.2,12)
The main difference between focused and plane wave phase-matching is that the behaviour of 
the function h becomes asymmetric with respect to the sign of Ak when % > 1, ie. when the 
length of the nonlinear medium is gi*eater than or approximately equal to the confocal 
parameters of the fundamental beams. As shown in Figure 5.5, the anomalous dispersion of 
the sodium D lines allows different signs and magnitudes of Ak to be selected for magnetic 
field induced SFM according to the chosen values of the two input laser frequencies.
The maximum value of h (a, |l i ) occurs with ^ = 2.84 and is no longer at the nominal 
phase-matching condition of Ak = 0 but with Ak slightly less than zero. This is due to the 
converging and diverging parts of the focused Gaussian beams being able to satisfy a 
non-collinear phase-matching condition, similar to that discussed in §5.2.1 (c) and Figure 5.6. 
The variation of h with ^ is shown in Figure 5.7 for various values of parameter B. This 
parameter B is proportional to the beam walk-off angle in the nonlinear medium and is always 
equal to zero for an atomic vapour.
2 .8 4
B -  0
0.01
1.39
r3
\01
Figure 5.8 : Function h for optimum phase-matching as afunction of § = k/b for several values of double­refraction parameter B (from [46]).
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The function IH (a, |i)l 2 has a single main maximum value which defines a unique 
optimum phase mismatch Ak^ and corresponding parameter = i  Ak^b. The optimum 
phase-matching parameter as a function of ^ is shown in Figure 5.8. The function IHP 
displays oscillatory behaviour for increasing values of I Ak I and has zeros determined by the 
same coherence length as in equation (5.2.7).
1.0
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0.3
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0.1
* K)2 ^ * to®5 26 2 101.0
Figure 5.8 : Optimum phase-matching parameter (Ç)
(from [46]).
The position of the beam focus in the nonlinear medium is important in the 
consideration of SFM and SHG. Kleinman and Miller [125] have shown theoretically and 
experimentally that when Ak takes on its optimum value for phase-matching Ak^, focusing tlie 
fundamental beams in the centre of the nonlinear medium produces the greatest sum frequency 
(second harmonic) output power.
When Ak < 0 and is not optimised, the generated second harmonic power becomes 
oscillatory with the position of the focus along tlie length of the nonlinear medium. Focusing 
the input beams just inside the front or rear regions of the nonlinear medium produces the 
largest second harmonic powers. When Ak > 0 and is not optimised, the maximum generated 
second harmonic power again corresponds to focusing near the interfaces of the nonlinear
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medium but no oscillatory power variation is seen with moving the focal position of the beam 
in the nonlinear medium.
It is interesting to note that for an infinite nonlinear medium the integral function H can 
be evaluated analytically and shows that net sum frequency (second harmonic) generation does 
occur for the nominal phase-matching condition Ak = 0, unlike the case of third harmonic 
generation where the net generation of power is zero in an infinite nonlinear medium at Ak = 0 
[126].
5.2.3 Experimental Results for SFM Phase-matching
The phase-matching behaviour for cw magnetic field induced SFM was examined as a 
function of sodium particle density N for various combinations of %i and %2 .
The fundamental laser beam at wavelength came from the standing wave dye laser 
with a three plate biréfringent filter as an intracavity frequency selective element to reduce the 
linewidth to ~17GHz. The beam at wavelength X2 was supplied by the frequency stabilised, 
single-mode Spectra-Physics 380D ring dye laser. The combined beams at and A,2were 
focused into the centre of the sodium heat-pipe oven. The sum frequency signal was recorded
with decreasing N as the sodium heat-pipe oven cooled from a high temperature.........
The theoretical phase-matching behaviour of SFM with Na particle density at the laser 
wavelengths of interest was calculated by using a computer model to evaluate Ak and then 
numerically integrating the function H (a, jo.) to give values of IHI^ . The numerical methods 
to do this were based on the information supplied in references [124] and [46].
The theoretical difference between plane wave and focused beam phase- matching 
behaviour is well illustrated in Figure 5.9 This shows the calculated variation of second 
harmonic power (iHP) versus sodium vapour temperature for two values of Ç Ç = 1 
corresponding to a focused input beam and % = 0.1 which approximates to a plane wave input 
beam.
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Figure 5.9 : Calculated variation in SHG power with sodium vapour temperature.
(a) ^ = 0.1 - Plane wave
(b) q = 1 - Focused
Beams focused in centre of nonlinear medium.
For focused SHG, the heights of the peaks of the phase-match oscillations increase 
with panicle density and the whole oscillatory behaviour shifts to lower sodium vapour 
temperatures.
For an approximate calibration of the heat-pipe oven temperature, cooling rate and Na
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density, the focused SHG phase-matching behaviour was recorded experimentally using only 
the ring dye laser at A, = 578.7 nm. This was compared with the theoretical calculation for SHG 
with a focused beam and the confocal parameter equal to the vapour zone length (beam focused 
into heat-pipe oven with a 20 cm focal length lens to -100 |im spot size => b -10 cm). Figure 
5.10 shows the experimental results normalised to the theoretical calculation (for the first 
phase-match peak).
SHG Power 
(arb units)
20 -
10 -
400350300
Temperature (°C)
Figure 5.10 : Experimental (points) and theoretical (line) variation of SHG power with Na vapour temperature.
B - l k GLaser polarisation X to magnetic field 
f = 20 cm focusing lens
The theoretical calculation and the experimental results agree well. These results 
showed that the actual sodium vapour temperature was -30°C less than measured on the 
temperature controller which was reasonable. The heat-pipe oven appeared to cool fairly 
linearly from the set temperature of 430°C at about -0.13°C S'L For other set temperatures, the 
measured cooling rates varied and were not always linear, probably due to the cooling water 
flow rate and temperature. The maxima and minima in the experimental SHG power variations 
were less tlian expected theoretically due to non-uniform temperature distributions in the 
sodium vapour during the cooling time. When the temperature of the sodium vapour was 
varied slowly and allowed to reach thermal equilibrium, the minima in the phase-matching 
behaviour were more pronounced.
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To illustrate the asymmetry of the SFM phase-matching behaviour with the sign of Ak 
for focused beams, the cases (i) Ak > 0, (ii) Ak = 0 and (iii) Ak < 0 are now considered.
(i) A k > 0
The variation of the SFM power with increasing sodium particle density with a positive 
phase mismatch Ak is similar to that for SHG (where Ak is also positive). The phase-matching 
behaviour shows oscillations in the SFM power of comparable magnitude, the number of 
which depends on the value of I Ak' I, If 1 Ak' I is large tlien the coherence length is short and 
tlie first phase-match peak occurs at a low sodium density. This is followed by many other 
peaks as the length of the nonlinear medium rapidly becomes multiples of the short coherence 
length with increasing N. Figure 5.11 shows the theoretical and calculated focused phase- 
match behaviour for three different combinations of A-i and ^2 giving Ak > 0.
The first phase match peak for (b) occurs at a lower sodium vapour temperature than 
for (a) due to the larger magnitude of Ak' for (b) compared to (a). Figure 5.11 (c) shows an 
example of the positive phase mismatch region when is situated between the two Na D line 
resonances.
Overall, the agreement of the experimental results with the theoretical calculations was 
fair. The experimental points were standardised to the sodium temperatures assuming that the 
theoretical variation of the SFM power with N was more accurate than the known experimental 
sodium vapour temperatures. The experimental results may have also been slightly displaced 
from the tlieoretical prediction due to the dispersion of the buffer gas (see §5.2.3 (iii) ). The 
overall temperature behaviour between theory and experiment was consistent between the tliree 
results in Figure 5.11. Experimental SFM variations were again less than theory because of 
the non-uniform temperatures of the sodium vapour. The decrease in the height of the 
phase-match oscillations at higher temperatures may have been due to the linear absorption of 
the fundamental or sum frequency beams by sodium atoms or dimers.
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Figure 5.11 : Experimental (points) and theoretical (line) variation in SFM power with Na density.
% = 1(a) X. = 588.790 = 569.016(b) Xi = 588.933 Xo = 568.882(c) Xi = 589.500 X2  = 568.354
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(ii) A k « 0
When the wavelengths of the two input beams for SFM are tuned to ~589.390 nm 
and %2 ~568.456 nm, the magnitude of Ak' » 0 due to the equal but opposite contributions 
from An (Xj) /  X^  and An (X2) / X2. This is the cancellation point between the two sodium D 
line resonances as shown in Figure 5.5.
The importance of this particular laser tuning is that Ak' « 0 is independent of the 
sodium particle density and arises solely from the detuning denominator in the Sellmeir 
equation (5.2.4), so that when phase-matched the SFM power should continue to increase as 
N^. The optimum value of Ak' to give maximum SFM power for any focusing requirements 
can be selected by careful tuning of X^  and X% close to the above wavelengths. This offers the 
unique possibility of retaining proper optimised phase-matching of the SFM nonlinear optical 
process at all sodium densities.
Continual increase in SFM power generation with increasing Na density was seen 
experimentally up to a maximum temperature of -400°C which was limited by the heating cord 
on the heat-pipe oven. Figure 5.12 shows the theoretical and normalised experimental results 
for tuning Xj, X2 close to the Ak « 0 point.
Note that the applied magnetic field required here to induce a large SFM signal was 
only a few lO's of Gauss because the nonlinear process was phase-matched at the high sodium 
densities.
In principle, the SFM power should continue to increase proportionally with N^ at 
higher sodium densities providing that the absorption of the interacting frequencies by the 
increasing population of sodium dimers is low.
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Figure 5.12 : Experimental (points) and theoretical (line) 
variations in SFM power with Na vapour 
temperature.
Xi -589.388 nm (polarisation J. to B)
^2 ~568.458 nm (polarisation II to B) 
B -4 0 G  
^ - 1
(iii) A k < 0
As shown in Figure 5.5, the wavelength regions for which Ak < 0 are 
589.0 nm < < 589.4 nm and Xi > 589.6 nm. The theoretical focusing asymmetry of the
SFM phase-matching when Ak* > 0 and Ak* < 0 is shown in Figure 5.13 for equal but 
opposite values of Ak*. When Ak < 0 there is one large peak in the SFM power at the 
optimum value of a  given in Figure 5.7 which is several times the magnitude of the Ak > 0 
oscillations.
Much smaller amplitude phase-match oscillations occur with decreasing Ak.
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Figure 5.13 : Theoretical variation in SFM power with increasing Na vapour temperature for equal but opposite values 
of phase mismatch Ak.
(a) Ak > 0
(b) A k < 0  
% = 1.0
The experimental magnetic field induced SFM phase-matching behaviour for Ak <0 
showed similar qualitative features with the focusing theory but did not fit quantitatively as the
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experimental results did for Ak > 0. Upon increasing the sodium particle density with a 
negative value of Ak, the SFM power displayed one large peak value of -5-10 times the 
magnitude of the Ak > 0 signal. Slight but not obvious oscillations in SFM power were seen 
for higher particle densities. A typical tlieoretical and experimental result for Ak < 0 is shown 
in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14 ; Experimental (points) and theoretical (line) variations in SFM power with Na vapour 
temperature.
Xi « 589.090 nm 
Xo » 568.736 nm B « 750 G 
^ - 1
The large peak in SFM power occuired experimentally at much higher Na densities than 
expected theoretically. Two possible explanations for the quantitative difference are considered 
below:
(a) Buffer gas dispersion - As discussed in section 5.2.1 (b), the normal dispersion 
of an inert buffer gas can change the overall refractive indices which the interacting waves 
experience in the nonlinear medium. When Ak < 0, this effect due to the buffer gas can reduce 
1 Ak I and the SFM phase-matching behaviour should be shifted to higher sodium vapour
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temperatures.
Consider tlie example of = 589.718 nm, A,2 = 568.152 nm and typically-4.5 
mbar of Ar buffer gas added to the sodium heat-pipe oven. The calculated phase 
mismatch due to the buffer gas is A k^ = 1.4 m"  ^ and due to the sodium is 
Ak/N = —1.693 X 10"^  ^m^. The theoretical peak SFM power is at N = 2.56 x 10^  ^
m-3 (245°C) which gives Ak = -43.3 m**!. Therefore, the dispersion of the argon gas is too 
small to compensate the wavevector mismatch due to the sodium vapour.
(b) Non-collinear beams - When Ak < 0, a non-collinear beam geometry can achieve 
phase-matching as shown in section 5.2.1 (c) and this may have caused the difference between 
theory and experiment.
If the input beams were completely collinear and were focused into the centre of 
the oven to a spot size coq of -100  pm then the natural diffraction angle 0 (= X/kcùq) is -2  
mrad which is too small for non-collinear beam phase matching to take place within the 
diverging beams at the experimental sodium particle densities. However, a calculation of the 
necessary beam intersection angle to produce phase- matching at the peak of the 
experimental SFM power gives the required angle o f-14 mrad. This angle corresponds to 
a misallignment of the two incident laser beams at the focusing lens of less than 1.5 mm which 
is within the accuracy that the beams could be experimentally overlapped. When the beam 
positions were not changed, the calculated beam intersection angle at the Na density 
corresponding to peak SFM power for different wavelengths Xi and X2  was consistent. This 
suggests that a slight experimental non-collinearity of the laser beams was responsible for the 
difference between the expected theoretical and experimentally observed phase-matching 
behaviour of the magnetic field induced SFM.
When the confocal parameters of the fundamental laser beams were made larger 
(-5 times) than the interaction length for the SFM nonlinear effect, the Ak < 0 SFM phase- 
matching behaviour became oscillatory similar to that for Ak > 0. This was because the
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incident waves behaved more as plane waves and the focusing effects were reduced. Figure 
5.15 shows an example of the theoretical and normalised experimental SFM phase-matching 
behaviour for Ak < 0 and 4 > 1.
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Figure 5.15 : Experimental (points) and theoretical (line) SFM power variation with Na vapour temperature for 
Ak < 0 and % = 5.
Xi ~592.(X)6 nm (polarisation X to B)
^2 ~566.044 nm (polarisation II to B)
B -775 G
The experimental sodium vapour temperatures corresponding to the peaks and troughs 
of the phase-match oscillations agree well with the theory. The maximum and minimum 
experimental SFM power variations are again probably less than the theoretical prediction due 
to non-uniform vapour temperatures and the effects of dimer absorption. The laser beams were 
easier to collinearly allign with a longer focal length lens and so any non-collinear beam 
phase-matching effects were likely to be reduced.
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Chapter 6
SUM FREQUENCY MIXING WITH A RESONANT OR 
NEAR-RESONANT INTERMEDIATE STATE
In this chapter, the nonlinear process of cw, magnetic field induced sum frequency 
mixing (SFM) is considered with tlie two incident laser fields simultaneously on resonance 
with tlie single and two-photon atomic transitions. This tuning of the laser frequencies was 
chosen to greatly enhance the two-photon excitation rate and was used to generate much higher 
SFM powers, so that tlie nonlinearity of the atomic sodium nonlinear medium became 
effectively larger than that of a good nonlinear crystal.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the previous studies of coupled three level Doppler 
broadened atomic systems have been mainly concerned with spectroscopy of atomic energy 
levels via atomic populations. Here, the efficient generation of coherent radiation at new 
frequencies and a study of its properties is tlie main objective, although the two studies are 
connected. The additional use of on-resonance single photon atomic transitions for magnetic 
freld induced SFM introduces many new considerations into the nonlinear optical process. 
These are outlined in the plan of this chapter (which is shown on page 108 ), briefly discussed 
below and described in detail in the following sections.
Tuning the first laser frequency Vj within the Doppler width of the single photon 38^2 
- 3P sodium transitions greatly increases the probability of two-photon absorption through 
increased single photon resonant enhancement. Since the two incident narrow linewidtli laser 
fields are now resonant with the two Doppler broadened dipole transitions, step-wise excitation 
through an intermediate state population becomes allowed in additon to coherent two-photon 
excitation. These processes become velocity selective due to the hole burning effect of the laser 
fields in the inhomogeneous atomic population distributions, similar to that discussed for 
saturated absorption spectroscopy in Chapter 4. The different Doppler shifts of the velocity 
selected homogeneous atomic groups, selected by Vj on the lower dipole transition, changes 
the apparent frequency of tlie further single and two-photon transitions due to the second laser
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field at frequency The coherent SFM nonlinear optical process becomes dependent upon 
these effects, which have previously been studied in two-photon spectroscopy of the sodium 
3S - 4D two-photon tiansition.
The 3Si/2 ground state of sodium contains non-degenerate hyperfine structure and so 
significant optical pumping of the 3Sj/2 state by the laser field on resonance with the excited 
3P states can occur. The ground state population changes the refractive index and absorption 
cross-sections of the atomic nonlinear" medium as do the created populations in the excited 
atomic states by the laser excitation. When the laser fields are strong to induce a large 
nonlinear effect and are simultaneously on resonance with the single and two-photon
tr ansitions, saturation of both these atomic transitions occurs and there is significant population !
movement through the excited sodium states. Higher order nonlinear effects can be | 
induced by the strong laser fields near resonance. |
The study of the SFM process was carried out in a gas cell with added buffer gas and 
so collisions of the buffer gas atoms with the active sodium atoms led to eg. collisional 
broadening of the homogeneous linewidth and non-radiative transitions to other nearby atomic I 
levels. ii
This is believed to be the first ever study of a tliree-wave mixing nonlinear optical |
process with two-photon excitation and a resonant intermediate state.
6 .1  TWO-PHOTQN SPECTROSCOPY
Magnetic field induced SFM under simultaneous single and two-photon resonant
enhancement is intimately related to tlie consideration of two-photon absorption with a resonant 
intermediate state since each process involves a similar* excitation scheme.
6.1.1 Single and Two-Photon Resonant Enhancement
The process of two-photon absorption with equal frequency photons is well understood 
and has been reviewed many times, see for example [67,95,127] . However, the case where 
the two photons involved have different frequencies is interesting since new features can be
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seen. The study of unequal frequency two-photon excitation was pioneered by Bjorkholm and 
Liao who experimentally demonstrated and theoretically studied the effects of single and 
two-photon resonant enhancement from the viewpoint of two-photon spectroscopy.
The calculated absorption cross-section of an atom for light at frequency V2 induced by 
light at frequency Vj, ie. the induced absorption cross-section for two-photon transitions from 
ground state i g > to excited state If  > via intermediate states I i > is [47]
G(y^ = 1.15 X 10'^ "^  I Z < f  I z  I i x i l  z l  g>
[l/(E;-hVj) + l/(E.-hV2)l%2P(v,+V2)I, cm^  (6.1.1)
where Ij (W cm-^) is the intensity of the beam at frequency and p(Vi+V2) is the normalised 
line shape function for the transition. When values for the dipole matrix elements relevant 
to atomic sodium are calculated and with an intermediate state detuning hA = - hvj of -
0.1 cm-i, the induced cross-section for V2 is ~ 5 x 10'^ "^  cm^ which is easily made 
comparable to the strong sodium 3S-3P single photon absorption cross-section of -  3 x IQ-^ o 
cm^ (= Xy4n),
Using two tunable, single-mode, cw dye lasers and counterpropagating beams to 
reduce Doppler broadening, Bjorkholm and Liao could easily identify the four separate 3S-4D 
two-photon transitions in sodium [55]. By measuring the strength of the emitted 4P-3S 
fluorescence signal, the strength of the two-photon absorption cross-section was shown to be 
enhanced by over 7 orders of magnitude when the frequency of one beam approximately 
corresponded to that of the 3S-3P single photon transitions. Their results aie reproduced in 
Figure 6.1.
For the on resonance study, the line strength was 6x10^ larger than that for excitation 
witii equal frequency photons [48].
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Figure 6.1 : Normalised two-photon transition rates as a function of Xi. Points are experimental and curves aie theoretical 
(from [47]).
The resonant enhancement curves show destructive interference effects in the 
absorption when a route to a single final atomic state can pass through two intermediate states 
with antiphase conUibutions (minimum at 589.1 nm on the 3S (F=2) -» 403^2 transition via the 
3Piy2 and 3P3/2 intermediate states). Since the 3Pi/2 -> 4D5/2 single photon dipole transition 
is forbidden, the 3S (F=2) 4D5/2 two-photon transition only shows one resonant
enhancement peak at the 3S 3P3/2 wavelengtli. Note that the laser powers were attenuated 
so that saturation effects could be neglected.
Unlike the case of equal frequency, counterpropagating two-photon spectroscopy 
where all of the atoms contribute to tlie signal tlirough equal cancellation of the Doppler shifts 
for all velocity groups, the use of unequal frequencies leads to a reduction in the number of 
excited atoms. Consider the atom shown in Figure 6.2 subjected to oppositely propagating 
light beams of frequency and V2.
I l l
VZ
Figure 6.2 : Schematic diagram of an atom with velocity component Vg interacting with two light waves of frequency 
and V2.
In the rest frame of the atom, tlie incident waves are Doppler shifted to
= ''i (i -  ÿ )  \  + f )
so that the apparent sum frequency is
V(v^) =  v '+ V ^ =  Vj + VjH- (V2“ Vj) (6.1.2)
Thus the sum frequency becomes velocity dependent when Vj # V2 and only those atoms for 
which v(Vg) lies within the homogeneous linewidth of the two-photon transition Vq can be 
excited.
At the peak of the two-photon absorption line, the fraction of atoms r\ in the Doppler 
broadened line which can simultaneously interact witli the light is [128]
y—» 2
Tj = Vît y e”^  erfc (y ). (6.1.3)
The parameter y is defined as
y = Av. (6.1.4)
l (V2-Vj)l  AVp
where Av^ is the two-photon homogeneous linewidth (FWHM) and AVp is the Doppler width 
(FWHM). The function erfc (z) is the error function for a complex argument [129]
erfc (z) = erfc(a + iy) = i -  f
7t
1 f [y + i(a -x )]e '
y^  + (a-x)^
dx. (6.1.5)
Figure 6.3 shows the variation of Tj with and also of the linewidth of the two-photon
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transition ôv (FWHM), normalised to the homogeneous linewidth Av^.
t  0 .5
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I
Figure 6,3 : Curves of the atomic efficiency X{ and normalised linewidth Ôv/Av  ^as functions of (from [128]).
As expected, when y-i «  1 the linewidth Ôv is equal to the homogeneous linewidth 
AVh and for y~i »  1, ôv equals the residual Doppler broadening AVdI(v2 - Vj)!/ Vq.
Thus in spite of the fraction of atoms excited when V2 is in resonance with the 3S-3P 
transition only being Ti < 0.1, the resonant enhancement due to the single photon transition 
more than compensates for the reduction in the number of interacting atoms and produces the 
large signal strengths.
6.1.2 On Resonance Excitation
In the previous section, the description of two-photon absorption was valid for A > 
AVq, ie. an intermediate state detuning outside the single-photon Doppler width. Bjorkholm 
and Liao subsequently carried out a detailed study of the two-photon absorption line shape and 
strength for detunings A ^  Av^ [48]. In general, under these detuning conditions, the 
absorption line is composed of two types of line shape:
(a) A Voigt profile (a Gaussian convoluted with a Lorentzian) with a Doppler 
broadened linewidth (FWHM) of
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= I (v  ^+ ev^)/v^g I AVj  ^ = I (V; + ev^)/Vjg I Av.^ (6.1.6)
when the linewidth is large compared to the homogeneous linewidth of the final state. The 
widths AVfg and AVjg are the Doppler widths of tlie two-photon ti*ansition and the intermediate 
to ground state single photon transition respectively. The parameter e equals +1 for 
copropagating beams and -1 for counterpropagating beams. This line shape is the one 
described in section 6.1.1 and displays full or residual Doppler broadening.
(b) A Lorentzian line of linewidth (FWHM)
AVj + I (v  ^ + ev^)/v .g  I Av. (6.1.7)
where AVf and Avj are the homogeneous linewidths of the final and intermediate states 
respectively. This line is truly Doppler-free and occurs as a result of velocity selective 
excitation on the Ig >-^ li > transition.
The relative magnitudes of the two lineshape components (a) and (b) deviate as Vi 
approaches the 3S-3P transition frequency. As shown in Figure 6.4, the Doppler- free 
Lorentzian line dominates over the residual Doppler broadening when is tuned within the 
Doppler width of the D line tiansition. Note that the signal sti'ength scale was chosen so that 
unity corresponds to the signal strength for equal frequency two- photon excitation.
6 .2  VELOCITY SELECTIVE ,EXCITATION
A qualitative understanding of how velocity selective excitation occurs on resonance is 
obtained by considering a simple hole-burning argument. This is exactly the same situation as 
applies to satiaation spectroscopy but now the probe frequency is in general different from that 
of the pump and probes the upper state pumped level population. Narrow linewidth light 
Avl < AVii interacting with the two lower levels of a three level cascade system with a 
detuning A < Avq selectivity excites a particular* group of atoms whose velocities are such that 
IVig - (1 + v/c) v l^ «  AVi, ie. the homogeneous velocity group which is Doppler shifted to be 
exactly resonant with the light at fixed frequency Vj.
Upon tuning V2, a homogeneous velocity group is produced in the final state which
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Figure 6.4 : Experimentally measured and dieoretially calculated peak heights of the two-photon signal as a function of tlie detuning V3S.3P -  Vj for oppositely propagating 
beams. Solid circles correspond to the Doppler-free on-resonance line and open circles to the Doppler- 
broadened off-resonance line (from [48]).
reflects the intermediate state population. The fluorescence signal due to the upper state 
population is Doppler-free and the linewidth is determined by (6.1.7). The absolute frequency 
of V2 at resonance depends upon the velocity of the packet which is excited into the 
intermediate state due to the Doppler shift of the two-photon frequency.
Doppler Shifts
The Doppler shifts of the incident light and the atomic resonant frequencies are defined 
as follows. Two frames of reference are considered:
Stationary atom - the atom (observer) is regarded at rest and the 
incident light is Doppler shifted
V o-
-V " 4 - +v Atom
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v_ = V  ^ « V ^ ^ ( v « c )  (6.2,1)
Moving atom - atom (source) is regarded in motion with velocity v and the 
atomic transition frequencies are Doppler shifted. Light 
(observer) is at a fixed frequency v.
^ig
V o  # -------- ► V
Atom
“V M 1 ► +v
These definitions are chosen for the sign of v so that a positive single photon detuning 
A = Vig -  V selects a positive velocity group -^v - 2k  A/ k.
Energy level structure in the ground, intermediate or final states of the atom complicates 
the observed two-photon spectrum due to different Doppler shifts of the various levels. If the 
ground state has non-degenerate energy levels then a different velocity group is selected by a 
beam at fixed fi*equency for each possible ground-to-intermediate-state transition. The 
Doppler shifts of the different velocity groups causes a ground-state splitting of ÔVg to appear 
as a splitting of (V2/  Vj) ÔVg in the two-photon spectrum. Similarly, intermediate-state 
structure gives rise to a splitting in the spectrum of ÔVj (v  ^+ GV2) /  Vj. Final-state splittings 
depend upon which velocity group is excited and will be ôVf (1 - v/c).
If counterpropagating beams are used for the excitation (e = -1 ) and = V2 then the 
intermediate-state structure is barely resolved. The splitting is much larger if copropagating
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beams excite the two-photon resonance (e = +1) and the two-photon specti*um then yields 
Doppler-free information about the intermediate-state level structure in contrast to the 
off-resonant case.
The coherence between the ground and upper states pfg which is responsible for SFM 
is inversely proportional to the laser detunings from single and two-photon resonance. In 
general, for fixed values of A and 5, three types of velocity group contribute to SFM as shown 
in Figure 6.5
V = 0
g
" .......  o
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.5 : Schematic diagram of 3 level atom at rest with singlephoton detuning A and two-photon detuding Ô.
(a) Two-photon but not single photon resonant.(b) Single photon but not two-photon resonant.(c) Single and two-photon resonant.
Case (a) is similar to that for the SHG experiment except that since A < Av^, the 
excitation is of a homogeneous velocity group rather than being velocity independent.
Case (b) can be regarded as the opposite of (a) where the single photon transition on 
resonance provides the main resonant enhancement for the nonlinear optical effect. Note that 
for this detuning condition, the sum frequency is tunable upon tuning V2.
Case (c) produces the largest resonant enhancement where the light fields are both 
single and two-photon resonant. This case corresponds to pai’ticular values of A and Ô only. It 
can be shown by calculating Doppler shifts that
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(V21 + + 5)32
(b) A^  — 0 => Ô = A 1 + '32(V21 + A)
(6.2.3)
(6.2.4)
are the conditions for simultaneous single and two-photon resonance.
Another feature of Velocity selective excitation is that the apparent frequency of the 
SFM wave as seen by the other atoms depends upon whether the selected velocity group is 
moving in the same or opposite direction to the wave vectors of the incident light waves.
Generation of the sum frequency wave can occur in one direction only, namely the 
direction of propagation of the two incident waves, so a selected velocity gioup travelling in 
this direction will emit a blue-shifted sum frequency wave whilst a velocity group travelling in 
an opposite dhecdon to the incident beams will emit a red-shifted sum frequency wave.
6 .3  OPTICAL PUMPING
Due to the hyperfine structure of the ground state of sodium and the use of 
on-resonance single photon transitions in resonant SFM, hyperfine optical pumping becomes 
possible by a frequency selective depopulation of the ground state [50]. This is shown in 
Figure 6.6 where population is preferentially accumulated in the F=1 sublevels due to strong 
light excitation from the F=2 ground states. The mechanism for populating the F=1 levels is 
spontaneous emission.
3 R 3/2
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Figure 6.6 : Simple schematic diagram of frequency selective 
optical pumping of Na.
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In spite of the excitation being primarily velocity selective, the presence of collisions 
due to buffer gas atoms destroys any velocity selective optical pumping (VSOP) due to 
thermalisation by velocity changing collisions (vcc) [130] (see also Chapter 4). The vcc also 
aid optical pumping across the whole Doppler width of the transition [105, 106]. Inelastic 
collisions may equalise tlie hyperfine state populations if the pressure of the buffer gas is too 
high but the presence of buffer gas can also aid optical pumping by restricting diffusion of the 
pumped atoms (see Chapter 7).
Movement of population in the ground state of the atom has serious implications for the 
resonant SFM nonlinear optical process. The first main effect is loss of population on the 
favoured on-resonance single photon excitation route. If optical pumping is 100% efficient 
then all of the ground-state population is transferred to a ground state level with which the 
incident light is relatively weakly interacting. This causes a depletion of the nonlinear mixing 
process. The second main effect on SFM through the change in ground state population by 
optical pumping is the corresponding changes in refractive index of the atomic vapour. The 
refractive index associated with the 3S-3P D line resonance transitions reflects the population 
distribution in the ground-state hyperfine sublevels and the excited 3P states (see § 6.6). Large 
changes in refractive index for the wave at frequency Vj are produced by the optical pumping 
effect and phase matching of the SFM nonlinear optical process is modified to reduce the 
generation efficiency of the sum-frequency wave.
The magnitude of the movement of ground-state population tlirough optical pumping 
was measured with the schematic experimental arrangement shown in Figure 6.7.
The two cw frequency stabilised, single-mode ring dye lasers were used as the pump 
and the probe beams and each laser was tuned to the 3Sy2 ~ ^^3/2 ^2 Na transition. Both 
beams were unfocused with beam diameters of -  4 mm and crossed at a small angle in the 
sodium oven. The pump beam power was 60 mW (typical for a SFM experiment) with the 
probe beam attenuated to < 0.5 mW. The temperature of the sodium oven was set to give > 
50% linear absorption for the chopped probe beam without the pump beam being present.
The results obtained with an applied magnetic field of ~ 40 G and both laser
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Figure 6.7 : Schematic diagram of the experiment to measure the degree of optical pumping.
polarisations perpendicular to the B field are shown in Figure 6.8. They clearly show the 
effects of optical pumping on the absorption of the probe beam upon fixed tuning of the pump 
beam to the 3S (F=l) -> 3?3/2,3S (F=2) 3P3/2 transitions and midway between them. The
frequency of the pump beam was measured from the saturated absorption spectrum of the 3S 
-> 3P3/2 transitions and the crossover resonance midway between these transitions (see § 4.
1.3 ) in the reference Na cell.
absorption
F=2
frequency
Figure 6.8 : Absorption of the probe beam for 
----------------  probe only
..................... pump tuned midway between F=1 and F=2
.....................  pump tuned to F=1
......................  pump tuned to F=2
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Tuning the pump beam to the 3S (F=I) 3P3/2 transition obviously greatly increases the
population in the F=2 ground-state sublevels and vice versa showing that strong optical 
pumping is taking place. Complete absorption of the probe beam is achieved with the pump 
beam tuned exactly onto the F= l, 2 resonances. Note the relatively narrow width of the 
localised decrease in probe absorption with the pump laser tuned to the crossover resonance 
showing that complete velocity thermalisation has not taken place. However, most of the 
Doppler width is optically pumped.
Evidence of optical pumping was also seen at higher values of the applied transverse 
magnetic field, and this was again dependent upon the detuning of the pumping light.
6 .4  COLLISIONAL EKEECTS
6.4.1 Pressure Broadening
The collisions of buffer gas atoms with excited atomic energy states of sodium causes 
the lifetime of these states to be reduced due to the phase of the atomic wavefunction being 
perturbed and collision-induced transitions to other atomic levels. This is a homogeneous 
broadening mechanism which can be described by
AVj^  (HWHM) = AVj^  (HWHM) + pP . (6.4.1)
AVn is the natural linedwidth equal to 1/2 JtTg where Tg is the spontaneous emission lifetime of 
tiie atomic state. The pressure broadening coefficient is P (MHz/mbar) and P (mbar) is the 
pressure of the perturbing buffer gas. The pressure broadening coefficient is dependent 
upon the temperature of the vapour.
/ r ?  a.
h  = h ^ h r —  (6-4.2)V  ‘ 1 2^
where is the sodium-buffer gas collision cross-section at an absolute temperature T^ [131]. 
The values of are approximated to be independent of temperature so that it is possible to 
convert measured values of P at one temperature to the required temperature conditions.
The pressuie broadened linewidth of the sodium 3S-4D transition has been measured 
by Doppler-free two-photon absorption [132, 14], free induction decay of the coherently 
excited 4D state [133], tri-level echoes [131] and Doppler limited two-photon absorption [134].
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A measurement of the pressure broadening of the sodium D lines, 3Si/2 - 3Pj/2 (Pi) 
and 3S^2 - 3P3/2 (D2)» h&s been made by an absorption technique [135]. The broadening of 
the sodium diffuse series 3P-4D transitions by noble gas collisions was measured by emission 
from a high intensity sodium discharge [136].
Table 1 summarises the data in the literature and a calculated value of the equivalent 
pressure broadening coefficient.
Transition Buffer gas Tabulated Value Temperature(K) Pt(MHz/mbar)
3S-4D Ar 9.6 ± 1.0 X 10-9 rad s'  ^ (atom cm-3)-i 563 2 0
He 7.7 ± 0.9 X 10-9 rad s'  ^ (atom cm-3)-i 563 16
3 S1/2 - 3Pi/2 Ar i  (2.94 ± 0.2) X 10^ ® cm-^ (atom cm-3)-i 460 7
He 1 (2.02 ± 0.1) X 10^ ® cm-  ^ (atom cm-3)-i 460 5
3 S i /2 - 3P3/2 Ar 1(2.41 ± 0.2) X 10^ ® cm'i (atom cm-3)-i 460 6
He i  (2.32 ± 0.2) X 10^0 cm"  ^ (atom cm-^)-^ 460 6
3Pi/2 - 4D3/2 Ar 4.3 ± 0.3 X 10-20 cm2 (atom cm-^) 500 19
He 3.6 ± 0.2 X 10-20 cm2 (atom cm-^) 500 16
Table 1 : Experimental pressure broadening data for sodium transitions.
Helium and argon were used as the buffer gases in the SFM experiments at pressures 
of ^  1 mbar (25®C) and at working temperatures of 120°C. The lifetime of the 4D state of Na 
against spontaneous emission is -  52 ns [137,138] and of the 3P state is ~ 16 ns [110] giving 
Av^ (3S-4D) -  3 MHz and Av^ (3S-3P) ~ 10 MHz. Therefore, the calculated experimental 
collision-broadened homogeneous linewidths are:
Ar - AVh(3S-4D) -  35 MHz (HWHM)
AVh (3S-3Pj/2) ■-  18 MHz
AVh (3S-3P3/2) "-  17 MHz
He - AVh(3S-4D) -  29 MHz (HWHM)
AVh (3S-3Pi/2) '-  16 MHz
/\Vh(3S-3P3f^ -  17 MHz
These traditional measured line broadening values ignore the velocity selective aspect of the
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two-photon excitation process on resonance. A recent detailed study by G'Callaghan and 
Gallagher using the same on-resonance unequal photon excitation scheme as discussed in this 
chapter showed that the broadening coefficients are velocity dependent as would be expected 
[139]. Higher velocity atoms selected by larger 3S-3P detunings produce larger widths and 
broadening rates, eg. for the 3S^% - 3Pj/2 - 4D two-photon route, the 4D pressure 
broadening coefficients (FWHM) at single photon 3S-3P detunings of A = 0.0 GHz, -1.5 
GHz are 80 MHz/ Ton* and 104 MHz/Torr respectively. The theory for the two-photon line 
shape including effects due to coherent excitation, incoherent excitation (due to dephasing 
collisions), interference between coherent and incoherent excitation and velocity changing 
collisions gave good agreement witli the measured lineshapes [140].
6.4.2 Pressure Shifts
During a collision with a perturbing buffer gas atom the energy levels of the sodium 
atom are shifted due to the interaction. The magnitude of the shift is less than the pressure 
broadening and can be positive or negative in frequency depending upon the colliding atoms. 
Table 2 summarises the data in the literature for sodium transition pressure shifts [132, 135, 
136].
Transition Buffer gas Tabulated shift Temperatuie Shift
(K) (MHz/mbar)
3S-4D Ar -5.9 ± 0.8 X 10‘9 rad s"^  (atom cm^)-^ 563 -12
He 1.7 ± 0.4 X 10-9 rad S"^  (atom cm^)-i 563 +3.5
3Si/2 -3 P i/2 Ar -0.754 ± 0.02 X 1020 cijj-i (atom cm"^)-f 460 -3.5
He -0.002 ± 0.03 X 1020 cm-i (atom cm-^)-f 460 -0.01
3Si/2- 3P3/2 Ar -0.805 ± 0.04 X 1020 cm-i (atom cm-^)-i 460 -4
He -0.037 ± 0.035 X 1020 cm-  ^ (atom cm-^)-^ 460 -0.2
3Pi/2“ 4D Ar -2.6 ± 0.3 X 10-20 cm2 (atom cm-^) 500 -11
He 0.4 ± 0.3 X 10-20 cm2 (atom cm-3) 500 +2
3P3/2 - 4D Ar -3.0 ± 0.3 X 10-20 cm2 (atom cm-^) 500 -13
He 0.6 ± 0.3 X 10-20 cm2 (atom cm-^) 500 +3 ■
Table 2 : Experimental pressure shift data for sodium transitions.
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Since all of these energy level shifts are less than the SFM experimental pressure broadened 
homogeneous linewidths, tlie shift will be neglected.
6.4.3 ColUsional Redistribution
Population changes occur within a set of atomic sublevels because of collisions. 
Nonradiative transitions between fine, hyperfine and magnetic energy levels are induced by 
buffer gas collisions where the energy lost or gained in the atomic energy levels is balanced by 
the kinetic energy of the colliding atoms.
The fine state mixing between the 40^/2 and 4Dg/2 levels of sodium has been studied 
by equal frequency two-photon absorption [141,142]. The cross-sections a  (5/2 -> 3/2) and 
a  (3/2 -+ 5/2) were measured experimentally by preferentially exciting to one of the 4D levels 
and examining the collision induced fluorescence from the other. The population of each 4D 
sublevel becomes equal with a relatively low pressure of buffer gas (~1 mbar). Population 
changes between the 3P i^ and 3P3/2 fme-structure levels of sodium have been examined in a 
similar way but with unequal frequency on-resonance two-photon excitation [143, 144, 139, 
140]. Experimental results showed that the fine-structure state changes appear to happen with 
little or no change in velocity of the sodium atom since the lineshape remains sub-Doppler 
[145]. Non-radiative transitions between the Zeeman-split magnetic energy levels of a given S, 
P or D state also occur due to inert gas collisions. The mixing between the Zeeman substates in 
the 3P states of sodium has been studied in very high magnetic fields [146]. In the SFM case, 
the collision induced mixing depends upon which velocity selected Zeeman levels are excited 
and would be difficult to interpret because of the large number of closely spaced levels 
involved, each with different Doppler shifts.
Inelastic collisions transfer population from the optically excited levels and populate 
nearby levels [147]. This collisional process is parasitic to the SFM nonlinear optical effect 
since population is lost from the coherently excited routes. Of particular relevance to 
on-resonance SFM is that strong fluorescence with a wavelength of ~ 285 nm was detected in 
addition to the normal 330 nm fluorescence from the sodium 4P states. This was attributed to a
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collision induced transfer of a component of the large excited 4D population to the liigher lying 
5P states (energy separation ~ 493 cm'i » 1.8 kgT at 393 K) and subsequent 5P-3S 
fluorescence at 285.5 nm. The 5P signal closely followed the 4P fluorescence signal upon 
tuning V2 through the 4D states and was also present when no transverse magnetic field was 
applied. The proximity of the 285 nm fluorescence to the 289 nm coherent SFM emission 
necessitated the experimental use of a monochromator based detection system to distinguish 
between these two wavelengths.
6.4.4 Velocity Changing Collisions
In contrast to state changing collisions and collisional redistiibution, velocity changing 
collisions (VCCs) modify the initial nairow homogeneous hole which is burnt into the ground 
state velocity distribution and cause tlie excited distribution to broaden and shift to equilibrium 
(see also § 4.1.5 ). Non-degenerate two-photon spectroscopy has been used to examine the 
complex contribution of these type of collisions to the two-photon spectrum [145]. In general, 
the vcc only act on the 3S ground state sublevels because the lifetime of the 3P states is very 
short and so the 3P steady state velocity distribution shows a "persistence of velocity". Typical 
vcc cross-sections ai*e -40 Â2 but depend on the type of buffer gas. Since on-resonance SFM 
is velocity selective, vcc's will also effect this nonlinear optical process in a similar manner.
6 .5  LASER POWER EFFECTS
In general, nonlinear optical effects requke high laser powers to induce the nonlinear 
polarisations because the higher order susceptibilities are weak. For simultaneous single and 
two-photon resonant magnetic field induced SFM, the two-photon and single photon 
transitions are strongly driven by the light fields, leading to saturation and higher order 
nonlinear effects.
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6.5,1 Single Photon Saturation
Under weak excitation with low strength optical electric fields (Ejight «  E^ tom)» 
the interaction of light with a two level atomic dipole transition is dominated by the rapid decay 
rate y  from the upper level by spontaneous emission and the ground state population remains 
unpertuited. With higher light intensity, the rate of excitation from the ground state by the 
light can be made equal to that of excited state decay and the transition becomes saturated (see 
also § 4.1.5 ). Hie strength of interaction of the light field with the atom can be described by 
tlie Rabi frequency Q, which is given by 
1 IJLi 9 • Bn  (rad s i  = (6.5.1)
where Ü12 is the dipole matrix element between the ground state and upper state and E (Vm l  
is the electric field of the light Light intensity and equivalent electric field aie defined by 
9  9I (W m 'l = - ^ I E I \  (6.5.2)
The saturation intensity for a simple two level atomic system, ie. in the absence of optical 
pumping or branching effects, is [148,95]
9 nce^ y) ^  I  (6.5.3)
where 7  is the transverse relaxation rate of the transition equal to |  (7% + 72) and % is the 
longitudinal relaxation time of the atomic populations.
The dipole matrix element JA12 is found directly from the spontaneous emission coefficient A21 
for the transition [149].
1%, 1^ = A ^i. (6.5.4)
“ 21
When I = Isat» the absorption coefficient of the ground state is reduced to one half of its 
unsaturated value. As I -> <», the absorption coefficient a  0 and the populations of the 
ground and excited atomic states are equalised. Saturation broadens the homogeneous
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linewidth of the transition due to the large number of induced transitions by the optical field 
[148].
Av’j = Av,, (1 + I / I , (6. 5. 5)
This is called saturation or power broadening.
The A coefficient for the 3S-3P transition of sodium is 0.629 x 10  ^S't [110] which 
implies an average dipole moment of -  2.14 x 10'29 Cm. The 16 ns lifetime of the P state 
gives AV21 = 10 MHz if spontaneous emission is the only decay process. The average 
saturation intensity is -  6.4 mW cm-2 for the collision-free D line resonances. Each 3S-3P 
hyperfine transition actually has its own dipole matrix element and individual saturation 
intensity [74]. In the presence of collisions, the lifetime of the P state is reduced as discussed 
in §6.4.1 and the saturation intensity will be a factor of (AVcoUison /  AVsponmneous)  ^times the 
natural saturation intensity of 6.4 mW cm-2.
The 3P-4D saturation intensity is more complicated to calculate since the 4D level can 
decay to other levels and these additional decay channels decrease the longitudinal relaxation 
time. When the lifetimes of the upper and lower states are T2 and Tj respectively and the rate 
of direct relaxation from 12 > -> 1 1 > is A21, Igat becomes [95]
, ^  J s L -Ï  (6.5.6)
^  1 ) 1 , /  ( T , 6 T , - A , , T , T , )
The coefficient A(4D-3P) is 0.131 x 10  ^ s-i and A(4D-4P) is 0.067 x 10» s-i [110] giving a 
total 4D state lifetime of 50.5 ns (AVgponj -  3.2 MHz). Tlie average dipole moment for the 
3P-4D transition, as found from equation ( 6.5.4) is -  9.25 x 10-30 Cm. For decay 
through spontaneous emission only, the saturation intensity is -  13 mW cm-2. The collision 
broadened case requires explicit values of Tj, T2 and 7  to be inserted into (6.5.6) to calculate 
the new saturation intensity.
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6.5.2 Two-Photon Saturation
The equivalent Rabi frequency for a two-photon transition is [33]
^2 I'V* < f l [ t l i x i l M ' l g > E j E 2
%  "  2 ,   ~2
i  t i
2
(6.5.7)
and saturation of the two-photon absorption occurs when the two-photon absorption rate 
W^p = 2 î4 p  --------- — ^ -------r  (6.5.8)
[(CO,-CO,-CO,) +Y,g]
equals the longitudinal relaxation time of tlie upper state I f  > [150,151]. The limiting effect of 
two-photon saturation on non-resonant non-collinear SFM in Na vapour has been considered 
by Bethune et al [33]. For a 3S-3P detuning of 41.2 cm'i, the generated SFM power became 
nonlineai* in the product of the two beam powers at -  10  ^ cm-4.
For the simultaneous single and two-photon resonant magnetic field induced SFM 
process, an approximate order of magnitude calculation of I1I2 required for saturation with cOj 
-  coj = 0 ,  C0fg“  (Oi- (O2 = 0, 73S-3P X 18 MHz, j^sad ~27t X 35 MHz (both collision 
broadened - see § 6.4.1) based on the above detuning and laser powers gives I1I2 ~ 500 W  ^
cm* .^ This value is not strictly valid since the perturbative approximations assumed in 
deriving and W-pp only apply when A = Vj - Vjg »  Avjg, AVfj, Vfg -  Vj -  V2
[127]. These conditions obviously do not apply for on-resonance single and two-photon 
excitation for SFM and so the product of laser intensities required for saturation of the 
two-photon absorption becomes more complicated.
Two-photon saturation changes the level populations of the ground state I g > and final 
state I f  > and in single photon saturation. The 1 f > -+ I g > transition linewidth is also 
broadened by
AVfg = Av,^(l + Q jp /S 4p  . (6.5.9)
6.5.3 Autler-Townes Effect
The strong interaction of light with the lower two levels I g > and I i > of a cascade tin ee 
level atomic system modifies the absorption profile of a beam coupling the intermediate state
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li > to tlie final state 1 f  > [73]. Two resonances appear, split from the unperturbed transition 
frequency, separated by (A  ^+ AQtf)2. where A = cOg^ -  cOi and 2^ is the Rabi frequency for 
the I g > —> I i > transition. This effect, first obseiwed by Autler and Townes in microwave 
spectroscopy [152], is due to the strong coupling between the quantum atom and quantum light 
field. The coupled atom-wave system creates new eigenstates which have modified resonant 
features. The optical equivalent of the Autler-Townes effect (also called dynamic Stark effect, 
linear AC Stark effect, AC Stark splitting) has been distinctly observed in two-photon 
spectroscopy [153, 154, 155, 156] and cross-saturated absorption [157, 158] for moderate 
light intensities.
This splitting is not observed in the SFM nonlinear optical process, even though the 
optical fields are strong, because the conditions for observing the effect require 
counterpropagating beams and Vjf < Vjg [159] neither of which is satisfied.
6.5.4 Light Shifts
Atomic energy levels can be shifted in energy as a result of interaction with strong light 
fields. These level shifts are known as "light shifts" or as the "AC Stai'k effect" [160, 161]. 
Perturbation theory gives tlie frequency shift of an atomic level I g > as «  A^)
. 2n (Wig-co)
I p. E r
ti (coj^  + co)
(6.5.10)
At higher laser intensities, the shift is [162]
- 1 (6.5.11)
where liAv = Ejg -  tlco.
The energy level shifts aie due to viitual transitions caused by non-resonant light. Two-photon 
absorption processes generally involve such transitions and light shifts are therefore intiinsic to 
two-photon processes. The AC Stai'k effect can also be regarded as a frequency averaged 
normal Stark effect on an atomic level. As the frequency of tlie light co —> 0, the shift becomes 
the same as tliat due to a DC elecUic field.
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Liao and Bjorkholm [161,162] have directly observed these shifts and 
intensity-dependent asymmetric line broadening on the 3S-4D two-photon transition in Na 
using unequal frequency, high-resolution two-photon specti'oscopy. The measurements agreed 
well with the theory for I Av 1 > 4 GHz and the level shifts were shown not to arise because of 
either single or two-photon saturation. However for 1 Av 1< 4 GHz, as is considered in this 
chapter, the perturbation theory was shown to break down and the shifts no longer became 
lineaify dependent on light intensity.
The magnitude of any light shifts for the on-resonance SFM experiment is difficult to 
estimate. Velocity gi’oups exactly resonant with the single and two-photon transitions which 
produce the dominant SFM effect should have very small shifts but other velocity groups with 
different Doppler shifts which contribute to the Doppler broadened background may have their 
energy levels shifted considerably by the strong light. The large number of involved atomic 
levels and inhomogeneous broadening also complicates the light shift effect.
6.5.5 Higher Order Nonlinear Effects
Moderate to high laser powers at frequencies close or on atomic resonances induce 
higher order nonlinear effects than the %(^ ) responsible for SFM. These may limit the SFM 
conversion efficiency. Of the range of possible %(3) effects possible, only two are considered 
further here, namely self-focusing and three-photon ionisation, since they do not requke phase 
matching to be satisfied.
The phenomena of self-focusing/defocusing has been observed many times in atomic 
vapours under near resonant light excitation [163,164] and is considered as a limiting factor in 
nonlinear optical mixing processes, [33,11]. Self-focusing is due to saturation of the 
anomalous dispersion of a dipole transition which induces an intensity dependent component in 
the refractive index of tlie vapour. The refractive index n is then
n = n „  + Anl Ep (6.5,12)
where An I E i s  the optical field induced refractive index change. The Gaussian intensity 
distribution of an incident laser beam causes the atomic vapour to act as a lenslike medium, 
with the beam being focused on the high frequency side of the transition and defocused on the
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low frequency side. Steady-state cw self-focusing has been observed on the 3S-3P transition 
in sodium [163]. Moderate powers of -  107 W cm-^ at detunings of -  1-2 GHz from the 
3S1/2-3P3/2 transition produced strong focusing and defocusing effects. Self-trapping of the 
light was produced when self-focusing balanced the natural diffraction of the beam to produce 
a constant diameter filament in the vapour. Higher order beam filamentation, complex spatial 
patterns and beam breakup occured with higher input powers or tuning closer to resonance. 
Exactly on resonance tliere is no nonlinear refraction component but spatial modifications of the 
beam profile can be produced by nonlinear absorption [165]. Weaker intensity outer portions 
of the beam are stripped away by the absorption and subsequent diffraction of the modified 
beam shape produces a non-Gaussian output.
For the SFM and spectroscopic line profiles obtained in § 6.7, the input laser beams 
were unfocused giving a power density of only ~1 W cm-^ and the sodium density was kept 
low at '"10^1 cm -3 so that the self-focusing/defocusing effects were negligible. With the laser 
beams deliberately focused into the oven (§ 6.8) to increase the SFM conversion efficiency, 
strong focusing and defocusing of the beam at frequency Vj close to the 3S-3P sodium 
transition was observed at certain tuning of Vj. The light intensity and sodium density each 
had to be increased by -100 times to observe this intensity dependent refractive index effect. 
The limitation of self-focusing on the SFM conversion efficiency was not examined 
experimentally.
A sodium atom excited to the 4D state by on-resonance two-photon absorption is 
completely ionised by subsequent absorption of a photon from either beam at (3S-3P) and 
V2 (3P-4D). The ionisation level for sodium is 5.139 eV so Vj + V2 + generates a 1.25 eV 
photoelectron and + V2 + V2 generates a 1.33 eV photoelectron. The cross-section for this 
three-photon ionisation process is expected to be very large since it is also single and 
two-photon resonantly enhanced [166]. Multiphoton ionisation limits the SFM process by 
absorption of the incident light and reduction of the ground state population which can change 
the phase matching. Emitted photoelectrons broaden and shift atomic energy levels by the 
Stark effect and reduce tlie resonant enhancement of tlie SFM process.
Bethune et al [33] measured a fractional ionisation of -1 %  when Ii = I2 =
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0.5 MW cm'2, cdjs^D “  cOj ~ CO2 = 0 and 033S.3P -  cOj = 10 cm-i. The ionisation cross-section 
for an atom in the 4D state is q  -  lO'i^ cm^ [167]. With incident intensity values of - 1 W cm-  ^
for cw SFM, this gives an ionisation rate of -3  which is very small compared to the other 
decay rates due to spontaneous emission and collisions.
6.6 ABSORPTION AND R EFR A C TIV E_II^EX
6 .6.1 Linear Single-Photon Absorption
Single-photon on-resonance resonant enhancement of SFM introduces linear absoiption 
of the beams at the dipole transition frequencies. The intensity of the incident light is reduced 
exponentially with distance according to Beer’s absoiption law
I^(z) = I ^ ( o ) e ”'' . (6.6.1)
The optical depth of the atomic vapour is described by OyL, where L is the length of 
interaction. If a^L «  1 tlien the vapour is "optically tiiin" whereas if a fL  »  1, tlie vapotir is 
"optically thick".
The absorption coefficient a y  can be described in terms of the imaginary
component of the linear electric susceptibility % = %’ + i%".
= k%"(v) (6.6.2)
where k = 2%fk, %" (v) for a single, homogeneously broadened Lorentzian transition is given 
by [168]
X"(v) = _ ü l _  M . _____ I- (6.6.3)
1 6 / meg Vg (v-Vg)^ + (Av/2)^
where N is the density of atoms in the absorbing state, Vq is the frequency of the dipole 
transition and Av is the FWHM linewidth of the transition. A normalised graph of %"(v) is 
shown in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9 : Plot of normalised %" (v), the imaginary component of the electronic susceptibility (absorption).
The total absorption coefficient for the 3S-3P and 3P-4D transitions requires the 
contributions from the several separate fine/hyperfine transitions to be taken into account. 
These frequencies are non-degenerate due to the coupling energies and the splittings due to the 
applied magnetic field. The contributions are weighted by the population in each substate Nj 
and the oscillator strength fjj for each particular transition frequency Vy. The thermal motion of 
the atoms is also included in the Doppler shifts of the transition frequencies. Thus, ocy 
becomes
a
DOPPLER
= k \  167t me. /
Av..
-  kv) (V -  kv -  v.j)^ + (Av.j /  2)^
f(v) dv
(6.6.4)
where f(v) is the normalised Maxwell velocity distribution
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Mv^
2kgT (6.6.5)
This produces a Doppler-broadened absorption line shape for the dipole transitions.
Linear absorption of the incident light reduces the SFM conversion process as the 
intensity of the beam(s) decreases with propagation distance through the nonlinear medium. 
Saturation of the 3S-3P transition reduces the linear absorption for but will increase 
absorption for V2 at the 3P-4D transition due to the excited population in the 3P states. The 
effective interaction length L for nonlinear optical conversion is dependent upon the optical 
thickness of the sodium vapour. For an optically thin vapour the physical size of the sodium 
oven and magnet pole pieces determines L, When the density of the vapour is increased so that 
it becomes optically thick, none of the beam at frequency Vj may be transmitted through the 
sodium oven, due to complete absorption in a distance L' much less than L. The effective 
interaction length for the nonlinear effect then becomes L’ and the generated SFM is reduced. 
The intensity of the generated sum frequency is proportional to and in the absence of 
phase matching effects. Since L 1/cXy and (Xy «= N, the reduction of SFM through linear 
absorption should be compensated for by the corresponding increase in particle density. In 
practice, phase matching requirements limit the generation efficiency at higher densities [33] 
and this simple relationship is no longer valid.
6.6.2 Two-Photon Absorption
As shown in (6.1.1), light at frequency Vj induces an absorption resonance at 
frequency V2 = v^ ^wophoton “  Vj. If the intensity of the fields is high or if the induced 
absorption is close to a natural atomic transition frequency, linear absoiption of the beam at 
frequency V2 can be strong enough to directly measure the resonant behaviour as Vi + V2 ^  
Vtwophpton [7,169,170]. When Vj and V2 are tuned within the Doppler widths of the single 
photon transitions as for simultaneous on-resonance SFM, it is difficult to separate the 
absorption of the beams at frequencies Vj and V2 due to two-photon transitions via atomic 
coherences and two-step single photon transitions via atomic populations.
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6.6.3 Refractive Index
The Kramers-Kronig relationships show that dispersion is associated with absorption. 
The refractive index connected with an absorption resonance is found from the real part of the 
linear electric susceptibility %' and is given by
n = (1 + X’ (v) /  2) , (6.6.6)
The ratio of x ’/x" is fixed for the particular case of a Lorentzian lineshape and is
m  (6.6.7)
%" (V) Av
so that x ' can easily be found once the absorption %" is determined (or vice versa) as
t (V) = Ne 1 (v„-v)8jtV e„ v„ ( v - v /  + (Av/2)^ (6.6.8)
A graph of X'(’v)/X"(v)max is shown in Figure 6.10. Notice that the refractive index is 
significant at frequencies where the absorption is negligible and is responsible for the 
off-resonant phase matching of SHG and SFM as discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 6.10 : Plot of normalised x' (v), tlie real componentof the electronic susceptibility (refractive index).
Doppler broadening is again described in terms of a shift of the resonant frequency Vq
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of the atom and is weighted with the Maxwell velocity distribution as in (6.6.4). This 
produces a broadened dispersion line shape similar to Figure 2.7 with the maximum and 
minimum refractive index values being separated by AVp, the FWHM Doppler width.
Two-photon dispersion can also contribute to the refractive index due to an induced 
absorption resonance as discussed in § 2.3.4 and § 6.6.2. This has previously been observed 
with the intermediate state off resonance by the rotation of the polarisation of a beam at 
frequency ~ 3Sjy2"3P in sodium by a strong beam at a frequency V2 such that V1+V2 ~ 35^2 
-5Si/2 two-photon resonance [171]. Single and two photon resonant enhancement was used to 
obtain large rotation angles (~ 90°) for limited strong laser beam power of ~ 1.5 MW cnr^.
The frequency dependent refractive index of the 3S-3P transition is complicated near 
resonance due to the large number of atomic hyperfine resonances with an applied transverse 
magnetic field B. The refractive index experienced by a wave at a fixed frequency v changes 
with the Zeeman shifting of the atomic frequencies and with the relative polarisation of the 
incident beam to the magnetic field direction. However, the presence of several closely spaced 
transition frequencies leads to cancellation of refractive index contributions as illustrated in 
Figure 6.11. This cancellation effect is utilised in § 6.8 to achieve higher efficiency SFM.
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A / 7
Graph of refractive index contributions for two closely spaced oscillators at A/y=0 and A/y=5 with relative strengtlis 1:2, showing cancellation effects.
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The exact form of the final refractive index profile depends on the relative oscillator 
strengths of the nondegenerate transitions and Doppler broadening will tend to smooth out the 
extreme various of refractive index.
Optical pumping can produce large changes in the population of the ground state 
sublevels (see § 6.3). This produces a corresponding change in the refractive index profile. 
Consider Figure 6.11, as population is pumped from Vq =0 -> Vq =5 , the refractive index 
component associated with Vq-5  increases and that for Vq_q decreases which significantly 
modifies the total shape of the dispersion cuive at a fixed frequency.
The refractive index for the second wave at the 3P-4D transition frequency has in 
general two components for on-resonance SFM excitation. The first is an off-resonant 
contribution due to the strong 3S-3P dipole transition which is independent of any population 
movement in the giound state since the wavelength of the second wave is over 20 nm from the 
D line wavelengths.
The second contribution is due to the homogeneous excitation of population into the 3P 
state by tlie on-resonance laser excitation at the 3S-3P D line transition fr equency, which was 
discussed in Chapter 2. The resonant Sellmeier equation
8 , , . , .  I ï i £  2  « , «
ij (Vjj — V ) + V
can be used to estimate the required population in the intermediate level for the on and off 
resonant refractive index contributions for Vg to be equal. The maximum value of the 
on-resonance contribution occurs at — F^ j Vjj. Using fgg.gp = 0.982, f3P_4D =
0.106, V3S.3P = c/589.3 nm, Vgp.^^ = c/568.55 nm, F3P = 18 MHz and Hq) = 35 MHz this 
gives a value for the necessary percentage population in the 3P states as -0.1% of the ground 
state population. For a burnt hole width of 2 x 18 MHz at line centre this corresponds to 
excitation of -5% of the velocity group, ie. -1/5 of the saturation intensity, which is easily 
achieved. Thus, the on-resonance refractive index component dominates over the
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off-resonance component for a small population in the 3P states and near resonant excitation at 
the 3P-4D atomic frequency, which agrees with tlie theoretical tliree-level model in Chapter 2. 
At exact line centre of the 3P-4D tiansition, there is no contribution from the on-resonance 
refractive index and only the off-resonant Component remains.
The resonant behaviour of the Sellmeier equation (6.6.9) is very large at v -v^j and 
compensates for the reduction in particle density N. As an order of magnitude calculation, ôrj 
(c/578.734 nm) at 300°C for SHG is equal to (v -  v^) at -120°C for v -  Vÿ « 700 MHz 
wliich is about half tlie Doppler width away from resonance.
6.6.4 Phase Matching
As was shown in the theoretical analysis in Chapter 2, the phase matching of the 
on-resonance SFM nonlinear optical process is critically dependent upon the refractive index 
experienced by the two fundamental optical waves. For on-resonance SFM, tlie bulk effect of 
phase matching can never be ignored, even for low sodium particle densities, because of the 
simultaneous near or on resonant nature of tlie nonlinear optical process.
The phase matching behaviour is much more complicated for on-resonance SFM since 
the refractive index experienced by the wave at V2 will be changing rapidly with frequency due 
to the contribution of the velocity selected gioup. As has been shown in § 2.3.4, the strong 
two-photon coupling also leads to a significant change in the refractive index for when 
two-photon resonance is achieved.
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6 .7  EXPERIMEINIAL .RESULTS FOI^ ..,QN-RgS.QiSAN.CJE SUM 
rREOUENJ[lY ..MIXïNQ.
6.7.1 Two-Photon Spectroscopy with a Resonant Intermediate State
Two-photon spectroscopy in a two-step on-resonance configuration was carried out to 
determine experimental parameters under the same conditions as for sum-frequency mixing 
rather than for measuring absolute atomic level energy splittings. The theoretical background 
to interpret these experimental spectroscopic results, including velocity-selective excitation, 
saturation, collisional effects and optical pumping, has been given in §6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 
6.5.
To obtain the line profiles, (tuned onto the sodium or D2 lines) was held at a 
fixed detuning relative to the sodium hyperfine structure measured by saturation spectroscopy 
in the sodium reference cell and the second laser frequency was tuned through the enhancing 
4D states.
The population of the sodium 4D states under on-resonance two-photon excitation was 
monitored via the cascade 330 nm fluorescence from the 4P states to the ground state. Figure 
6.12 shows the experimental 330 nm line profile for counteqpropagating beams at the 3S^% - 
3Pg/2 (D2 line) and 3P3/2 - 4D frequencies.
As expected, the four transitions have Doppler-free linewidths and correspond to the 
two-photon transitions (from right to left):
1. 3Si/2(F=2) -> 4^5/2
2. 3Si/2(F=2) 4D3/2
3. 3Si/2(F=l) —^ 4D5/2
4. 3Si/2 (F=l) 4D3/2
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Figure 6.12: Experimental two-photon spectrum at 330 nm for counterpropagating beams.1 mbar Ar buffer gas T '-120°C 
B -O GVi tuned midway between the 3S^% (F=l) -> 3P3/2 and 3Sj/2 (F=2) -> 3?3^ transition frequencies (ie. crossover resonance in saturation absorption spectrum)11 ~ 460 mW cm'2 (polarisation 11 to B)
12 860 mW cm"  ^ polarisation i .  to B)
The measured and theoretical line splittings are shown in Table 3 and are in good 
agreement. The average measured linewidth (HWHM) of the components is Av ~ 91 ± 15 
MHz which is equal to the estimated theoretical linewidth of ~ 91 MHz including collisional 
and power broadening of the single and two-photon transitions and the hyperfine structure of 
tlie 3P3/2 state.
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Measured Splitting ('MHz') Theoretical Splitting fMHzl
1. —^ 3. 1833 ± 15 1772 X 1.0355 = 1835
2. —^ 4. 1841± 15 = 1835
1. —> 2. 1023 ± 15 1028
3. —> 4. 1041± 15 1028
Table 3 : Measured and theoretical fiequency splittings ofthe sodium 3S-4D two-photon transitions in zero 
magnetic field
Counter and copropagating beam two-photon line spectra were obtained simultaneously 
by allowing an on axis back reflection from the window of the sodium heat-pipe oven to 
overlap with the co propagating beams. Figure 6.13 shows an example of the lineshape for 
tuned ~ 1.5 GHz below the 3S^% (F=2) 3P3/2 transition.
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Figure 6.13 ; Experimental two-photon spectrum at 330 nm for CO- and counterpropagating beams - D2 line.
1 mbar He buffer gas T ~120°C 
B~OGVi tuned ~1.5 GHz below the 3Si/2 (F=2) 3P3/2
transition jfrequencv Vi (polarisation 11 to B)
V2 (polarisation ±  to B)
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The four narrow counterpropagating Doppler-free peaks are the same as in 
Figure 6.12. The two broader Doppler-free peaks superimposed on the Doppler 
broadened background are the copropagating beam Lorentzian line shapes. These 
two peaks corresponding to the 4Dg/2 and 4Dg^2 states arise from the F=2 ground 
state sublevel only since the single photoii detuning of from the F=1 hyperfine 
level is outside the Doppler width for the (F-1) -> 3P3/2 transition. The 
measured linewidth of the largest co- propagating peak is Av (HWHM) ~ 220 ±15 
MHz. The theoretical collisionally broadened linewidth for no saturation Av 
(HWHM) -  160 MHz (see §6.1.2, §6.4.1), allowing for the unresolved individual 
F=l, 2 and 3 hyperfine components in the 3P3/2 state. The additional experimental 
broadening was probably due to single and two-photon saturation but the laser 
powers were not known for this particirlar spectrum.
Figure 6.14 shows a similar spectrum to Figure 6.13 but with the 3S^% 
3Pi/2 (D1 line) transition used for single photon resonant enhancement. The two 
narrow resonances on the left are due to counterpropagating beam two-photon 
on-resonance excitation. Only two peaks are observed and these are due to the 4D3/2 
state only because the 3Pjy2 —> 4Dg/2 dipole transition is forbidden. The two broader 
resonances on the right are copropagating beam two-photon transitions. The 
frequency splitting of these peaks is 375 ± 15 MHz. This is in good agreement 
with the theoretical velocity selected splitting of 387 MHz, equal to 2.0375 
(= (v  ^+ V2) /  Vi) times the 190 MHz hyperfine splitting of the 3Pj/2 state (see §6.2). 
Again, the linewidths of all the peaks are due mainly to collisional and power 
broadening.
The four copropagating two-photon tr ansitions for single photon enhancement 
on the 3Sj/2 —> 3Pj/2 transition are shown in Figure 6.15. Two groups of transitions 
due to both the F-1 and F=2 hyperfine ground states are now evident, each 
composed of two further peaks due to the F=1 and F=2 hyperfine levels of the 3Pi/2 
state. The measured splittings agree well with theory and the linewidths are power 
and collisionally broadened as before. Note that the low and high frequency peaks
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are now associated with the F=1 and F=2 ground states respectively because the 
beams are co-propagating.
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Figure 6.14 : Experimental two-photon spectrum at 330 nm for CO- and counteipropagating beams - Dj line.
B -O G  T-120°C1 mbar He buffer gasVi tuned ~ 1 GHz below the 3Si/2 (F=2) —> 3P3/2 transition frequency Vj (polarisation 11 to B)V2 (polarisation i .  to B)
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Figure 6.15 : Experimental two-photon spectrum at 330 nm for copropagating beams - line.
B~OG T-120°CI mbar Ar buffer gasVi tuned midway between the 3S^% (F=l) 3P3/2and 3Sj/2 (F=2) 3?3^ transition fiequencies(ie. crossover in saturation spectrum)II 400 mW cm*  ^ (polarisation JL to B)I2 800 mW cm-2 polarisation JL to B)
Frequency selective optical pumping on the 3S-3P single photon transition (§6.3) was 
found to modify the measured line intensities in the two-photon spectrum. An example is 
shown in Figure 6.16 for simultaneous co- and counterpropagating beam two-photon 
excitation. The laser frequency at Vi was tuned exactly on resonance with the 3Si/2 (F=l) 
3?3y2 transition which resulted in optical pumping of atoms into the F=2 hyperfine ground state 
sublevel. However, the co-propagating two- photon resonances originating in the F=1 ground 
state sublevel are still more intense than tliose associated with the F=2 hyperfine state, because
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tlie optical pumping is not 100% efficient and a larger homogeneous population still remains at 
the laser frequency.
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Figure 6.16: Experimental two-photon spectrum displayingeffect of frequency selective optical pumping. Co- and counteipropagating beams - D2 line.
B~OG T-120°C
1 mbar He buffer gas 
Vi tuned onto the 3S%/2 (F=l) 3^3/2transition frequency Vj (polarisation 11 to B)
V2 (polarisation X to B)
The large 4P fluorescence signals at very low sodium atomic densities (~10^i 
cm-3) verified that the magnitude of the two-photon absorption was greatly increased due to on 
or near single photon resonant enhancement as discussed in §6.1.1. The measured frequency 
splittings of the two-photon transitions agreed well with the theoretical values, subject to the 
residual Doppler shifts due to velocity selective excitation. The spectroscopic linewidths were 
collisionally and power broadened due to saturation with large laser powers on resonance and
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the presence of buffer gas in the heat-pipe oven. Optical pumping increased and decreased tlie 
apparent strength of the two-photon transitions due to created population imbalances in the 
3Si/2 ground state hyperfine levels.
6.7.2 SFM Line Profiles
The sum frequency emission and the spontaneous fluorescence line profiles were 
recorded under the same experimental conditions for comparison. The SFM profile at 289 nm 
displays tlie coherent behaviour of the 3S-4D quadrupole and the fluorescence at 330 nm is 
proportional to the populations in the 40^/2 and 4Dg/2 atomic energy states due to two-photon 
and stepwise excitation.
The large increase in two-photon absorption cross-section due to simultaneous single 
and two-photon resonant enhancement also produced a much larger SFM nonlinear optical 
effect. Typical sodium densities used for the SFM experiments were -10^ less than used for 
SHG which would imply a decrease in the nonlinear SFM of -lO^. The measured SFM 
signals were comparable or greater than those obtained for SHG even at these very low sodium 
densities due to the extra resonant enhancement.
For SHG in sodium vapour, the experimental Doppler line profiles for the 330 
nm fluorescence and the 289 nm second harmonic frequency closely follow each other, subject 
to the quadrupole selection rules for SHG over two-photon excitation [43]. Generally, for 
on-resonance SFM, the line profiles for coherent SFM and the 330 nm fluorescence differed 
from each other considerably. This was due to the quadrupole selection rules again but mainly 
due to the phase matching of the SFM nonlinear effect which cannot be neglected near 
resonance. As an illustrative example, consider the relatively simple case of SFM at a very low 
value of transverse magnetic field strength as shown in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.17 : Experimental line profiles for (a) 330 nm fluorescence and (b) 289 nm SFM.
B = 40G  T~120°CI mbar He buffer gasVj tuned midway between the zero magnetic field 
3Si/2 (F=l) 3P3/2 and 351/2 (F=2) —> 3P3/2transition frequencies (ie. crossover resonance in saturation spectrum)II ~ 240 mW cm-^ (polarisation ±  to B)
%2 ~ 875 mW cm"2 polarisation J_ to B)
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The upper line profile is the 4D population for copropagating beams with a very low 
value of transverse magnetic field. In such a field, the Zeeman splitting of the S and D sodium 
states is much smaller than the fine or hyperfine interaction energies, so the line profile is 
similar to that for zero applied magnetic field. There are four main velocity selected 
homogeneous groups (one unresolved) corresponding to the two-photon transitions (right to 
left) : 3Si/2 (F=1) 4D5/2 , 3Si/2(F=l) -4 4D3/2. 3Si# (F=l) 4D5/2 and 3Si# (F=2)
4D3/2' The homogeneous linewidth of the groups is broadened due to the small Zeeman 
splitting, collisions and laser powers above saturation intensities. Note that the line intensities 
of the two-photon transitions involving the 4D3/2 and 4Dg/2 are not in the ratio of their 
statistical weights (5/2 : 3/2) = (3 : 2). This is probably due to the 4Dg/2 state having an 
additional dipole allowed relaxation channel to the 3Pj/2 state which the 4Dg/2 state does not.
The 289 nm coherent SFM line profile shows that the nonlinear optical process also 
occurs preferentially for the velocity selected groups but the line shape is different to that for 
the two-photon excitation. This is due to the dependence of SFM on phase matching.
By tuning the laser frequency Vj to various frequencies across the inhomogeneous 
3 S1/2 - 3P3/2 E>2 line transition, homogeneous atomic groups are selected with different 
velocities. If the SFM line profile variations had been caused by microscopic rather than a 
macroscopic effect, the SFM line shape would then remain the same for different Vj 
frequencies, subject to an overall scaling produced by optical pumping in the 3Sj/2 ground 
state. Figure 6.18 shows the experimental SFM line profiles obtained for different fixed 
frequencies of around the sodium D2 line and the marked changes in the SFM line profile 
depending upon the frequency.
Any microscopic interference on the two-photon absorption route would be expected to 
also modify the 330 nm line profile, which did not show this behaviour. An analysis of the 
quadrupole selection rules for the coherent transitions within a selected velocity group did not 
give an interference effect which was sub- homogeneous linewidth in width.
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Figure 6.18 : SFM line profiles for Vj frequencies of
(a) 3Si/2 (F=l) 3P3/2
(b) 3Si/2 (F=l) 3P3/2 - 0.25 GHz
(c) midway between (a) and (e)
(ie. crossover resonance on 381/2 —> 3P3/2 
transition in saturation spectrum)
(d) 3Si/2 (F=2) ^  3P3/2 + 0.25 GHz
(e) 3Si/2 (F=2) 3P3/2
B = 4 0 G  T~120°C 
1 mbar Ar buffer gas
Vi (polarisation 1  to B) 
V2 (polaiisation _L to B)
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The behaviour of the SFM line profiles with Vj detuning was consistent with the 
expected refractive index and phase-matching valuations. With Vi centred between the two 
3S^% hyperfme ground states (c), the optical pumping is minimised and the largest SFM power 
is produced. The line profile shows asymmetric dips in the SFM power at each of the velocity 
selected homogeneous atomic groups which do not occur for the atomic populations. These 
are due to the homogeneous refractive index changes for V2 which were discussed in the three 
level model in Chapter 2 and shown in Figures 2.12 and 2.13. The background phase- 
mismatch Ak value for this profile, which is mainly due to the refractive index experienced by 
Vi on the 3S —> 3P dipole transition, is not zero because the different oscillator strengths of the 
F=1 and F=2 ground states offset the zero dispersion frequency from this midpoint tuning of 
Vj. When is removed from tlie midpoint frequency, there is significant optical pumping to 
one or other of the hyperfine ground states. This induced population change increases or 
decreases the background refractive index for and hence 1 Ak I increases to reduce the overall 
SFM power further by additional phase mismatching. The homogeneous phase matching 
variations due to V2 are greater for the ground state sublevel which has a larger velocity selected 
population excited into the 3P state, which in turn produces a larger refractive index change for 
V2. In spite of the optical pumping, the larger homogeneous refractive index change occurs for 
velocity groups associated with the ground state hypeiiine level which is depleted by the field 
at Vj. This occurs because the optical pumping is less than 97% efficient and there is still a 
larger homogenous population for the low velocity group which is resonant with the laser 
frequency than for the high velocity group associated with the pumped ground state 
sublevel, which is also resonant with the field at .
The magnitude of the phase match oscillations on the SFM line profile increased with 
increasing sodium vapour density, due to lai'ger atomic populations creating gieater refractive 
index changes in the nonlinear medium. An example of this is shown in Figure 6.19 for a 
particular frequency range of a SFM line profile.
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Figure 6.19 ; Larger phase match variations on SFM line profile 
for increasing sodium vapour temperatures.
B = 1500GLaser polarisation JL to B.
Ontical Pumning - Generally much larger SFM signals were recorded with the 
frequency of Vj adjusted to minimise optical pumping. This avoided large changes in refractive 
index for the wave at frequency v^.
Buffer Gas - Larger pressures of buffer gas (~ 10 mbar) in the sodium heat-pipe 
oven reduced the overall SFM signal, probably through collisional dephasing, and 
Doppler-free features were no longer resolved due to the large collisional broadening of the 
homogeneous linewidth.
Magnetic Field - No on-resonance SFM signal was obtained when the magnetic 
field was set to zero, confirming that the nonlinear process relied on the symmetry 
breaking action of the transverse magnetic field. With higher magnetic fields than a few lO’s 
of Gauss, the SFM line profiles became much more complicated and difficult to fully interpret. 
Consider the fluorescence and SFM line profiles shown in Figure 6.20 as an (untypical) 
example.
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Figure 6.20 ; Experimental line profiles for (a) 330 nm fluorescence and (b) 289 nm SFM for a transverse magnetic field 
strength of B -^500 G.
1 mbar Ar buffer gas T-120°C 
Vi tuned midway between the 3Sj/2 (F -I) ^  3Pg/2 and 3Si/2 (F=2) 3P3/2 transition frequencies(ie. crossover resonance in saturation absoiption spectrum)
Vi (polarisation ±to B)V2 (polarisation Ju to B)
Note that there is significant SFM generation where there is little 4D state population. 
This was due to only single photon enhanced velocity groups contributing to SFM as shown in 
Figure 6.5 (b) which do not significantly populate the 4D state. The Doppler-free 330 nm 
peaks correspond to both single and two-photon resonant enhancement, with the 289 nm SFM 
line profile becoming complicated due to the on-resonance refractive index effects causing 
phase mismatching.
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Laser Powers - Tlie dependence of the magnitude of the 330 nm fluorescence signal and 
the 289 nm coherent SFM on laser power is shown in Figure 6.21. The plotted values are 
averaged peak values for the 3Si/2 (F=l) 4Dg/2 &nd 3Sjy2 (F=2) 4Dg/2 two-photon
transition signals against normalised laser power. Calibrated neutral density filters were 
inserted into each beam separately to attenuate the incident light.
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Figure 6.21 : Dependence of (a) 330 nm fluorescence and
(b) 289 SFM on laser powers.
B = 40 G T -120°C (330) ~140°C (289)
2 mbar Ar buffer gas
Vi tuned midway between the 3S%/2 (F=l) SFg/i and 3Si/2 (F=2) -> 3?3y2 transition frequencies (ie. crossover resonance in saturation absorption spectrum)11 -  440 mW cm-2 (polarisation ±to B)
12 ~ 640 mW cm-2 polarisation JL to B)
The extremely nonlinear dependence of the 330 nm and 289 nm on the product 
of the laser powers showed that saturation effects due to the single-photon and 
two-photon transitions were present. The rapid reduction of SFM with power at Vi 
was probably due to increased linear absorption at lower powers and decreasing 
interaction length.
The overall line profiles appeared to change very little in shape upon 
independently varying the powers of the beams at Vi and V2 although for very weak 
laser powers, the signal to noise ratio was poor and line features were less distinct. 
When the incident beams were focused into the sodium heat-pipe oven to increase the 
power density, the 330 nm line profile became distorted and the 289 nm profile 
became broadened due to power broadening of the homogeneous groups and greater 
"only single-photon enhanced" SFM.
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6 .8  SUM FREQUENCY MIXING W ITH IM PROVEP CQNYERSJON 
EFFICIENCY
The conversion efficiency of the SFM nonlinear optical process under the experimental 
conditions in §6.7 was very low, in spite of the single and two-photon resonant enhancement. 
This was due to the very low sodium density of cm-^ and the low powers of the 
unfocused incident beams from the cw dye lasers. However, the conversion efficiency could 
be increased to make the nonlinearity of the atomic vapour comparable to that of a typical, good 
nonlinear crystal even though a weak qiiadruopole moment was utilised in the SFM process. 
To achieve this, four parameters were varied: the intensity of the incident light beams, the 
atomic sodium density, the magnetic field strength and the laser detunings relative to the 3Sjy2 - 
3P3y2 and 3P3/2 - 4D transitions.
The intensity of the incident light was increased by focusing both fundamental beams 
collinearly into the sodium heat-pipe oven with a 20 cm focal length lens to a spot diameter of 
~200 |im. This increased the intensity of each beam by -400 times and gave a confocal 
parameter for the Gaussian beams approximately equal to the length of the oven.
The temperature of the sodium oven was increased to -240-250°C which gave a 
corresponding particle density increase of -1.2-2 x 10 .^ For all other parameters being fixed, 
this should have given an increase in SFM power of -10^. However as the sodium 
temperature was raised to this value, the single photon absorption of the beam at fiequency Vj 
became extremely high near resonance and all of the beam was absorbed in the first few 
millimetres of the oven which greatly decreased the effective interaction length.
The strength of the transverse magnetic field was increased to -4  kG (0.4T) which had 
two beneficial effects. The first was that with the Am = ± 1 3Si/2 —> 3P3/2 transition 
frequencies symmetrically split by several Doppler widths at this large magnetic field, the 
residual linear absorption at the midpoint frequency between the transitions was greatly 
reduced. A fraction of the beam at frequency was transmitted over -8  GHz around the 
midpoint frequency for a 10 cm oven length and -4  kG magnetic field at a sodium density of 
-2.5 X 10^3 cm-3. At the peak of the transmission, the linear absorption coefficient was 
estimated to be a  -0.22 cm-i. The second effect due to the magnetic field was that the
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refractive index contributions due to the Am = ± 1 3Sj/2 —> 3^3/2 transitions had cancellations 
near the midpoint frequency, as discussed in § 6.6.3. This gave the possibility of phase 
matching the SFM nonlinear process at these high sodium densities. A disadvantage of the 
large magnetic field was that the single photon detuning at the midpoint frequency was 
increased due to the large Zeeman splitting and the SFM process became "off-resonant", (cf. 
Chapter 5)
With the experimental parameters N -2  x lO'^ cm-^, B ~4 kG, P (Vj) -170 mW 
(polarisation JL to B), P (V2) -210 mW (polarisation _L to B), Aj -midpoint frequency ( = 
crossover resonance frequency of Na D2 transition in reference cell) and a f = 20 cm 
lens focusing the (nearly) collinear beams into the heat-pipe oven, a SFM power of 4.6 p.W at 
289 nm was measured with a calibrated UV - lOOB photodiode. This amount of UV power 
induced fluorescence on a white card which was easily visible to the unaided eye. Plate 1 
shows the SFM beam emerging from the heat-pipe oven as a well defined blue/white spot on 
the card.
Plate 1 : Photograph of high efficiency SFM. The generated
UV beam created a blue/white spot on the card.
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Compare this generated UV power by SFM in the sodium vapour to SHG in a bulk 
nonlinear material such as a crystal of ammonium dihydrogen arsenate (ADA). For intracavity 
SHG with a 15 mm long crystal of ADA, 16 W of fundamental single- mode power produced 
13 mW of second harmonic power [82]. For an equivalent input power of (170 x 210)& mW 
= 189 mW and a single pass through the crystal, the generated second harmonic power would 
be -2  jj,W wliich is less than half of that generated by SFM in the sodium vapour.
For fixed Vj, tuning V2 produced two Doppler broadened peaks (FWHM -4.5 GHz) 
separated by -25 GHz which corresponded to the two groups of Am = ± 2 quadrupole 
transitions responsible for the SFM emission. However, for fixed V2, tuning Vj by only -200 
MHz completely eliminated the SFM signal which was indicative of a critical frequency 
dependent phase matching condition being achieved on the lower single photon D line 
transition. In general, for a fixed value of V2, the maximum SFM signal depended upon tuning 
Vi over this range relative to the crossover frequency in tlie Na reference cell and varying the 
magnetic field strength by a few hundred Gauss.
Increasing the sodium density further decreased the SFM power, probably due to 
increased linear single photon absorption or phase mismatching. It was unlikely that the 
two-photon transition was saturated under these conditions due to the larger single photon 
detuning and higher power input beams might produce greater SFM beam powers.
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CHAPTER 7
y (^ ) n o n l in e a r it y  in d u c e d  in  a n  a t o m ic
VAPOUR BY OPTICAL PUMPING
Chanter 7
y <«NONUNEARITY in d u c e d  in  a n  a t o m ic  v a p o u r
BY OPTICAL PUMPING
As previously discussed in Chapter 1, three-wave nonlinear optical processes with a 
collinear geometry are not possible in an isotropic medium, such as an atomic vapour. 
Previous methods to break the symmetry of a vapour and permit nonlinear optical effects 
have used transverse dc magnetic or electiic fields to couple atomic level wavefunctions and 
impose a transverse quantisation axis in the atomic medium. Collinear sum frequency mixing 
(SFM), second harmonic generation (SHG) and difference frequency mixing (DFM) have all 
now been demonstrated in atomic vapours using these symmetry breaking techniques.
Another possible method of inducing the nonlinearity in an atomic medium which 
has previously been suggested [12] but not previously studied is to create a transversal 
backgr ound polarisation of the atoms. A spin polarisation of this type can be formed by using 
a resonant light beam to optically pump the ground state atomic population into a coherent 
superposition of orientation substates. A polarisation which is transverse to the fundamental 
beams for the three-wave mixing process is required so that photon angular momentum is 
conserved in the nonlinear optical process.
This chapter concerns the experimental investigation of inducing SHG in sodium 
vapour witli the nonlinearity in tlie atomic medium created by the novel technique of optical 
pumping.
7.1  FRIIÜC.IELES ■QELQ£II.CAL,.£LLMEIN.G.
Optical pumping, which was first proposed by Kastler in the 1950s [172, 173], is a 
technique of using resonant light to create a non-thermal population distribution among the 
energy sub-levels of an atomic ground state. The normal Boltzmann thermal distribution of 
population in degenerate or non-degenerate ground state levels can be completely modified
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under the action of a polarised or frequency selective resonant light field.
Optical pumping has now grown into a large subject area of physics in its own right. 
Much of the understanding of the optical pumping process was obtained with incoherent light 
sources before tunable lasers opened the field to many different types of atoms, molecules and 
solids. The use of lasers as well controlled pump sources for optical pumping has led to many 
detailed studies of the process in atomic beams [75,174,175,176,177, 178] and preparation 
of true two-level atoms [179, ISO]. However, this chapter concentrates on the particular study 
of optical pumping in a gas cell which could be suitable as a nonlinear medium for SHG. 
Excellent and comprehensive review articles on the general subject of optical pumping, 
including coherence effects, magnetic resonance and the spectroscopy of hyperfine ground 
state atomic levels, can be found in references 50,181,182,149,183.
Consider the simple illustrative example of optical punting shown in Figure 7.1 where 
right circularly polarised (a+) resonant light is incident on a two-level atom with a degenerate 
Si/2 ground state and Pj/2 first excited state.
1/2
1/2
M
Figure 7 .1 : Schematic diagram of a two-level atom interacting with a resonant, circularly polarised light field.
The absorption of a resonant light beam must occur with the atomic selection rule 
Amj = +1 to accommodate the angular momentum of the photons in this pumping beam. 
Absoiption of the light is only allowed from the mj = —§ sublevel of the ground state to
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the mj' = +J Pi/2 excited state. The excited population in the P1/2 state can decay through 
spontaneous emission to either of the degenerate ground state levels and so a component of the 
excited population collects in the mj = + | sublevel. In the absence of other relaxation 
mechanisms, eventually all of the atomic population will be "optically pumped" into this 
nonabsorbing mj = +J ground state sublevel and the atom will become transparent to the 
pumping resonant light beam. The optical pumping process has created a net magnetisation 
(polarisation or orientation) of the atom since only the spin-up orientation level is now 
occupied. Changing the pumping light to <T polarisation would create the reverse atomic 
orientation.
The degree of achievable atomic orientation in a gas cell depends upon the balance of 
the rate of induced optical transitions by the resonant light and the relaxation rate of the pumped 
energy level. A simple rate equation model of the optical pumping process gives the change in 
population of the mj = —|  level in Figure 7.1 as
^  n, (-&) + («sC+i)*” / 2 T j (7.1.1)
where n^  is the population of level i, I is the pumping light intensity, O) is the frequency of the 
light field, Tjis the spin relaxation time between the S state sublevels and is the absoiption 
cross-section. This rate equation is valid when there is no spin exchange mechanism between 
the excited state sublevels. In the steady state, the ratio of population in the two ground state 
sublevels is
^  - ttW  "■■■»
where R is the pumping rate (= a^I /tlco). The atomic polarisation (or orientation) induced by 
optical pumping is defined as
p = . (7.1.3)
itg (+&) +  n  ^ (-&)
When the pumping rate R is much greater than the spin relaxation rate T  = 1/Tj, which is
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typical under laser optical pumping, a large fraction of the atoms are pumped into the 
non-absorbing sublevel and the polarisation P » 1. Even if the pumping rate is relatively small, 
say under excitation with a discharge lamp, then a large spin polaiisation can still be produced 
by ensuring a very slow spin relaxation rate.
Franzen and Emslie [184] have analysed the optical pumping rate equations for sodium 
including the ground state hyperfine structure and have shown that the theoretical steady-state 
polarisation, for none or complete mixing in the excited state, should exceed 0.9 for pumping 
with only Dj resonance radiation. When both of the sodium D lines are used for excitation, the 
degree of atomic polarisation is small since the D2 line can always absorb resonance radiation 
even when the ground state is 100% oriented [185].
One method of analysing the magnitude of the atomic orientation created by optical 
pumping is to examine the transmission of the pumping light through the sample cell. For 
line pumping with a+ polarised light, the ground state population is pumped into a 
non-absorbing sublevel and therefore the transmission of the light increases with increasing 
atomic orientation. Alternatively, tlie emitted fluorescent light from the oriented atomic sample 
can be used to determine the atomic polarisation since the sample has become non-absorbing 
and no longer re-radiates fluorescence radiation. The intensity of the fluorescent light directly 
monitors the population of atoms in the mj = ground state sublevel (Figure 7.1).
7.1.1 Pumping Source
Optical pumping experiments were carried out for many years using discharge lamps as 
the light sources for the optical pumping. These sources provided typical photon fluxes of 
-10^^ photons cm*  ^s'^ in a fixed line width of a few GHz determined by Doppler broadening. 
Using lasers as optical pumping sources can provide fluxes of ~10^^ photons cm-^ s’  ^ in 
variable linewidths down to a few MHz. The larger light intensity produced by lasers and their 
tunability makes them superior as optical pumping sources. Multimode [186, 187] or 
single-mode [105, 106, 188, 189, 190] lasers have been shown to be effective in producing 
large polaiisations in sodium vapour through optical pumping. Multimode lasers typically have 
a linewidth comparable to the atomic tiansition Doppler width (1-2 GHz) so that all the atomic
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velocity groups are pumped simultaneously. Single-mode laser optical pumping selectively 
optically pumps a particular homogeneous velocity gioup from the inhomogeneous velocity 
distribution [191] but pumping over the whole Doppler width can be achieved by using 
velocity changing collisions to broaden the velocity distribution of the optical pumping [105]. 
Some of the detailed aspects of laser optical pumping are reviewed by Cohen-Tannoudji in 
reference 182.
A multimode laser was chosen as the optical pumping source to experimentally 
investigate inducing the nonlinearity in sodium vapour. This dye laser system was 
described in §3.1.4. The estimated pumping rate using this laser source w as~ 3 x l0 ^s 'i 
based on an average power of 75 mW focused to '-0.2 cm^ over the 1.5 GHz sodium Doppler 
width.
7 .2  RELAXATION OF THE ATQMICJQRIENTATLQN
Even with large pumping rates, the spin relaxation rate of the optically pumped atoms 
must be relatively small to ensure a large steady-state atomic orientation. In a gas cell, several 
mechanisms contribute to the relaxation of the atomic populations and these are discussed 
below.
7.2.1 Relaxation on the Cell Walls
Collisions of the oriented sodium atoms with the cell walls are effective in destioying 
tlie optically pumped polarisation of tlie atomic ground state. The local magnetic and electric 
fields of the molecules forming the cell walls act randomly on an oriented atom and 
consequently the orientation is destroyed. The relaxation time is related to the mean time of 
flight of a pumped atom between the cell walls
T = L /v  (7.2.1)
where 'c(s) is the relaxation time, L(m) is a characteristic length of the cell and v(ms-^) is the 
mean thermal velocity of the atom. Typically x -lO-^ s at thermal velocities of a few hundred 
metres per second and for cell dimensions of a few cm.
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Relaxation of the atomic orientation at the cell walls can be inhibited by coating the 
walls with certain hydrocarbon compounds, whose long chain molecules prevent the oriented 
alkali metal atoms from being affected by the local fields at the cell walls. Coatings on the cell 
walls can increase the relaxation times by a factor of -5  [194] but are limited to low temperature 
cells.
7.2.2 Diffusion to the Cell Walls
The addition of buffer gas to the metal vapour sample cell can have a beneficial effect 
on the optical pumping relaxation time through limiting the mean free path of the pumped atom 
to less than the physical cell dimensions. This prevents collisions of the oriented atoms witli 
the cell walls and confines the atoms to the pumping region in the cell. The change in optically 
pumped atomic population due to diffusion can be expressed as
^  = D V ^ n  (7.2.2)dt
where n (cm-3) is the population density of the pumped atoms and D (cm^ s*i) is the diffusion 
constant for the alkali metal atoms in a given buffer gas [50]. The diffusion constant for 
sodium in helium buffer gas at 1 atmosphere pressure is 0.92 cm^ s-i [192]. The 
diffusion constant D' at any buffer gas pressure P(mbar) is given by
D' = D . (7.2.3)
For a cylinder of length L and radius a, the diffusion time T is [193]
1T =
[ ( { )%  m '
(7.2.4)
D
L'
The calculated diffusion time for a cylinder appropriate to the experimental optical pumping cell 
dimensions and a helium buffer gas pressure of ~1 atm would be -11 ms. 
Experimentally, a typical measured spin relaxation rate initially decreases with increasing buffer 
gas pressure through diffusion effects but the relaxation rate increases at higher buffer gas 
pressures where spin destroying collisions begin to dominate as a relaxation mechanism [194, 
195, 196].
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7.2.3 Spin Destroying Collisions
If the buffer gas pressure is high, the binary collisions between the optically pumped 
alkali metal atoms and the buffer gas atoms causes relaxation of the acquired orientation [188]. 
This relaxation rate can be represented by
Tcou = N ,a (v , )v ,  (7.2.5)
where Np (cm“^ ) is the atomic density of the buffer gas at pressure p, Vj- (cms-i) is the mean 
relative velocity of the colliding atoms and a(Vf) (cm^) is the velocity averaged 
spin-disorienting collision cross-section. Helium was chosen as the buffer gas in the 
experiments described here since it has the smallest ground state relaxation cross-section for 
sodium (a = 2.2 x 10 2^  cm^ [197]).
Collisions also occur betwen the oriented atoms and this can result in spin exchange 
which is very effective in destroying the atomic orientation produced by optical pumping. The 
spin exchange cross-section ONa-Nais 1.109 ± 0.005 x lO’i'^cm^ [198] and can become the 
dominant relaxation mechanism when the density of the alkali metal vapour is high [199]. This 
sets a limit on the achievable atomic orientation at high alkali vapour densities when the vapour 
is optically thick.
Spin destroying collisions between the metal vapour atoms have also been shown to 
contribute to the total relaxation but the associated cross-section is less than for spin exchange 
[200].
7.2.4 Radiation Trapping
Most optical pumping studies have been carried out in optically thin atomic vapours 
where the effects of the alkali metal vapour density are negligible. However, it was widely 
experimentally verified that the relaxation time of the optically induced atomic orientation 
rapidly decreased with increasing metal vapour pressure [194]. One consequence of an 
optically thick alkali metal sample is radiation trapping of the resonance fluorescence where 
emitted spontaneous photons are rapidly reabsorbed by other atoms. Trapped light provides a 
weakly polarised, nearly isotropic background of resonant light which competes with the
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optical pumping and degrades tlie orientation of the atomic ground state.
Tupa et al [201] have calculated tlie effect of radiation trapping on the polarisation of an 
optically pumped alkali metal vapour. Their theoretical analysis with a cylindrical geometry 
showed that ~90% spin polarisation should be achievable in the steady state with a ground state 
relaxation time of ~150 |xs, a pump power of '-I W over a few GHz and an alkali vapour 
density of cm-^. Figure 7.2 shows the calculated maximum density of alkali metal 
vapour which can be optically pumped to 90% polarisation as a function of pump power 
(linewidth approximately equal to the Doppler width) and the spin relaxation time.
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Figure 7.2 : The maximum atomic density which may be optically pumped to a polarisation of 0.9 as a function of ground-state relaxation time Tj at various incident laser powers (from [201]).
Their calculations are not strictly applicable to experiment since the light intensity was 
assumed to be constant through the optically pumped sample and the theoretical calculations 
were not valid at low values of magnetic field where the different atomic transitions lie within 
the same Doppler width.
Molecular buffer gases such as nitrogen have been shown to be effective in quenching 
the unpolarised resonance fluorescence (a  --5 x 10'^^ cm^ for Na in N2) and preventing 
radiation trapping. A few mbar of N2 is typically used in the buffer gas for this purpose [188, 
199, 202].
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7 ,3  EFFECT OF OPTICAL PUMPING ON SHG
The effect of the ground state population imbalance created by transverse optical 
pumping on the SHG nonlinear optical process was predicted using the theoretical model 
developed by Sinclair [7.39] and reviewed in Chapter 2.
The quadrupole moment which generated the second harmonic wave was
Q,y ~  Z  Pss (8% -  B.2) Z [(2cd  -  c o ^  +  i  V  /  (V-3.1)F, Mp 
J, M j
when the laser polarisation was perpendicular to the transverse magnetic field direction. Under 
normal thermal equilibrium the ground state populations of the hyperrine sublevels were all 
equal and the ps§ density matrix population term could be removed from the summation over F 
and Mp in the 3S%/2 sodium ground state. In this case with no applied magnetic field, the B2 
(J, M j, F, Mp) and B_2 (J, -M j, F, -Mp) elements were equal which led to a zero result for the 
summation in equation (7.3,1). However, in the sodium vapour with transverse optical 
pumping, the ground state hyperfine populations are significantly changed and the population 
terms pgg (F, Mp) become hyperfine substate dependent. The B2 and B.2 factors are now not 
necessarily cancelled at zero applied magnetic field, due to the different population terms in 
each ground state hyperfine sublevel, and SHG may become allowed.
The degree of symmetry breaking due to optical pumping is dependent upon the 
orientation achievable in the sodium vapour. If the induced population imbalance in the ground 
state is small then the associated SHG nonlinear optical process will be reduced due to the 
remaining cancellation effects of the atomic two-photon absorption routes. In effect, the 
influence of optical pumping on SHG at a microscopic level is to select only one particular* 
route among the atomic levels for two-photon absorption and parametric emission.
A quantitative calculation of the influence of optical pumping on SHG due to the 
induced ground state population imbalance was carried out by adapting the existing computer 
model of magnetic field induced SHG. The model was changed to assign a population factor 
to each ground state hyperfine sublevel so that the effect of optical pumping could be included. 
Figure 7.3 shows a theoretical SHG line profile with the maximum atomic orientation under Dj
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G+ optical pumping, ie. all of the ground state population is the ground state F = 2, Mp = +2 
sublevel.
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Figure 7.3 : Theoretical SHG line profile with zero applied magnetic field and complete atomic orientation 
by optical pumping.
The predicted maximum SHG power is equivalent to that generated with a transverse 
magnetic field strength of 245 G with no optical pumping. Complete orientation with cr 
optical pumping produces a similar SHG line profile with the same maximum SHG power . 
These tlieoretical SHG line profiles assumed that the collisional dephasing rate of the Na S-D 
coherence was small compared to the Doppler width. In practice, the moderate to high buffer 
gas presswe required for diffusional containment of the optically pumped atoms reduced the 
SHG power through increased collisional relaxation (see later). The calculated variation of 
peak SHG power with degree of optical pumping is shown in Figure 7.4. As expected, 
maximum SHG power occurs for complete polarisation and is zero under normal thermal 
equilibrium.
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Figure 7.4 : Theoretical variation of peak SHG power withatomic polarisation.
7 .4  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSLQI^
The experimental apparatus used to investigate the effects of optical pumping on SHG 
has been described in Chapter 3. Figure 7.5 shows the schematic experimental layout which 
was developed to maximise the possibility of observing a %(^ ) nonlinear effect due to optical 
pumping.
STANDING WAVE 
CW LASER ■ %
CYLINDRICAL LENS
SINGLE-MODE 
RING DYE 
LASER xn LENS
SECOND - 
HARMONICNaCELL
Figure 7.5 : Schematic experimental set-up for examining SHG 
induced by optical pumping.
The cylindrical lens loosely focused the circularly polarised optical pumping beam into the Na 
cell to form a pumped region which was '-I cm in length along the cell. A 10 cm focal length
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lens was used to focus the fundamental beam for SHG into the cell to ensure that the confocai 
parameter approximately matched the length of the optically pumped region. The beams could 
be accurately overlapped by using pinholes to define the beam geometry.
Although the theoretical analysis has shown that optical pumping can possibly induce a 
significant %(^ ) nonlinearity to allow SHG, the required experimental conditions for each 
optical process proved to be stringent and in opposition.
(i) Sodium vapour density For magnetic field induced SHG, the minimum sodium 
vapour density at which tlie second harmonic signal could be recorded with a reasonable signal 
to noise ratio was ~10^^ cm-^. Unfortunately, at these densities the sodium vapour is optically 
thick to resonance radiation which makes optical pumping extremely difficult. Spin 
polarisations of > 90% have previously been achieved over a length of 4 cm in pure 
sodium vapour of density '-*2.5 x 10^  ^cm-3 (9 x 10^2 cm-^) with an applied magnetic field 
of IG (750G) [186]. The multimode pump laser power was ~400 mW cm-^ in a 2.1 GHz 
linewidth. The spin polarisation decreased rapidly with increasing Na density and was only 
'-30% at the minimum required density for SHG of ~1 x 10^  ^cm-^. Similar values of spin 
polarisations have been produced by single-mode laser optical pumping of optically thick, pure 
Na vapour samples in high magnetic fields of -3.5 kG [189].
(ii) Buffer gas pressure The presence of buffer gas in the sodium cell aids the optical 
pumping process tlirough restricting the diffusion of the oriented atoms as discussed in §7.2.2. 
Typical experimental parameters used by several investigators have been a few hundred 
millibars of a buffer gas (eg. He) and a few tens of millibars of N2 to prevent radiation trapping 
[188, 199, 202, 203]. The buffer gas also pressure broadens the atomic absorption line and 
enhances the optical pumping with a multimode dye laser [187]. The optimum buffer gas 
pressure for optical pumping in the configuration for inducing SHG was experimentally 
determined by monitoring the transmission of the optical pumping beam through the Na cell as 
a function of He buffer gas pressure. High transmission of the circularly polarised pump 
light is an indication of a large atomic orientation [203]. Maximum transmission of the 
pumping laser beam occurred with à helium pressure of -400 mbar and a N2 pressure of -15
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mbar at a relatively low sodium vapour density.
The detrimental effect of tlie high buffer gas pressure on the magnetic field induced 
SHG nonlinear optical process was also experimentally determined. The SHG power was 
measured as a function of He pressure with a similar method to the one used by Sinclair and 
Dunn with Ar buffer gas [44]. The peak second harmonic power was reduced by a factor of 
-100 at a He pressure of 400 mbar.
At low sodium densities and high buffer gas pressures, the effect of the line cri* 
optical pumping was easily observed by rotating the V4 plate to change the pumping radiation 
polarisation from circular to linear. When the pumping beam was 0+ or cT* polarised the laser 
beam was easily transmitted through tlie cell and the transverse fluorescence intensity reduced 
significantly, indicating that a large hyperfine atomic orientation had been produced in the 
non-absorbing F = 2, Mp = +2 or - 2  ground state sublevel. Conversely, for a linear polarised 
pumping beam, most of the beam was absorbed as was expected. Imposing a weak (-10 G) 
guide field for the optical pumping beam showed that the optical pumping was sensitive to 
tlie relative magnetic field-pump beam angle. Maximum atomic orientation through optical 
pumping was observed when the magnetic field and pump beam were parallel. Tuning the 
pumping laser beam to the sodium D2 line showed little change in the transmission of 
fluorescence upon changing the optical pumping beam polarisation since single photon 
absoiption is always allowed for this resonance line, as mentioned previously.
Even though clear signs of optical pumping could be observed, measurement of 
unambiguous magnetic field induced SHG signals required the experimental sodium density to 
be significantly increased and the buffer gas pressure to be reduced. For these SHG 
experimental conditions, no distinctive optical pumping effects were observed as before. It 
was attempted to find a compromise between the sodium vapour density and the buffer gas 
pressure such that each of the magnetic field induced SHG and optical pumping processes 
could be observed simultaneously and their interaction studied. In practice this proved to be 
difficult to achieve and even with the developed optimised experimental system, no effect of 
optical pumping on the SHG nonlinear optical process was observed.
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It was concluded that the technique of inducing the nonlinearity for SHG in sodium 
vapour by ti*ansverse optical pumping was not practical due to the presence of high buffer gas 
pressures, required for efficient multi-mode laser optical pumping, and more critically due to 
the difficulty in obtaining a large atomic orientation in high sodium vapour densities, required 
for a large nonlinear optical effect to be observed.
7 .5  FUTURE WORK
Possible improvements to the experimental study of nonlinear optical effects 
induced by optical pumping may be to use second resonance light for the optical pumping 
[199]. This would requke a laser pump source at the sodium 3S-4P transition wavelength of 
-330 nm. High vapour densities (-10^4 cm‘^ ) have been optically pumped in Cs using this 
technique but the maximum spin polarisation was only -30% and large buffer gas pressures 
(-0.5 atm) were required.
Optical pumping by two-photon absorption has also been suggested although an 
observed spin orientation of -20% was attributed to an excimer transition between the alkali 
metal atoms and tlie high pressure (-100 's of mbar) buffer gases [204].
The buffer gas pressure could be decreased significantly by using single-mode laser 
optical pumping with a low pressure buffer gas to induce velocity changing collisions for 
complete Doppler pumping [105, 106,190]. However, only optically thin samples have so far 
been oriented with this optical pumping technique.
It is proposed that the creation of a nonlinearity in an atomic vapour by optical 
pumping might readily be studied via three-wave SFM rather than SHG. As has been shown 
in this thesis, the required atomic densities for observation of the simultaneous single and 
two-photon resonant SFM nonlinear optical process are orders of magnitude less than for 
SHG. Complete atomic orientation through optical pumping should be possible at these atomic 
vapour densities and %(2) nonlinear effects should possibly be observed.
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8 .1  SUMMARY
Continuous-wave, collinear, three-wave sum-frequency mixing (SFM) has been 
demonstrated and studied for the first time in an atomic vapour using a transverse magnetic 
field to induce the nonlinearity.
Both the microscopic and macroscopic behaviour of this nonlinear optical process has 
been shown to be dependent upon the detuning of the fundamental laser frequencies from the 
single photon atomic dipole transitions, in addition to the detuning from two-photon 
absorption.
With both fundamental frequencies tuned outside the single photon atomic transition 
Doppler widths, the microscopic dependence of SFM on magnetic field strength, laser intensity 
and laser polarisation were shown to be consistent with the model for second harmonic 
generation (SHG). The macroscopic SFM phase- matching was different from SHG due to the 
sign and the magnitude of the phase mismatch Ak being dependent upon the choice of the two 
fundamental frequencies. The variation of SFM power with sodium particle density was 
asymmetric with respect to tlie sign of Ak which was due to focusing effects of the input laser 
beams. The measured SFM phase matching dependence was in reasonable agreement with the 
existing theory of focusing phase shifts in parametric optical processes.
Simultaneous single and two-photon resonant enhancement of a nonlinear optical 
mixing effect was examined for the first time. Additional single photon resonant enhancement 
increased the atomic two-photon absorption cross-section by several orders of magnitude 
relative to degenerate frequency two-photon excitation. When the single-mode laser 
frequencies lay within the single photon atomic transition Doppler widths, the SFM nonlinear 
optical process became velocity selective due to the hole burning and saturation of
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homogeneous velocity groups in the inhomogeneous Doppler profile. Sub-Doppler spectral 
features were obsei*ved in the Kne profiles of the incoherent fluorescence and the coherent SFM 
due to velocity selection. Considerable differences between the fluorescence and SFM line 
profiles were attributed to phase matching effects on the SFM caused by frequency dependent 
variations in the atomic refractive index. Population imbalances induced by frequency selective 
optical pumping of the atomic ground state were shown to severely affect the SFM process 
through refractive index changes and consequent phase mismatching. Careful strategies had to 
be adopted to minimise such an effect.
Large SFM conversion efficiencies were obtained in relatively low density atomic 
vapours (-10^^ cm-^) by utilising control over single and two-photon resonant enhancement 
and frequency selective phase matching. Under the optimum conditions, -5  jiW of SFM 
power was generated which corresponded to a conversion efficiency of -1.5 x 10" .^ This 
was greater than the estimated single pass SHG conversion efficiency in a good nonlinear 
crystal such as ADA. This study of single and two-photon resonant enhancement has shown 
the potential of atomic vapours as useful nonlinear media for producing significant nonlinear 
optical conversion.
The Zeeman splittings of the sodium 3S-3P hyperfine transition frequencies were 
measured using the technique of saturation spectroscopy. Under continuous- wave excitation, 
the saturation spectrum was broadened by velocity changing conditions (vcc) but their 
influence was reduced by using a novel experimental method. Sampling the saturated 
absorption signal at the leading edge of the chopped pump beam where the vcc had little time to 
broaden tlie nanow saturated velocity distribution provided greater resolution and allowed the 
numerous Zeeman transitions to be resolved. The interpretation of the spectrum was shown to 
be complicated due to the many cross-over resonances from the numerous non-degenerate 
hyperfine energy levels in the ground and excited state. This imposed a limitation on the 
usefulness of this spectroscopic technique.
The use of transverse optical pumping to induce the nonlinearity in an atomic 
vapour was analysed and shown to be a possible, though weak, process. Detection of this
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effect in inducing SHG was not experimentally observed due to the necessaiy conditions of 
low sodium vapour density and high buffer gas pressure for good optical pumping. These 
conditions were in conflict with those for SHG in the same atomic medium and a compromise 
set of experimental conditions was not possible.
8 . 2  £ m : U R E . . „ W , Q B . K
The demonstrated high conversion efficiency for magnetic field induced SFM with both 
single and two-photon resonant enhancement presents many opportunities for future work in 
this area.
One immediate improvement in the SFM experiment would be to use the sodium 3S-3D 
two-photon transition as the enhancing atomic route. The 3P-3D dipole matrix element is -3.5 
times larger than the 3P-4D matrix element [11] and the 3S-3D quadrupole matrix element 
squared is -6.9 times larger than the 3S-4D quadrupole element squared [171]. For the same 
total fundamental input power, the anticipated generated UV power would be -0.42 mW due to 
larger atomic matrix elements alone. Recent advances in Ti:Al203 laser technology has 
provided a suitable high power source at the Na 3P-3D transition wavelength of -820 nm. It 
should be possible to generate several milliwatts of UV SFM power with only -500 mW in 
each fundamental beam on the 3S-3P-3D atomic excitation route. Other improvements in 
conversion efficiency might be realised by increasing the interaction length with a tailored 
magnetic field or by using a different atomic medium with more favourable transition matrix 
elements for SFM.
An interesting development in the atomic excitation route would be to excite the 
quadrupole moment on the second step and have the parametric emission occurring on the 
dipole transition (see Figure 8.1). Single photon resonant enhancement has previously been 
used to induce a weak quadrupole-dipole two-photon absorption in sodium vapour [205]. A 
calculation of the possible excitation route
3Siy2 “  d—> 3P — q—> 4P = d => ^ ^ 1 /2  
in sodium shows that the atomic parameters predict a similar generated SFM power to the 
3S-4D excitation scheme. Again, a Ti:Al203 laser would be a suitable source at the 3P-4P
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quadrupole transition wavelength of *~750 nm.
4P
750 nm - quadrupole
dlpole - 330 nm
3P
590 nm - dipole
3S
Figure 8.1 : Schematic diagram of a possible SFM excitation route in Na with a quadrupole transition occurring on the 
second excitation step.
Phase matching of this SFM process may be modified since the parametric emission would 
occur on a weak but allowed dipole transition which may have a considerable refractive index 
contribution. The competition between the stimulated emission and the spontaneous 
fluorescence fi*om the 4P state would be of interest
An extension of each of these proposed schemes would be to excite high lying Rydberg 
states of the atomic medium using simultaneous single and two-photon resonance for SFM. 
Although the quadrupole and dipole transition matrix elements are typically weaker than for 
low lying states, this method might allow some quasi- tunability of the SFM through the 
closely spaced, magnetically split levels of the Rydberg states. Obtaining a true tunable SFM 
nonlinear optical process might be achieved in a suitable molecular nonlinear medium, as 
suggested by Sinclair [14].
Since the simultaneous single and two-photon excitation scheme for SFM can occur in 
low atomic densities with good signal to noise ratios, it may be practical to study the 
microscopic behaviour of the nonlinear optical process in great detail by using an atomic beam 
as the nonlinear medium. A better insight into the roles of two-photon and stepwise excitation 
in the mixing process would be obtained without the complications of inhomogeneous 
broadening and collisions. The 3S-3D route in Na would be a good choice for excitation since
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the atom can only decay through spontaneous emission to other levels within the three 
interacting groups of levels.
Additionally, as mentioned in Chapter 7, it may be possible to study simultaneous 
single and two-photon resonantly enhanced SFM with the nonlinearity created in the 
atomic vapour by transverse optical pumping. The low sodium atomic densities required for 
efficient optical pumping should also allow reasonable SFM signals to be detected. Again, the 
observation of an optical pumping effect on win also depend upon a compromise on buffer
gas pressure but this may be reduced tlirough single-mode laser optical pumping as previously 
discussed in §7.1.1.
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